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Abstract 
 

The development of safe, high energy and power electrochemical energy-conversion 

systems can be a response to the worldwide demand for a clean and low-fuel-consuming 

transport. This thesis work, starting from a basic studies on the ionic liquid (IL) 

electrolytes and carbon electrodes and concluding with tests on large-size IL-based 

supercapacitor prototypes demonstrated that the IL-based asymmetric configuration 

(AEDLCs) is a powerful strategy to develop safe, high-energy supercapacitors that might 

compete with lithium-ion batteries in power assist-hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs). The 

increase of specific energy in EDLCs was achieved following three routes: i) the use of 

hydrophobic ionic liquids (ILs) as electrolytes; ii) the design and preparation of carbon 

electrode materials of tailored morphology and surface chemistry to feature high 

capacitance response in IL and iii) the asymmetric double-layer carbon supercapacitor 

configuration (AEDLC) which consists of assembling the supercapacitor with different 

carbon loadings at the two electrodes in order to exploit the wide electrochemical stability 

window (ESW) of IL and to reach high maximum cell voltage (Vmax).  

Among the various ILs investigated the N-methoxyethyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium 

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR1(2O1)TFSI) was selected because of its 

hydrophobicity and high thermal stability up to 350 °C together with good conductivity 

and wide ESW, exploitable in a wide temperature range, below 0°C. For such exceptional 

properties PYR1(2O1)TFSI was used for the whole study to develop large size IL-based 

carbon supercapacitor prototype.  

This work also highlights that the use of ILs determines different chemical-physical 

properties at the interface electrode/electrolyte with respect to that formed by conventional 

electrolytes. Indeed, the absence of solvent in ILs makes the properties of the interface not 

mediated by the solvent and, thus, the dielectric constant and double-layer thickness 

strictly depend on the chemistry of the IL ions.  

The study of carbon electrode materials evidences several factors that have to be 

taken into account for designing performing carbon electrodes in IL. The heat-treatment in 

inert atmosphere of the activated carbon AC which gave ACT carbon featuring ca. 100 F g-1 

in IL demonstrated the importance of surface chemistry in the capacitive response of the 

carbons in hydrophobic ILs. The tailored mesoporosity of the xerogel carbons is a key 



parameter to achieve high capacitance response. The CO2-treated xerogel carbon X3a 

featured a high specific capacitance of 120 F/g in PYR14TFSI, however, exhibiting high 

pore volume, an excess of IL is required to fill the pores with respect to that necessary for 

the charge-discharge process. Further advances were achieved with electrodes based on the 

disordered template carbon DTC7 with pore size distribution centred at 2.7 nm which 

featured a notably high specific capacitance of 140 F g-1 in PYR14TFSI and a moderate 

pore volume, V>1.5 nm of 0.70 cm3 g-1.  

This thesis work demonstrated that by means of the asymmetric configuration 

(AEDLC) it was possible to reach high cell voltage up to 3.9 V. Indeed, IL-based AEDLCs 

with the X3a or ACT carbon electrodes exhibited specific energy and power of ca. 30 Wh kg-1 

and 10 kW kg-1, respectively. The DTC7 carbon electrodes, featuring a capacitance response 

higher of 20%-40% than those of X3a and ACT, respectively, enabled the development of 

a PYR14TFSI-based AEDLC with specific energy and power of 47 Wh kg-1 and 13 kW kg-1 

at 60°C with Vmax of 3.9 V.  

Given the availability of the ACT carbon (obtained from a commercial material), the 

PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLCs assembled with ACT carbon electrodes were selected 

within the EU ILHYPOS project for the development of large-size prototypes. This study 

demonstrated that PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC can operate between -30°C and +60°C 

and its cycling stability was proved at 60°C up to 27,000 cycles with high Vmax up to 3.8 V. 

Such AEDLC was further investigated following USABC and DOE FreedomCAR 

reference protocols for HEV to evaluate its dynamic pulse-power and energy features. It 

was demonstrated that with Vmax of 3.7 V at T> 30 °C the challenging energy and power 

targets stated by DOE for power-assist HEVs, and at T> 0 °C the standards for the 12V-

TSS and 42V-FSS and TPA 2s-pulse applications are satisfied, if the ratio wmodule/wSC = 2 

is accomplished, which, however, is a very demanding condition.  

Finally, suggestions for further advances in IL-based AEDLC performance were 

found. Particularly, given that the main contribution to the ESR is the electrode charging 

resistance, which in turn is affected by the ionic resistance in the pores that is also 

modulated by pore length, the pore geometry is a key parameter in carbon design not only 

because it defines the carbon surface but also because it can differentially “amplify” the 

effect of IL conductivity on the electrode charging-discharging process and, thus, 

supercapacitor time constant. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

1.1. Supercapacitors as electrochemical energy storage/conversion systems 

Supercapacitors are electrochemical energy storage/conversion systems of high 

specific power, able to be charged and discharged in a short time (in the order of seconds). 

Supercapacitors are composed of two electrodes immersed in an electrolyte, with an ion 

permeable separator located between the electrodes [1.1].  

The electrodes for supercapacitors can be divided into two main classes: the 

carbonaceous electrodes in which the main charge/discharge process is electrostatic and 

the pseudocapacitive electrodes in which the charge/discharge process is faradic and fast 

reversible redox reactions occur. Figure 1.1 reports a series of carbon based- and 

pseudocapacitive based-electrodes with the corresponding capacitance response.  
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Figure 1.1. Various electrode materials for supercapacitors with indication of their specific capacitance [1.6]. 

 

Pseudocapacitive materials have the great advantage to achieve higher values of specific 

capacitance than those of double-layer carbon electrodes. Indeed, while in the latter the 

charge process involves only the electrode surface, in the former the charge is stored in the 

bulk electrode material. The main pseudocapacitive materials are based on electronically 

conducting polymers, mainly thiophene-based polymers [1.2], and transition metal oxides 

such as RuO2, which can reach capacitance values up to more than 600 F g-1 at the 

expenses of high cost [1.3]. Recently, several studies have been devoted to MnO2 as a low-
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cost alternative to RuO2, which delivers capacitances even higher than 400 F g-1 when it is 

deposited as thin film [1.4]. However, both these oxides operate in aqueous electrolyte, 

which constrains the operative cell voltage below 1.5 V [1.5].  

 The supercapacitors can be assembled with several configurations such as 

electrochemical double layer supercapacitor (EDLC) where the two electrodes are 

composed of carbon, the hybrid supercapacitor where one electrode is made of carbon and 

the other is composed of pseudocapacitive material and the pseudocapacitive 

supercapacitor where both the electrodes consist of pseudocapacitive materials. The 

electrochemical double layer supercapacitors (EDLCs) store charge in the double-layer 

without chemical reactions and physical changes in the electrode materials and, hence, the 

charge/discharge processes are highly reversible and fast. This implies the advantage to 

achieve long cycle-life (at least 500,000 cycles) and high power. 

The maximum energy (Emax) and power (Pmax) of supercapacitors are calculated 

according to eq. 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. 

Emax = 3/8 CSCVmax
2         (eq. 1.1) 

Pmax = Vmax
2 / 4 ESR         (eq. 1.2) 

where CSC is expressed in Farads, Vmax is the maximum cell voltage in Volts and ESR is 

the equivalent series resistance in ohms. The eq. 1.1 is referred to the maximum energy 

delivered between Vmax and Vmax/2.  

The value of Vmax is mainly limited by the electrolyte stability; as reported in Table 

1.1 the aqueous electrolytes (acids or alkalis) allow Vmax of just 1.0-1.5 V while organic 

electrolytes (propylene carbonate or acetonitrile containing dissolved quaternary 

alkylammonium salts) make possible Vmax of 3 V at maximum. In the last decade a new 

kind of electrolytes based on ionic liquids (ILs) is having much attention since they make 

feasible to largely overcome Vmax reached by conventional electrolytes with a consequence 

of a significantly increase of the supercapacitor specific energy. This is possible because 

the electrochemical stability windows (ESWs) of ILs is largely higher than that of 

conventional organic electrolytes [1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7].  

Figure 1.2 reports the so called ‘Ragone plot’ of typical energy storage and 

conversion systems in terms of their specific energy and power. Supercapacitors are able to 

store an amount of energy markedly higher than that of electrolytic capacitors and lower 

than that of batteries and fill the gap of several orders of magnitude in energy and power 
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between such electrochemical devices. In the supercapacitors group, EDLCs are those 

featuring the highest power and pseudocapacitors are those featuring the highest energy, 

however the latter may suffer for long cycle-life due to reversibility of redox processes.  

 
Table 1.1. Properties of various electrolytes [1.5]. 

Electrolyte 
Density 

g cm-3 

Resistivity 

Ω cm 

Vmax 

V 

KOH 1.29 1.9 1.0 

Sulfuric acid 1.2 1.35 1.0 

Propylene carbonate 1.2 52 2.5-3.0 

Acetonitrile 0.78 18 2.5-3.0 

ILs 1.3-1.5 125 (25°C) 
28 (100°C) 

4.0 
3.25 
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Figure 1.2. Ragone plot for various energy storage and conversion devices.  

 

First patents on supercapacitors based on high surface area carbon electrodes date 

back to 1957. They have been largely used in consumer electronic products where they 

mainly serve as backup sources for memories, microcomputers, system boards and clocks 

[1.3]. Over the last years many applications have emerged in the frame of electric energy 
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production and sustainable transportation. In particular, supercapacitors are called upon for 

those functions that do not require high charge storage capacity, but for which high 

recharge rate and long cycle life of the storage system are crucial. Supercapacitors can be 

used to enhance electric grid reliability and regulation by buffering the small and rapid     

(< minute) fluctuations in electric power and they can provide short-time uninterruptible 

power in UPS (uninterruptible power supply) systems of commercial and public buildings. 

They are also increasingly exploited in hybrid diesel-electric seaport cranes being used to 

load and unload container ships and where they capture energy otherwise wasted as heat in 

the repetitious up and down movement of heavy shipping containers.  

In transportation, supercapacitors can store energy from regenerative braking in 

hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and they are already being introduced for such purpose in 

light rail systems. They can also provide and/or assist power train in heavy electric 

vehicles (EVs) and HEVs of limited driving range with frequent stop-and-go, such as in 

demonstrative electric buses operating in Moscow or in the hybrid city transit service in 

southern California [1.8-1.9]. Currently great efforts are devoted to the development of 

electrochemical energy storage devices for power assist-HEVs. Such application involves 

that the internal combustion engine operates in synergic combination with the 

electrochemical system in a way that the engine is maintained at constant regime so as to 

work at the maximum efficiency with the consequences of fuel economy and pollution 

emission reduction. The requirements for power assist-HEV application are a discharge 

pulse power of at least 625 W kg-1 for 10 s with a total available energy of 7.5 Wh kg-1, 

energy efficiency >90% with temperature operating range -30/52°C and it is of primary 

importance safety [1.10]. 

Figure 1.3 shows the energy and power performance evaluated by protocols tailored 

for automotive applications and, differently from the traditional Ragone plot reported in 

Figure 1.2, the Figure 1.3 reports the energy available within different states of charge 

where given 10s-pulse discharge power applies; such plot better captures the complexity of 

HEV operation. In the plot it is also reported the straight line that corresponds to the 

energy-to-power ratio (E/P) of 43.2 s which is necessary for an energy-storage system in 

power-assist HEV. Figure 1.3 compares the simulated performance of electrochemical 

energy storage systems such as lithium-ion batteries of different chemistry and EDLCs and 

shows that lithium-ion batteries already satisfy the energy requisite, but still safety 
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concerns limit their use in transportation. The EDLCs available today on the market (which 

can operate with Vmax of 2.7 V) meet the power requisite but do not satisfy the energy 

requisite [1.11]. The simulation evidences that only by 3 fold increase of capacitance or by 

increase of Vmax up to 3.7 V it is possible to achieve with EDLCs the requisite for power-

assist HEV. 
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Figure 1.3. Simulations of available energy vs. 10s pulse-discharge power of lithium-ion batteries with 
different cathodic materials, commercial EDLC (2.7 V) and EDLCs of increased Vmax of 3.7 V and of 3 fold 
increased capacitance, it is also reported the DOE target for power-assist HEV. The results plotted include 
the weight of current collectors but do not account for packaging weight [1.11].  

 

On the other hand, EDLCs have the advantages to feature high energy efficiency, higher 

than 90%, and as a consequence they release small amount of heat, upon cycling, which is 

easily dissipated particularly when compared to power lithium-ion batteries. Furthermore, 

EDLCs featuring equal the positive and the negative electrode materials, are intrinsically 

safer than the batteries, in which unpredictable internal short circuits may trigger 

dangerous, thermal runaway reactions. 

EDLCs are usable in a wide temperature range; particularly at low temperature, they 

substantially outperform conventional batteries [1.1, 1.3, 1.8]. However the operating 

temperature is strongly related to the nature of the electrolyte, therefore aqueous or 

acetonitrile based-electrolytes limit the operation temperature under 100°C and propylene 

carbonate based-electrolytes allow a bit higher temperature while a marked higher limit is 

given by the use of ionic liquids as electrolytes that feature negligible vapour pressure, 

decomposition temperature even over 400°C and nonflammability characteristic [1.12]. 
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Thus, research in EDLCs is mainly devoted to increase their specific energy by 

enhancing the supercapacitor capacitance (CSC) and the maximum cell voltage (Vmax) by 

the development of novel carbon electrode and electrolyte materials. 

 

1.2. Electrochemical double-layer supercapacitor  

As shown in Figure 1.4 EDLC consists of two electrodes composed of high surface 

area carbon, which is characterized by a high polarizability and electrical conductivity. In 

EDLC each electrode/electrolyte interface represents a capacitor so that the complete cell 

can be roughly considered as two capacitors and a resistance connected in series. Thus, the 

supercapacitor capacitance (CSC) depends on the capacitances of the two electrodes (C1 and 

C2) as in eq. 1.3 

1/CSC= 1/C1 + 1/C2         (eq. 1.3) 

 

 

Figure 1.4. Schematic illustration of electrochemical double-layer supercapacitor (EDLC) upon charge [13]. 

 

Upon the charge process the carbon electrode surface is electrostatically charged, the 

electrolyte at the boundary of the electrode is reorganized to counterbalance the charge on 
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the electrode surface and charge separation with the formation of double-layer occurs in 

the order of 10-8 s at the electrode/electrolyte interface [1.8]. 

Carbons, being semiconductors, do not feature high density of charge carriers (hole 

or electrons). The distribution of the charge carriers extends into the bulk of the 

semiconductor over a relatively large distance (screening length) that is inversely related to 

the charge-carrier density; such region is called space-charge region and it is shown in 

Figure 1.5. When an electric field is applied, in the space-charge region a potential gradient 

takes place with the formation of a double-layer in the solid side and space-charge 

capacitance (Cc) develops. On the electrolyte side the formation of a compact layer of ions 

of the same charge, Helmholtz layer, at the closest distance from the electrode and of a 

diffuse layer occur in order to balance the electrode charge. Therefore, the capacitance at 

each electrode Cdl is given in eq. 1.4  

1/Cdl = 1/Cc + 1/CH + 1/Cdiff        (eq. 1.4) 

where Cdl and Cc have been already defined and CH and Cdiff are the capacitances which 

arise from the compact Helmholtz layer (at the interfase electrode/first layer of ions) and of 

the diffuse layer (ions concentration gradient), respectively. Hence, Cdl will be determined 

by the smaller of the capacitance components [1.1, 1.13-1.15].  
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According to Helmholtz model for concentrated solutions the capacitance CH at each 

electrode interface is displayed by the following equation  

CH = k0εA/δdl         (eq. 1.5) 

where k0 is the vacuum permittivity (8.85 10-12 F m-1), ε is the dielectric constant of the 

electrical double-layer region, A the surface-area of the electrode and δdl is the thickness of 

the double-layer. Given that the electrode capacitance depends on the reciprocal of the 

double-layer thickness which is in the order of 10-10 m, and it is directly related to the 

carbon surface area, typically of several hundreds m2 g-1 of carbon, the capacitance of 

EDLCs is significantly higher than that of the dielectric and electrolytic ones. The specific 

capacitance expressed per unit of surface area is typically about 25 µF cm-2, hence, with 

large accessible surface area carbon electrodes, high double layer capacitances on the order 

of 100-150 F g-1 can be achieved [1.1].  

 Table 1.2 reports the best performing commercially available EDLCs which operate 

in organic electrolytes and feature specific energy ≤ 8 Wh kg-1 and Vmax ≤ 3.3 V. 

Improvement in specific energy of EDLCs is achievable by increasing CSC and Vmax, which 

are dependant on the carbon morphology and electrolyte electrochemical stability window 

(ESW), respectively. The use of electrolyte with wide ESW is a promising strategy to 

develop high energy supercapacitor. However, the electrolyte resistance (resistivity) 

increases coming from aqueous to organic electrolytes and ionic liquids at least an order of 

magnitude (see Table 1.1), hence moving to organic electrolytes and ionic liquids is not as 

much as convenient in terms of time constant (τ), which is the time required to discharge 

the supercapacitor of 67% with respect to its capacity. Indeed, the conductivity of the 

electrolyte affects the value of ESR and τ, which, however, are also influenced by the 

electronic resistance of the electrode material, the interfacial resistance between the 

electrode and the current-collector and the ionic resistance of ions moving in small pores 

[1.13].   
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Table 1.2. Performances of commercial EDLCs. The reported values are referred to RT and the specific 

energy is normalized to the device weight including the packaging weight [1.5]. 

 

EDLC Cell Voltage 
V 

Capacitance 
F 

ESR 
mΩ 

Energy 
Wh/kg 

Maxwell 2.7 2800 0.48 4.45 

Maxwell 2.7 650 0.8 2.5 

Maxwell 2.7 350 3.2 4.4 

Ness 2.7 1800 0.55 3.6 

Ness 2.7 3640 0.30 4.2 

Ness 2.7 5085 0.24 4.3 

Asahi Glass (PC) 2.7 1375 2.5 4.9 

Panasonic (PC) 2.5 1200 1.0 2.3 

Panasonic 2.5 1791 0.30 3.44 

Panasonic 2.5 2500 0.43 3.70 

EPCOS 2.7 3400 0.45 4.3 

LS Cable 2.8 3200 0.25 3.7 

Power Sys. 

(activated carbon, PC) 
2.7 1350 1.5 4.9 

Power Sys. 

(advanced carbon, PC) 
3.3 1800 3.0 8.0 

 

1.3. Ionic liquids as electrolytes  

Ionic liquids (ILs) give a chance to develop safe, “green”, high voltage EDLCs free 

of toxic and/or flammable organic solvents and able to operate even in high temperature 

regimes that are not feasible for state of art of commercial supercapacitors. Indeed, ILs are 

molten salts at room temperature and entirely composed of cations and anions, the nature 

of which determines the chemical/electrochemical and physical properties of ILs. These 

molten salts, featuring low vapor pressures, are characterized by high 

boiling/decomposition points even higher than 400°C and, thus, are considered green 
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solvents. Given their low melting points they have a large liquidus range [1.12, 1.16]; they 

are also nonflammable, thermally and electrochemically stable and with good conductivity 

above RT. 

The conductivity is influenced by the chemistry of the IL ions and by their 

interactions, indeed, if sufficiently long-lived ion pairs are formed, they appear neutral in 

the electric field and thus cannot contribute to the conductivity [1.17]. At room 

temperature (RT) ILs feature conductivities (0.1-14 mS cm-1) markedly lower (even two 

order of magnitude) than those of aqueous electrolytes (400-700 mS cm-1), while the 

conductivity difference with organic electrolytes is less evident (tetralkylammonium salts 

in acetonitrile, 60 mS cm-1, and propylene carbonate, 11 mS cm-1). However at 60-80°C 

ILs conductivities reach the values of 20-30 mS cm-1. Such increase is related to the 

temperature dependence of the viscosity and the ionic diffusion coefficient which affect the 

conductivity following an Arrhenius type exponential trend. Since in ILs the ions are not 

separated by solvent molecule, it is difficult to define the number of charge carriers, so the 

“free space model” seems to be the most efficient way of describing the mechanism of 

ionic conductivity. Such model suggests that the conduction occurs by a redistribution of 

the ions through the free volumes between them, constantly fluctuating in size, due to 

thermal motions, which increase with temperature [1.16].  

ILs are resistant for electrochemical reduction and oxidation, they have wide 

electrochemical stability window (ESW) even higher than 5 V evaluated on glassy carbon 

or Pt smooth electrodes. For their wide ESW and their high thermal stability they are safe 

electrolytes particularly interesting for electrochemical devices and to develop high energy 

electrochemical supercapacitors. The ESW limits are roughly determined by the ions 

composing the IL, indeed while the cation influences the negative potential limit, the anion 

affects the positive potential limit of the ESW.  

In order to guarantee high cycle life of supercapacitors based on ILs it is of primary 

importance the idrophobicity of such salts which depends on the properties of the ions 

composing the IL. The idrophobicity is determined by substituents of the cations and 

decreases for the anions in the order CF3CO2
−, CH3CO2

− (idrophilic) > CF3SO3
−, BF4

− > 

PF6
−, (CF3SO2)2N− (idrophobic) [1.16]. 

The ILs mainly studied for supercapacitors application are imidazolium, 

pyrrolidinium, and asymmetric, aliphatic quaternary ammonium salts of anions like 
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tetrafluoroborate (BF4
-), trifluoromethanesulfonate (Tf-), 

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (TFSI-), bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (FSI-) and 

hexafluorophosphate (PF6
-), and all feature an ESW wider than that of the conventional 

organic electrolytes at RT [1.8]. In this PhD research work the 1-ethyl-3-

methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (EMITFSI), N-butyl-N-methyl-

pyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR14TFSI) and N-methoxyethyl-N 

methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR1(2O1)TFSI) ILs were 

investigated as electrolytes for high voltage superacapacitors and their structures are shown 

in Figure 1.6.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1.6. Structures of cations and anion of the selected ILs. 

 

Table 1.3 reports melting temperature, ESW evaluated on glassy carbon or Pt smooth 

electrodes, conductivity and formula weight of the EMITFSI, PYR1(2O1)TFSI and 

PYR14TFSI ILs. The melting temperature reflects on IL conductivity performance and 

marks the temperature limit for its application in EDLCs [1.8]. While EMITFSI remains 

liquid down to low temperatures (-50°C) and displays the highest conductivities, reaching 

ca. 10-2 S cm-1 at RT, the acidic proton of the imidazolium ring limits the cathodic stability 

potential. Thus, the imidazolium-based ILs feature ESWs narrower than those of the 
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pyrrolidinium-based ILs and this is the main obstacle in the practical use of the 

hydrophobic EMITFSI in high voltage supercapacitors. Although pyrrolidinium salts 

display the widest ESW, even exceeding 5V, their conductivity is lower than that of 

EMITFSI.  

 
Table 1.3. Melting temperature, ESW, conductivity and formula weight of the ILs EMITFSI, PYR1(2O1)TFSI 
and PYR14TFSI.  

 EMITFSI [1.16] PYR1(2O1)TFSI [1.18] PYR14TFSI [1.18] 

        Melting temperature -50°C <-90°C -3°C 

ESW at RT 4.1 V 5.0 V 5.5 V 

       Conductivity at 60°C 

          at RT 

25 mS cm-1 

9.2 mS cm-1 

8.4 mS cm-1 

3.8 mS cm-1 

6.0 mS cm-1 

2.6 mS cm-1 

formula weight 391 g mol-1 424 g mol-1 422 g mol-1 

 

1.4. Carbon electrodes for EDLCs 

The choice of carbon as supercapacitor electrode material comes from its chemical 

and physical properties. Indeed carbon features good corrosion resistance, high 

temperature stability, good conductivity, high surface area range (~1 to 2000 m2 g-1) with 

controlled pore structure, processability and compatibility in composite materials and 

relatively low cost. In the optimization of the carbonaceous electrode material, high 

specific capacitance and low electronic resistance, that is reflected in the ESR value, are 

required in order to achieve high specific energy and power according to eq. 1.1 and 1.2 

[1.13]. 

Synthetic carbons features a large variety of nanotextures with microcrystalline 

domains that lead to several degrees of order (graphitization). They exhibit semiconducting 

properties and their resistivity depends on their chemical and structural properties 

(graphitic domains), which derive by the precursors and the preparation conditions, such as 

temperature and time of pyrolysis and activation processes. High temperature treatments in 

the absence of oxygen can undergo local graphitization in synthetic carbons. The degree of 

order (the extension of graphitic domains), porosity and surface chemistry influence the 

intrinsic resistivity of carbons [1.19].  

Carbon electrodes are usually prepared by a blend of carbon and binder defined as 

composite material. The binders generally used are polytetrafluoroethylene (pTFE), 

poly(vinylidene fluoride) (pVdF) and carboxymethylcellulose (CMC). The resistance of 
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the electrode arises from intrinsic resistivity of the carbon and from additional 

contributions of interparticle contact resistance and composite material/current collector 

contact resistance. To reduce the electrode resistance, conductive additives can be added to 

the blend which are typically carbon blacks and acetylene blacks. They are produced by 

the partial combustion or thermal decomposition of hydrocarbons in the gas phase and 

their conductivity is typically in the range 10-1 to 102 S cm-1 [1.13]. 

The carbons investigated as active material for supercapacitor electrodes are 

activated carbons, aero/cryo/xerogel carbons, template carbons, carbon fibers and carbon 

nanotubes. However, carbon fibers and carbon nanotubes typically feature low specific 

surface area which gives rise to low capacitive response, thus, in this thesis work only 

activated carbons, aero/cryo/xerogel carbons and template carbons were investigated for IL 

based-supercapacitors. 

 

1.4.1. Activated carbons 

Activated carbons, largely utilized in commercial EDLCs for their low cost, are 

typically produced by carbonization of materials like nutshells, peat, wood, lignite and coal 

and by successive activation processes [1.19]. Figure 1.7 shows a schematic representation 

of the structure of activated carbons, which gives an idea of how a disorder array of 

graphene layers, also folded, can be arranged. They feature high specific surface area 

(>1500 m2 g-1) and are usually rich in surface functional groups.  

 

 

Figure 1.7. Schematic representation of the microstructure of activated carbons [1.20].  
 

The activation processes are physical or chemical [1.20]. The physical activation consists 

of a high temperature treatment, generally between 800°C and 1100°C, in the presence of 
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suitable oxidizing gases such as steam, CO2, air or any mixture of these gases. The active 

oxygen in the activating process burns away the more reactive portions of the carbon 

skeleton as CO and CO2 and the extent of burn-off depends on the nature of the gas 

employed and the activation temperature and time. The activation reaction occurs in two 

steps. In the first step the disorganized carbon is burned out and the blocked pores are 

opened. In the second stage the carbon of the aromatic ring system starts burning, 

producing active sites and wider pores. The choice of the parameters of the activation 

process such as temperature, time, type of activating agent allows a control of the 

microporosity and mesoporosity to some extent [1.21]. 

The chemical activation involves the treatment of the starting material with 

concentrated solution of activating agent. The most widely used activating agents are 

H3PO4, ZnCl2 and H2SO4 and their common feature is that they are dehydrating agents. 

Chemical activation is usually carried out at temperature between 400°C and 800 °C. The 

pyrolized product is cooled and washed to remove the activating agent. The pore size 

distribution in the final carbon product is determined largely by the degree of impregnation 

and the pore size increase by raising the degree of impregnation [1.22].  

The activation processes modify the carbon porosity increasing the specific surface 

area, even by a significant contribution in microporosity (micropore size < 2 nm), and also 

produce/increase functional groups on carbon surface. [1.19, 1.23].  

 

1.4.2. Mesoporous aero/cryo/xerogel carbons 

Meoporous aero/cryo/xerogel carbons (mesopore size is between 2 nm and 50 nm) 

are usually synthesized by the poly-condensation of resorcinol and formaldehyde, via sol-

gel process. Organic aerogels were prepared firstly by Pekala in 1989 [1.24]. An aqueous 

solution of resorcinol, formaldehyde and a basic or acid catalyst in a closed container is 

heated at a certain temperature for a period of time to form a stable crosslinked gel. The 

major reactions between resorcinol and formaldehyde are reported in Figure 1.8 and 

include an addition reaction in which the basic catalyst favors the reaction and a 

condensation reaction. Once the gel is formed, it is washed, in order to exchange the pore 

water with an organic solvent appropriate for the subsequent drying step. Next, the wet gel 

is dried. The resulting carbon porosity is controlled by the synthesis conditions such as 
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dilution and ratio of the precursors, gelation temperature and time and pH of the initial 

solution [1.25-1.26].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.8. Polymerization mechanism of resorcinol and formaldehyde. S.A. Al-Muhtaseb, J.A. Ritter: 
Preparation and Properties of Resorcinol-Formaldehyde Organic and Carbon Gels. Adv. Mater. (2003) 15, 
101. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission.  
 

The evaporative drying is reputed texture-destructive, therefore organic gels are 

usually dried by supercritical drying with CO2 to eliminate surface tensions and avoid 

shrinkage in the dried material which, in this case, is called aerogel. Note that the 

supercritical drying, involving high pressure, is expensive, dangerous and difficult to mass 

production, therefore the development and the optimization of the subcritical drying was 

necessary and it was important the selection of suitable solvents to minimize collapse of 

the wet gel structure during drying. A way to avoid shrinkage is to use freeze-drying 

treatment. After freezing the solvent is removed by sublimation under low pressure and the 

resulting material is designated as cryogel. It has been also demonstrated that by using 

exchange solvents (acetone or cyclohexane) featuring a surface tension lower than that of 

Addition 
reaction 

Condensation 
reaction 
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water, the evaporative drying at ambient conditions does not destroy the pore structure of 

the gel and, in this case, the dried gel was named xerogel [1.25, 1.27-1.29]. 

The dried gel is carbonized in inert atmosphere to produce the carbon. The 

aero/cryo/xerogel solid matrix is composed of interconnected polymeric chains so as after 

pyrolysis, the resulting carbons are more electrically conductive than most activated 

carbons [1.13, 1.30]. However, as shown in Figure 1.9, the aero/cryo/xerogel carbons are 

disordered with respect to the ordered templated carbons which are described in the next 

Section.   

 

 

Figure 1.9. TEM image of xerogel carbon obtained by polycondensation of resorcinol and formaldehyde. 
Reprinted from Carbon, 42, N. Job, R. Pirard, J. Marien, J.-P. Pirard, “Porous carbon xerogels with texture 
tailored by pH control during sol–gel process”, 619-628, Copyright (2004), with permission from Elsevier. 
 

1.4.3. Mesoporous template carbons 

Template carbons are prepared by carbonization of carbon precursors in precence of 

a templating materials which, once dissolved, produce the porosity into the carbons. 

Template carbons can be divided into ordered template carbons (OTC) and disordered 

template carbons (DTC).  

The preparation of OTCs is schematically reported in Figure 1.10 and consists in the 

preparation of the inorganic template, formation of the composite by infiltration of carbon 

precursor into the inorganic template, carbonization and removal of the inorganic template 

usually by HF or NaOH solutions. In order to prepare ordered mesoporous carbons the best 

candidates of inorganic templates are ordered mesoporous silica materials. As an example, 

Figure 1.11 reports the TEM image and the corresponding Fourier diffractogram of a nano-

pipe-type mesoporous carbon, designated as CMK-5, synthesized from the partial wetting 
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of poly(furfuryl alcohol) onto the SBA-15 mesoporous silica channels and subsequent 

carbonization and removal of the silica template. The CMK-5 carbon is rigidly 

interconnected into a highly ordered hexagonal array by carbon spacers, which are formed 

between adjacent cylinders [1.31-1.33].  

 

 
Figure 1.10. Schematic illustration of the nanocasting pathway. A.-H. Lu, F. Schüth: Nanocasting: A 
Versatile Strategy for Creating Nanostructured Porous Materials. Adv. Mater. (2006) 18, 1793. Copyright 
Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.11. TEM image viewed along the direction of the ordered nanopipe-type carbon and corresponding 
Fourier diffractogram. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: S. H. Joo, S. J. Choi, I. Oh, 
J. Kwak, Z. Liu, O. Terasaki and R. Ryoo, Nature (2001) 412, 169, copyright 2001. 
 

The DTCs are prepared using disorder inorganic template such as SiO2 and MgO 

nanoparticles [1.32, 1.34] and generally the synthesis consists of mixing carbon precursor 

with template nanoparticles, which, after pyrolysis, are chemically removed. The synthesis 

by MgO developed by M. Inagaki involve also a variation, which consists in the mixing of 

carbon precursor and MgO precursor with the formation of MgO template in situ during 

carbonization, then the MgO template is removed by sulfuric acid solution. Figure 1.12 
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shows TEM and FE-SEM images of a carbon obtained from powder mixture of MgO with 

poly(vinyl alcohol) and it is representative of the disorder of such carbons [1.35-1.36]. The 

template syntheses of mesoporous carbons allow a good control of the porosity of carbons 

because the amount of template is accurately set with respect to that of the carbon 

precursors, so that, after pyrolysis and template removal, it is possible to obtain certain 

pore volume/carbon ratios while keeping the same pore size distribution, which in turn 

depends only on template size. The geometry of the templating agent is replicated in the 

pores and affects the specific surface of the carbon. The synthesis of DTCs based on MgO 

is particular appealing because it has the advantage of the pore size control typical of the 

template synthesis and it is faster and cheaper with respect to ordered template and 

aero/cryo/xerogel methods. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.12. TEM and FE-SEM images of carbons obtained from powder mixture of MgO with poly(vinyl 
alcohol). Reprinted from Carbon, 44, T. Morishita, Y. Soneda, T. Tsumura, M. Inagaki “Preparation of 
porous carbons from thermoplastic precursors and their performance for electric double layer capacitors”, 
2360-2367, Copyright (2006), with permission from Elsevier. 
 

1.5. Carbon porosity and surface chemistry  

High double layer capacitance is achievable by tailoring the morphology of the 

carbon in terms of porosity and surface chemistry. IUPAC classifies the pores on the base 

of size as follows: i) pores with size higher than 50 nm are defined as macropores; ii) pores 

with size between 2 nm and 50 nm are defined as mesopores; iii) pores with size lower 

than 2 nm are defined as micropores. The pores are also defined on the basis of their 

shapes that can be of cylindrical or slit-shaped geometry. Figure 1.13 reports, as example, 

the TEM image of an activated carbon where it is evident a cylindrical mesopore of        

15-20 nm in diameter and a slit-shaped micropore in zone M of 0.5 nm in size.  
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Upon charge, the double-layer formation implies that the counterions of the 

electrolyte go into the carbon pores to balance the charge at the carbon surface. Thus, the 

specific surface area effectively “active” in the double layer formation is generated by 

pores accessible to the electrolyte ions. Generally, the capacitive response in aqueous 

electrolytes is higher than that in organic ones. Beside the different dielectric constants of 

water and organic solvents, this is also because the lower size limit of pores, under which 

the electrolyte can not access the pores, depends on the electrolyte used, i.e. on the 

dimensions of the ions, which increase from the aqueous electrolytes, where the 

counterions are small and provided by KOH for alkali electrolytes and H2SO4 for acidic 

ones, to the organic ones that are based on tetralkylammonium salts in acetonitrile or 

propylene carbonate or ionic liquids consisting of large cations and anions. 

 

 

Figure 1.13. TEM micrograph of activate carbon U-02 with a slit-shaped micropore of 0.5 nm in size (M), at 
the edge of a cylindrical mesopore [1.20].  

 

There is a considerable debate in order to define the lower size of accessible pores, indeed, 

while studies reported that in aqueous electrolytes micropores >0.5 nm are accessible to 

simple hydrated ions and in organic electrolytes such pore size limit should involve larger 

micropores [1.37-1.38], other studies reported that also in organic electrolytes small 

micropores are accessible (~ 0.7 nm) because the electric field imposed by the polarization 

of the electrode induces desolvation and distorsion of ions [1.39-1.41]. On the other hand a 

suitable porosity consists of regularly interconnected mesopores. Small micropores, even 

in the case they are accessible, should lead to high τ with consequent loss of high rate 
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capability because the ionic motion in such small pores is slow and difficult [1.13, 1.23, 

1.33]. 

Several studies showed a trend of the specific capacitance increase with the specific 

surface area according to eq. 1.5. Nevertheless, in certain case such trend goes to a plateau, 

which occurs mainly for very high specific surface area carbons (>1000 m2 g-1) and this 

has been explained in different ways [1.15]. Such deviation can be due to a degree of 

inaccessibility of the specific surface area (sieving effect) [1.38] or to an overestimation of 

such surface area calculated by the BET equation [1.42]. Some studies indicated that the 

microporous specific capacitance is lower than the mesoporous one [1.42]. Therefore, 

carbons of high specific surface area may feature lower capacitance response than expected 

because of their high microporosity contributions to the specific surface area. Kotz and 

coworkers demonstrated that in the case of high surface area carbon, when the wall 

thickness becomes as small as the screening length of the electrified field in the electrode 

(~ 1 nm), the adjacent space charge regions inside the solid begin to overlap, giving charge 

storage limitation at the carbon side [1.14-1.15]. On the basis of eq. 1.4, when the 

capacitance of the solid side, Cc, is small, it will lead to a Cdl lower than expected [1.13-

1.15]. 

Functional groups on carbon surface have an important role in the capacitive 

response of the carbon, indeed, they influence point of zero charge, electronic properties, 

polarizability, wettability and can be responsible for pseudocapacitive phenomena [1.13]. 

Functional groups are mainly located in the edge sites of the graphene planes where the 

reactivity of the carbon atoms with unsaturated valences is greater than that in the basal 

sites as shown in Figure 1.14. Therefore the chemical properties of carbons vary with the 

relative fraction of edge sites and basal plane sites; with the ratio of edge to basal sites 

generally increasing with the degree of disorder.  

The most common functional groups are those with heteroatoms as oxygen, nitrogen, 

sulfur, hydrogen; they are derived from the carbon precursors as a result of incomplete 

carbonization and can also be incorporated during activation processes pursued to increase 

surface area. Activation processes carried out in oxidizing atmosphere can be used to 

increase the concentration of surface oxygen groups, such as carboxyl, carbonyl, phenol, 

quinone and lactone groups, while heating under inert atmosphere may be used to 

selectively remove some of these functionalities [1.43-1.44].  
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Figure 1.14. Example of functional groups located in the edge sites of the graphene layer of a high surface 
area carbon. 

 

Surface functionality on the carbon surface can give reversible redox-processes 

which enhance carbon capacitive response but are not as stable as the electrostatic process 

and thus, are detrimental for the long cycle-life (> 105 cycles) required by EDLCs.  

 

1.6. Design of carbon electrodes for EDLCs based on idrophobic ILs 

The carbon/electrolyte interface in IL is not mediated by any solvent, thus the carbon 

porosity and surface chemistry features have to be designed in view of the used IL.  

Given that in IL the double-layer is different respect to those in conventional electrolytes 

since the solvent is absent, the double-layer can not be described by the Helmholtz model 

developed for conventional concentrated electrolyte solutions, as pictured in Figure 1.15a. 

In such solutions the solvent molecules in the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) separate 

electrode surface charges and electrolyte counterions located in the outer Helmholtz plane 

(OHP) by a distance, δdl, so that solvent molecular size, rather than ion size, and solvent 

dielectric constant (ε) significantly affect the double-layer capacitance of the Helmholtz 

compact layer (CH), which is given by eq. 1.5, and therefore the double layer capacitance 

Cdl (see eq. 1.4). In the case of solvent-free ILs the electrified electrode surface is set up 

against the IL counterions located in the inner Helmholtz plane (IHP) as shown in Figure 

1.15b. Thus, the relation between Cdl and A depends on IL ion chemistry and structure of 

the electrode/IL interface. Size, orientation under electric field and polarizability of IL ions 
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directly affect thickness, the dielectric constant of the double-layer and the capacitive 

response of the electrodes [1.8]. 

Furthermore, when idrophobic ILs are used as electrolytes the hydrophilic surface 

groups, such as oxygen groups, has to be avoided in order to have good wettability of 

carbon surface from the IL and guarantee long cycle life [1.8, 1.23]. 
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Figura 1.15. Scheme of double layer formation at the interface of carbon/conventional electrolyte (a) and 
carbon/IL (b).  

 

If a typical capacitance value of 20 µF cm-2 for carbon in IL is assumed, a specific 

surface area of at least 500 m2 g-1 has to be reached in order to achieve high specific 

capacitance ≥ 100 F g-1. On the basis of geometric considerations, in the case of cylindrical 

shaped-pores, such area should arise from small mesopores narrower than 8 nm. The pore 

walls have to be coated at least by an IL monolayer in order to take advantage of all the 

accessible carbon surface and to avoid charge limitation on the electrolyte side and this 

results in constraints in the design of the void volumes in the carbons. Indeed, surface area 
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from pores narrower than 2-3 nm, even if they are accessible to the IL ions, would not be 

fully exploited for the double-layer capacitance because the corresponding pore volume 

would be lower than that required to cover the whole cylinder surface by an IL monolayer. 

Mesopores wider than 10 nm not only are less effective for surface area but provide high 

pore volume > 1 cm3 g-1 and carbon electrodes of low density, which is detrimental to 

capacitance density (F cm-3), carbon electronic conductivity, contact resistances and 

module-specific capacitance. Since ILs fill the carbon pores, high pore volume leads to a 

significantly higher content of electrolyte than the amount required for charge/discharge 

and, hence, to a non-optimized distribution of the component weights in the modules, 

particularly when high density and formula weight ILs are used [1.8]. 

 

1.7. Objective of the thesis 

This thesis work is focused on the development of safe, double layer carbon 

supercapacitors of high energy able to operate in a wide range of temperature for 

application in sustainable transportation. One strategy was to increase Vmax above 3 V by 

the use of ILs as electrolytes that feature a wide ESW. Another strategy was to prepare 

mesoporous carbons suitable to operate in ILs with high capacitance response (>100 F g-1) 

combined with a useful and proper porous volume (within 1 cm3 g-1). Finally, a novel 

carbon double-layer configuration with different loadings of carbon at the two electrodes 

(AEDLC) was developed in order to exploit the whole ESW of the electrolyte upon 

charge/discharge processes. Several AEDLCs were also assembled and investigated and 

this study contributed to the development of pre-series IL-based AEDLCs within the EU 

project ILHYPOS.  

 

1.8. European Union Project ILHYPOS 

The European Union (EU) Project ILHYPOS (Ionic Liquid-based Hybrid Power 

Supercapacitors, Contract No. TST4-CT-2005-518307) involved three university groups 

(University of Bologna, University Paul Sabatier, and CNAM), four industrial partners 

(Evonik-Degussa, Leclanché Lithium, Arcotronics Technologies and Micro-vett) and the 

governmental energy agency ENEA, which coordinated the Project. The Project focused 

on “green” materials and technologies to minimize environmental impacts of 

supercapacitors in construction, use and disposal. Thus, the ionic liquid-based 
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supercapacitors were investigated and developed with the aim of increasing supercapacitor 

energy without sacrificing power, safety and long cycle life.  

The challenging target of the Project was the development of supercapacitor 

prototypes which outperform the electrochemical double-layer capacitors (EDLCs) on the 

market by featuring maximum cell voltage (Vmax) higher than 3.5 V, maximum specific 

energy higher than 32 Wh/kg of total electrode material, and 15 Wh/kg of packaged 

device, operating at up to 60°C.  

The university groups were charged with the basic studies for electrode and 

electrolyte materials development and selection, cell design, and working condition 

specifications; Evonik-Degussa and Leclanché Lithium with large scale electrolyte 

production and electrode lamination, respectively; ENEA with the development and 

optimization of ionic liquids (ILs) with electrochemical stability window (ESW) > 5 V and 

good ionic conductivity in a temperature range from -20 °C up to 60 °C, and, together with 

Micro-vett, with the definition of testing procedures for specific applications in automotive 

and with the tests of pre-series cells, stacks and modules; and Arcotronics Technologies 

with the cell and module design, based on spiral wound technology, and development of 

pilot machinery for cell assembly.  
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Chapter 2 

Techniques and Analysis 

 
2.1. Materials 

The pristine activated carbon (AC) Picactif BP10 from Pica was treated at 1050°C in 

Ar (200 cm3 min-1) for 2h with a heating rate of 10°C min-1 in a furnace (ZE Muffle 

Furnace) in order to remove surface moieties and the treated carbon is named ACT (see 

Section 4.1.1). 

The cryogel and xerogel carbons were prepared by polycondensation of resorcinol 

(Riedel de Haen, 99.0–100.5%) and formaldehyde (37% aqueous solution, Aldrich) in 

MilliQ ultrapure water (Milli-Q simplicity system, Millipore Co.) with Na2CO3 (Riedel de 

Haen, >99.8%) as gelation catalyst, followed by water/t-butanol (Fluka, >99.7%) or 

water/acetone solvent exchange, freeze or RT drying, respectively, and pyrolysis. The 

pyrolysis step was carried out at 800-1050°C with heating rate 10°C min−1 under moderate 

flux of Argon (200 cm3 min−1); the preparation details are reported in Sections 4.1.2. The 

aerogel carbon CA1 was purchased from Marketech.  

The DTCX carbons were prepared from magnesium salts auch as Mg D-gluconate 

hydrate (≥98%, Sigma), Mg acetate tetrahydrate (puriss. p.a., ACS reagent, ≥99.0%, 

Riedel-de Haën), Mg citrate tribasic nonahydrate (Ultra; ≥98%, Fluka) and Mg 

bis(monoperossiphtalate) (tech., 80% Aldrich) and from thermoplastic polymers such as 

poly(ethylene terephthalate) (pellets, Aldrich, 29.9% ash) and polystyrene (pellets, Aldrich 

Mw= 192000). The poly(ethylene terephthalate) and polystyrene were grounded by 

universal mill M20 (IKA) and then mixed to the magnesium salts using planetary mill 

(Pulverisette) in agate jar. The mixture was pyrolysed at 900°C for 1 h with heating rate of 

5°C min-1 in Ar (200 cm3 min-1) in the above mentioned furnace. The resulting powder was 

milled at 400 rpm and for 1h with the planetary mill and then washed with H2SO4 2 M to 

dissolve MgO template, which was formed upon pyrolysis. Preparation details are reported 

in Section 4.1.3.  

The ILs, EMITFSI (Solvent Innovation 99%) and PYR14TFSI (Solvent Innovation 

98%) were dried in Büchi Glass Oven B-580 over night at 80°C under dynamic vacuum 

before use and displayed water content ≤ 30 ppm checked by Karl Fisher titration (684 KF 
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Coulometer Metrohm); the PYR1(2O1) TFSI, which featured water content < 20 ppm, was 

provided by Evonik-Degussa in the frame of EU Project ILHYPOS and was used as 

received. 

 

2.2. Chemical-physical characterizations 

The carbon powders were characterized by TGA and FTIR-ATR to investigate their 

surface chemistry. Porosity analysis of carbons were carried out by nitrogen adsoption at 

77 K and XRD and Raman spectroscopy were carried out to investigate the degree of 

crystallinity of carbons. 

The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) were carried out with a Mettler Toledo 

TGA/SDTA A851 System in N2 or O2 flow at a scanning rate of 20°C min−1 in the 

temperature range between 25°C and 600-1050°C. The differential analysis were 

calculated to evidence the temperature of the main decomposition processes which occur.  

Fourier transform infrared-attenuated total reflectance (FTIR-ATR) spectroscopy was 

carried out by a Perkin Elmer Spectrometer Spectrum ONE (FTIR-ATR) with 40 scans and 

4 cm-1 resolution. 

The porosity of carbons were evaluated by nitrogen adsorption at 77 K with an ASAP 

2020 system (Micromeritics); the carbon powders were dried for at least 2h at 120 °C 

before testing. The total pore volume (Vtot) was evaluated by the quantity of N2 adsorbed at 

p/p° = 0.995; the specific pore volume (V>1.5 nm) and surface area (S> 1.5 nm) related to pores 

of size between 1.5 nm and 200 nm and the pore size distribution (PSD) were evaluated by 

the density functional theory (DFT) and assuming a cylinder pore geometry [2.1].  

X-ray diffraction measurements (XRD) were performed with a Philips X’Pert 

diffractometer, a Cu Kα (λ = 1.5406 Å) radiation source and Ni filter by step-scanning 

mode (0.05° 2θ step; 0.05° 2θ s-1 scan rate). Figure 2.1 reports the main parameters of an 

ideal crystal of graphite. The inter-layer distance d002 of the prepared carbons was 

evaluated by the Bragg’s law d002= nλ/2senθ002, where n is the diffraction order, λ=1.54 nm 

and θ002 is the diffraction angle which is of 26.5 °2θ for graphite (ID N. 23-0064) and is 

related to the (002) family of lattice planes. The size of the graphene crystals along the c-

axis (Lc, normal to the graphene plane) and the a-axis (La, along the graphene plane) was 

evaluated from the half height width β of the reflexes (002) and (100) (the latter found at 
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44.6 °2θ in graphite) by the equation L = kλ/βcosθ, where λ is the wavelength of the 

incident radiation (1.54 nm) and k = 0.94 for Lc and 1.84 for La, respectively [2.2]. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.1. Crystal structure of graphite. 
 

The Raman spectra of carbonaceous materials give information of the carbon 

microstructure and its level of graphitization. Indeed the carbon spectra show a G band at 

around 1580 cm-1 which is related to the symmetric vibrational mode (E2g) of the ideal 

graphitic lattice and a D1 band at around 1350 cm-1 which corresponds to the symmetric 

vibrational mode (A1g) of the disordered graphitic lattice. Indications of the level of 

graphitization are given by the wG, which is the width of the G band, and the ID1/IG, which 

is the ratio between the heights of the D1 and G bands and if such parameters are high with 

respect to graphite, the carbon is disordered [2.3-2.4].  

The Raman spectra were recorded by a Raman Microscope RENISHAW Mod. 

INVIA, with Argon ion laser (λ = 514 nm, 5% of 300 mW full power, 4 scans, 10s per 

scan, 2 cm-1 resolution, magnification 50). The spectra were collected at low power   

(1%=3 mW and 5%=15 mW) and with a limited number of scans because the carbon may 

over heat. The intensity ratios ID1/IG were averaged over the data obtained with different 

spectra collected on different parts of each sample. 

 

2.3. Preparation of electrodes and cell configuration 

The carbon electrodes (0.6-0.7 cm2 geometric area, 8–15 mg cm2 carbon loading) 

were prepared by mixing 95% w/w carbon and 5% w/w polytetrafluoroethylene binder 

Lc 

La 

d002= 
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(Du-Pont) to yield a paste which was then laminated on carbon coated aluminum grids 

(Lamart Corp.).  

Three-electrode Swagelok-type cells were used for single-electrode and 

supercapacitor tests. For single-electrode studies, double-layer carbon counter-electrodes 

with charge storage capability significantly higher than that of the working electrode were 

used so as not to limit the capacitance response of the latter. Silver disk was used as quasi-

reference electrode for cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrochemical impedence spectroscopy 

(EIS) and to check electrode potentials during supercapacitor galvanostatic cycling. The 

potential of silver disk, which was measured in conventional cells prior to electrochemical 

tests by adding the highly reversible redox couple ferrocene/ferrocinium (Fc/Fc+) to the 

medium, was EAg = EFc/Fc+ - (0.200 ± 0.010) V. The cells were assembled in dry box 

(MBraun Labmaster 130, H2O and O2 < 1 ppm) by sandwiching two carbon composite 

electrodes either side of a fiberglass separator (Durieux, 200 µm thick when pressed).  

 

2.4. Electrochemical analysis of carbon electrodes 

The electrochemical characterization of carbon electrodes were performed by cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) to evaluate the capacitive response of the carbonaceous materials, the 

electrochemical tests of double-layer carbon supercapacitors were performed by 

galvanostatic charge-discharge cycles to evaluate the performance of the system such as 

CSC, Emax, Pmax, ESR and cycle-life. Also impedence spectroscopy was carried out both on 

the single-electrodes and supercapacitors to investigate the electrode charge resistance. 

During the electrochemical tests the cells were kept at controlled temperatures by a 

Thermoblock (FALC) or a cryostat HAAKE K40). 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge-discharge cycles were performed 

with a Perkin–Elmer VMP multichannel potentiostat/galvanostat. The specific 

capacitances of the carbon electrodes were evaluated by CV at 20 mV s-1, otherwise 

indicated, from the slope of the integral over time of the discharge voltammetric current vs. 

electrode potential plot.  

The long cycle-life tests were performed by galvanostatic charge-discharge cycles at 

10-20 mA cm-2 and the conventional Ragone plots and those for HEV applications were 

performed in the current density range of 0.5-40 mA cm-2. 
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The impedance spectroscopy measurements were performed by a Solartron SI 1255 

frequency-response analyzer coupled to a 273A PAR potentiostat/galvanostat. Impedance 

spectra were recorded with 5 mV AC perturbation in the 100 kHz to 10 mHz frequency 

range at DC -1.2 V vs. Fc/Fc+ for the single-electrode tests (three electrodes test) and at 0 

OCV for the supercapacitor test (two electrodes test).  
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Chapter 3 

Ionic liquids used as electrolytes 
 

3.1 Chemical-physical properties of the investigated ionic liquids: EMITFSI, 

PYR14TFSI and PYR1(2O1)TFSI 

Ionic liquids (ILs) are room-temperature molten salts which are promising 

electrolytes for developing safe, high energy carbon double-layer supercapacitors and in 

this PhD research work the 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (EMITFSI), N-butyl-N-methyl-pyrrolidinium 

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR14TFSI) and N-methoxyethyl-N-

methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR1(2O1)TFSI) salts were 

selected and investigated as electrolytes. EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI were commercial 

products (Solvionic and Solvent Innovation) which were available with a good level of 

purity (≥ 98%) and were dried before use. PYR1(2O1)TFSI was provided at higher purity 

level by Evonik-Degussa in the frame of the ILHYPOS EU project and was used as 

received. Figure 3.1 shows the conductivity vs. temperature plots of the investigated ILs in 

the temperature range 20°C/80°C (Figure 3.1a) and -40°C/80°C (Figure 3.1b). Figure 3.1a 

reports also the conductivity vs. temperature plot of tetraetylammonium tetrafluoroborate 

in propylencarbonate (PC-Et4NBF4), which is a conventional organic electrolyte used in 

commercial EDLCs.  

 

  

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.1. Conductivity vs. temperature plots f the ionic liquids investigated in the temperature range 
20°C/80°C (a) and -40°C/80°C (b) [3.1-3.3]. 
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EMITFSI was chosen for its good conductivity, while the pyrrolidinum based-ILs were 

investigated for their wide electrochemical stability window (ESW). EMITFSI 

conductivity is of the same order than that of the PC-Et4NBF4. PYR1(2O1)TFSI conductivity 

is higher than PYR14TFSI’s and, given that it freezes below -90°C, it features appreciable 

ion conductivity down to -40°C, while PYR14TFSI features a sharp drop of the 

conductivity just above 0°C where such IL freezes.  

Figure 3.2a displays the ESWs evaluated by linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) at 

60°C on glassy carbon of the EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI ILs and shows that the cathodic 

stability of PYR14TFSI is almost 1 V wider than that of EMITFSI. Figure 3.2b shows the 

comparison of the electrochemical stability evaluated by voltammetry at 20 mV s-1 and 

60°C of PYR14TFSI using a flat glassy carbon electrode or a porous high surface area 

carbon electrode. While the porous carbon electrode features notable capacitive 

voltammetric current because of its high surface area, the glassy carbon electrode features 

a negligible capacitive current given that its surface area is comparable to its geometric 

area (ca. 5 order of magnitude lower than that of high surface area porous carbons).  
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Figure 3.2. ESWs of EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI on glassy carbon evaluated by linear sweep voltammetry at   
5 mV s-1 and 60°C (a); comparison of the ESWs in the negative potential domain on the glassy carbon and 
high surface area carbon (X3a, see Chapter 4 and 5) evaluated by voltammetric measurements in PYR14TFSI 
at 20 mV s-1 and 60°C (b) [3.1]. 
 

The high surface area of the porous carbon also results in faradic currents which are higher 

than those recorded by glassy carbon electrode and are magnified in the former because of 

the high surface area and the presence of surface functional groups that could catalyze 

redox processes in the IL. This implies that, as shown in Figure 3.2b, the cathodic stability 
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limit of the IL is ca. 1 V narrower when evaluated by the porous carbon electrode. This 

explains why the ESWs of the ILs investigated using porous high surface area carbon 

electrodes and reported in Table 3.1, are narrower than those obtained on flat electrodes 

reported in Table 1.3 in Chapter 1.  

 
Table 3.1. ESWs evaluated by cyclic voltammetry at 60°C and 20 mV s-1 on high surface area carbon with 
coulombic efficiency of at least 95%. 

Ionic liquids 

EMITFSI PYR1(2O1)TFSI PYR14TFSI 

3.7 V 4.0 V 4.2 V 

 

The thermal stability of the ionic liquids selected in this work was investigated by 

TGA in O2 and N2. Figure 3.3a shows the thermal stability under N2 atmosphere, while the 

Figure 3.3b shows the thermal stability in presence of O2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3. TGA of the ILs EMITFSI, PYR1(2O1)TFSI and PYR14TFSI in nitrogen [3.1] (a) and oxygen (b) 
atmosphere, it is also shown the TGA in nitrogen of a conventional organic electrolyte tetraetylammonium 
tetrafluoroborate in propylencarbonate (PC-Et4NBF4) [3.4].  
 

The results indicate that all the ILs are thermally stable up to more than 350°C both in 

nitrogen and oxygen atmosphere and that they are much more stable than conventional 
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organic electrolytes as PC-Et4NBF4, whose TGA is also reported in Figure 3.3a for a 

comparison. The result obtained in presence of oxygen is particularly important because it 

evidences the nonflammability of these ILs, which can be used in safe electrochemical 

devices.  

 

3.2. Conclusions 

On the basis of the above reported results, the most promising IL for the 

development of EDLCs based on solvent-free electrolytes is PYR1(2O1)TFSI that was also 

selected within the EU ILHYPOS project because of its hydrophobicity exhibited together 

with good conductivity and wide ESW, exploitable in a wide temperature range, below 

0°C. For such exceptional properties PYR1(2O1)TFSI was used for the whole study to 

develop large size IL-based carbon supercapacitor prototypes [3.4] as illustrated in Chapter 

6.  
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Chapter 4 

Carbons as electrode materials 
 

4.1. Preparation of carbon materials  

In this PhD research work much effort was focused on the development of carbonaceous 

materials as electrodes for IL-based supercapacitors. The strategies adopted were 

primarily devoted to enhance the carbon capacitive response in ILs. Thus, mesoporous 

carbons of high specific surface area that can be easily accessed by the IL electrolyte, 

were synthesized with attention to porosity and surface chemistry in order to avoid charge 

limitation from the liquid and solid part of the electrode/electrolyte interphase [4.1]. 

Indeed, the carbons should display a pore volume high enough to prevent electrolyte 

starving and pore walls thicker than the screening length of the electric field (see Chapter 1) 

[4.1-4.3]. Moreover the carbons should feature a pore size wider than the IL counterions 

which, as reported in Section 1.6, on the basis of geometric considerations should be of   

2-3 nm [4.1]. Carbons should also have a tailored surface chemistry which in turn affects 

carbon wettability by IL ions, the electronic properties of the carbon itself and its surface 

polarizability. Several synthetic routes were pursued: i) surface modification of 

commercial activated carbon (AC) [4.4, 4.5]; ii) synthesis of mesoporous 

aero/cryo/xerogel carbons (ACX) which feature high and tunable mesoporosity that can be 

controlled by chemical synthesis conditions, narrow pore-size-distribution, high electrical 

conductivity and hydrophobic surface [4.4-4.7]; and iii) synthesis of disordered template 

mesoporous carbons (DTCX) where the choice of the template and the mass ratio between 

carbon precursor and template allows to control the porosity of the resulting material [4.8-

4.11]. 

 

4.1.1. Surface modification of commercial activated carbon  

The activated carbon (AC, Picactif BP10) was provided by Pica and was treated at 1050 °C 

in Ar atmosphere (200 cc/min) for 2 h in order to remove surface functionalities which are 

typically present in such carbons after chemical activation processes. The surface cleaning 

was demonstrated by TGA and FTIR analyses. The TGA plot of AC carbon reported in 

Figure 4.1 demonstrates the presence of functional groups which starts to decompose at ca. 
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300°C and with the main fraction removed at 500°C; over 800°C a further decomposition 

occurs [4.12]. Figure 4.2 shows the FTIR-ATR spectra of the pristine carbon (AC) and the 

heat treated carbon (ACT) and shows that the bands of C=O at 1760 cm-1 and 1570 cm-1 

and of CO2 (chemisorbed on the surface) at 2340 cm-1 decrease after heat treatment [4.5]. 

Note that such moieties are indicative of hydrophilic character of the carbon surface. 
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Figure 4.1. TGA plot (solid line) and its differential (DTG, dashed line) of the pristine activated carbon AC 
[4.12, 4.13]. 
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Figure 4.2. FTIR-ATR spectra of pristine activated carbon AC (a) and heat treated activated carbon ACT (b) 
[4.12, 4.13]. 
 

Figure 4.3a shows the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of AC and ACT carbons which 

are of type IV [4.14] suggesting the mesoporous nature of the carbons. Figure 4.3b reports 

the trend of the differential specific pore volume (dV/dw) vs. pore width (w) calculated by 

the DFT theory, and shows that the pore-size distribution (PSD) is centered at 2.7 nm and 
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the porosity is mainly distributed at pore size > 1.5 nm, wide enough to be filled with the 

IL ions.  
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Figure 4.3. N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms (a) and DFT specific differential pore volume vs. pore size 
(b) of the AC and ACT carbons. 
 

Table 4.1 reports the total pore volume (Vtot), the specific pore volume (V>1.5 nm) and 

specific surface area (S>1.5 nm) from pores with size in the 1.5 nm – 200 nm range, and main 

pore size (<w>) of the AC and ACT carbons. The porosity analysis shows that the heat 

treatment does not modify the porosity of the AC carbon. Such carbons, AC and ACT, 

were electrochemically tested and the results are reported in Section 4.2. Figure 4.4 reports 

the XRD spectra of the pristine AC and treated ACT carbon powders and evidences that 

the high temperature treatment in Ar does not modify the crystalline properties of the 

carbon. 
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Table 4.1. Total pore volume (Vtot), DFT specific pore volume (V>1.5 nm) and specific surface area (S>1.5 nm) 
from pores with size in the 1.5 nm – 200 nm range, and main pore size (<w>) of the AC and ACT carbons. 
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Figure 4.4. XRD spectra of the pristine AC and the treated ACT carbon powders. 
 

Table 4.2 reports the distance between the graphene layers (d002), the size of the graphene 

crystals along the c-axis (Lc, normal to the graphene plane) and the a-axis (La, along the 

graphene plane) of the pristine AC and treated ACT carbons evaluated as discussed in 

Chapter 2 [4.15]. The data in Table 4.2 evidence that the AC and ACT are amorphous 

carbons composed of small graphene crystallites which are constituted by few (2-3) 

graphene layers spaced by a 3.8 Å distance higher than that of ideal graphite crystals (3.4 Å), 

and 37 Å wide (note that a graphene ring is ca 2.8 Å wide). 

 
Table 4.2. Distance between the graphene layers (d002), size of the graphene crystals along the c-axis (Lc) and 
the a-axis (La) of the pristine AC and treated ACT carbons. 

Carbone d002  
Å 

Lc 
Å 

La   
Å 

AC  3.8 8.7 37.4 
ACT 3.9 8.6 36.4 

 

The AC and ACT carbons were analyzed by Raman spectroscopy and Table 4.3 reports the 

main features of the collected spectra, i.e. the mean values (calculated over different 

Code 
Vtot  

cm3 g-1 

V>1.5 nm 

cm3 g-1 

S>1.5 nm 

m2 g-1 

<w>  

nm 

AC 
ACT 

1.38 
1.34 

0.84 
0.84 

1020 
972 

2.7 
2.7 
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spectra for each sample) of the position (λG) and width (wG) of the G band and of the ratio 

of the heights of the D1 and G bands (ID1/IG). [4.15, 4.16].  

The data in Table 4.3 show that both the carbons exhibit an amorphous character in 

agreement with the XRD analyses and are very similar in the microcrystalline structure. 

The ID1/IG ratio of ACT carbon is slightly higher then that of AC and this is due to the 

increase of not functionalized graphene edges. Such results suggest that upon thermal 

treatment in Ar loss of functional groups which typically anchor on the graphene edges 

occurs. 

 
Table 4.3. Mean values of the position (λG) and width (wG) of the G band and of the ratio of the heights of 
the D1 and G bands (ID1/IG) of the pristine AC and treated ACT carbons. 

Carbon λG wG ID1/IG 
AC 1597 + 4 61 + 4 0.97 + 0.05 

ACT 1592 + 3 69 + 2 1.09 + 0.04 
 

4.1.2. Synthesis of mesoporous aero/cryo/xerogel carbons 

The cryogel and xerogel carbons were prepared as in Chapter 2 by polycondensation 

of resorcinol (R) and formaldehyde (F) in water (W) with Na2CO3 (C) as gelation catalyst. 

The Table 4.4 summarizes the synthesis conditions of the cryo/xerogel carbons that were 

prepared with a molar ratio between resorcinol and formaldehyde of 0.5 and different 

values of the dilution factor D (= molW/(molR+molF+molC)), the ratio between resorcinol 

and catalyst R/C, and the initial pH of the gelation solution which was adjusted adding 

HNO3 or NH4OH concentrated solutions. The gelation was carried out in the temperature 

range between RT and 85°C over several days (3-11 days) and, in some cases, the gel was 

put in a stirred aqueous solution of 5% w/w acetic acid at 45°C for few days to promote the 

crosslinking of the polymer [4.17, 4.18]. Then the next step consisted in water/t-butanol 

(Fluka, >99.7%) or water/acetone solvent exchange and freeze or RT drying, to yield 

organic cryogel and xerogel, respectively. The pyrolyses of the organic gels were carried 

out at 800-1050°C for 2 hours under Ar flow (200 cc min-1) both upon heating and cooling.  

Note that also a commercial aerogel carbon purchased from Marketech (CA1) was 

investigated for comparison to the synthesized cryo/xerogel carbons and the name ACX 

here is used to indicate the whole group of aero/cryo/xerogel carbons.  
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Table 4.4. Synthesis conditions (D= dilution factor, R/C= resorcinol to catalyst ratio, pH of sol, time and 

temperature (T) of gelation and temperature (T) of pyrolysis of cryogel (indicated as cryo or C as initial name 

letter) and xerogel (indicated as xero or X as initial name letter) carbons. 
 

 

Sample name D R/C pH Gelation time and T Pyrolysis T 

X19100 1.9 100 7.1 3 days at 80°C 1050°C 
X19200 1.9 200 - 4 days at 80°C 1050°C 
X25100 2.5 100 7.3 3 days at 80°C 1050°C 

CRFB1/xero 2.5 200 6.4 11 days at 80°C 850°C 
X1 2.5 200 - 4 days at 80°C 1050°C 

X2.5200C 2.5 200 6.4 11 days at 80°C 1050°C 
CRFB4/cryo 2.5 800 6.4 7 days at 85°C 1050°C 

X4400A 4 400 6.4 40h at RT, 6 days at 80°C 900°C 
X4400B 4 400 5.8 40h at RT, 6 days at 80°C 900°C 

X3 4 400 6.5 7 days at 80°C 850°C 
X5.750A 5.7 50 6.3 5 days at 80°C 900°C 
X5.750C 5.7 50 6.8 7 days at 80°C 850°C 

X5.7100A 5.7 100 6.3 5 days at 80°C 900°C 
X5.7100C 5.7 100 6.7 7 days at 80°C 850°C 

X2 5.7 300 6.5 1 day RT, 4 days at 80°C, 
7 days in 5% acetic acid washing 900°C 

X5.7300B 5.7 300 6.7 7 days at 80°C 850°C 
CRFB5/cryo 5.7 500 6.6 4 days at 85°C 1050°C 
CRFC5/xero 5.7 500 6.6 4 days at 85°C 1050°C 
X6.5500BA 6.5 500 6.0 5 days at 80°C 900°C 

X7.5100 7.5 100 6.3 5 days at 80°C 850°C 

X7.5100B 7.5 100 7.1 1 day RT, 2 days 80°C, 
5 days in 5% acetic acid washing 900°C 

X7.5200 7.5 200 6.3 4 days at 80°C 1050°C 
C7.5200 7.5 200 6.4 6 days at 80°C 900°C 

X15.81500 15.8 1500 6.7 1 day RT, 6h 50°C, 2.5 days at 85°C, 
5 days in 5% acetyic acid washing 900°C 

X165B 16 5 6.4 5 days at 80°C 900°C 
X1625a 16 25 7.7 5 days at 80°C 1050°C 
C1625b 16 25 7.7 5 days at 80°C 900°C 
X1625d 16 25 6.2 5 days at 80°C 1050°C 
C1625e 16 25 6.3 6 days at 80°C 900°C 
X1625H 16 25 6.2 7 days at 80°C 1050°C 
C16200 16 200 6.3 6 days at 80°C 900°C 
X16800 16 800 6.3 6 days at 80°C 1050°C 
X6050A 60 50 5.5 7 days at 85°C 800°C 
X6050B 60 50 6.3 7 days at 85°C 800°C 
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Several cryo/xerogel carbons were prepared, as shown in Table 4.4, with the aim to 

reach S>1.5 nm (specific surface area arisen from pores wider than 1.5 nm) ≥ 500 m2 g-1 that 

should guarantee high capacitance response in ILs. Therefore synthesis parameters were 

changed such as the dilution factor D, which was modified from 1.9 for the most 

concentrated gelation solution that yielded compact and, in some cases, poorly porous 

carbon materials, to D of 16 and 60 for the most diluted ones that yielded brittle porous 

carbons with broad pore-size-distribution (PSD). The catalyst amount (defined by R/C 

ratio) and the pH of the gelation solution were also modified and carbons with higher 

degree of porosity where obtained with pH between 6.3 and 6.6 while pH down to 5.8 or 

up to 7.2 yielded poorly porous carbons.  

The carbons synthesized with D<16 and the CA1 carbon were available as hard 

pieces, thus, was necessary to get carbon powder by milling in order to prepare electrodes. 

The milling was carried out by planetary mill, which in some cases significantly modified 

the morphology of the ACX carbons. Indeed, the data in Table 4.5, which reports the 

gelation bath composition and some porosity features (V>1.5 nm and S>1.5 nm) for the carbons 

not milled, hand grounded (soft milling) and milled in WC jar at 250 rpm for 20 minutes 

(hard milling), show that hard milling reduced significantly the mesopore volume and 

surface for ACX carbons and this is particular evident for the X6050B and X165B, which 

are those obtained with the highest dilution factors.  

 
Table 4.5. Carbon type (aerogel, cryogel, xerogel carbons), gelation bath composition (D, R/C, pH), V>1.5 nm 
and S>1.5 nm for the carbon not milled, hand grounded (soft milling) and milled in WC jar 250 rpm 20 minutes 
(hard milling). 

 
amilled 5 minutes at 250 rpm in WC jar. 
bmilled 2 minutes at 150 rpm and 2 minutes at 250 rpm in agate jar. 

V>1.5 nm (cm3/g) S>1.5 nm  (m2/g) 
SAMPLE type/D_R/C_pH No 

milled 
Soft 

milling 
Hard 

milling 
No 

milled 
Soft 

milling 
Hard 

milling 
CA1 aero/Marketech 0.19 - 0.15 180 - 130 

X6050B xero/60_50_6.34 - 0.54a 0.17 - 224a 76 
C1625e cryo/16_25_6.35 3.00 2.93 - 372 360 - 
X165B xero/16_5_6.36 0.47 0.29 0.08 144 56 32 
CRFB5 cryo/5.7_500_6.6 1.41 - 1.12 260 - 242 
CRFC5 xero/5.7_500_6.6 1.04 - 0.69 307 - 215 

X2 xero/5.7_300_6.5 - 0.91 0.78b - 357 308b  
X2.5200CA xero/2.5_200_6.4 - 0.24 0.13 - 196 89 

CRFB4 cryo/2.5_800_ 6.4 - 0.29 0.23 - 176 133 
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Indeed, to high D correspond less bulky organic gels that brings about brittle carbons. 

Therefore, planetary mill was used with agate jar at 250 rpm for 4 minutes in order to get a 

fine carbon powder and to avoid significant decrease of the carbon porosity.  

Table 4.6 summarizes the synthesis conditions and the porosity data evaluated from 

the N2 adsorption isotherms of the xerogel carbons which featured the highest S>1.5 nm, 

among those prepared and of the CA1. Despite the high pore volume of ca. 1.0 cm3 g-1 

(mainly from mesopores) the X2 and X3 carbons displayed S>1.5 nm of ca. 310 m2 g-1. It was 

found that though the pore volume increased with D, it also widened the pore size, so that 

it was not very effective in the increase of S>1.5 nm. Thus, in order to reach high specific 

capacitance response (≥ 100 F g-1), the prepared xerogel carbons were activated in CO2 

flow - followed by thermal treatment in inert atmosphere. The treatment was carried out 

with CO2 flow of 200 cc/min at 850°C over different time intervals (tCO2), then the sample 

was kept 1h in Ar (200 cc/min) at the same temperature, heating (10°C/min) and cooling 

were carried out in Ar. The activation step was followed by thermal treatment in Argon 

atmosphere so as to eliminate eventual hydrophilic surface moieties that may arise from 

the burn-off in CO2 and which are detrimental for the hydrophobic IL permeation into the 

carbon. The CO2/Ar treated carbons are labelled with “a” at the end of the original name. 

The CO2/Ar treatments significantly increased total pore volume (micropores included) of 

the carbons without modifying their mesopore size distribution and with the X2a and X3a 

carbons S>1.5 nm values of 412 and 564 m2 g-1, respectively, were achieved. As an example, 

Figure 4.5 shows the DFT incremental pore volume vs. pore size of the pristine X3 and 

treated X3a xerogel carbons to evidence that the pore size distribution is not altered by the 

activation step. On the basis of these results also the commercial aerogel carbon CA1 was 

activated by CO2 following the same procedure used for the xerogel carbons and the 

porosity of the treated carbons (CA1a) is reported in Table 4.6. The CA1 pristine carbon 

featured a narrow pore size distribution centred at 6 nm and displayed a low mesoporous 

surface which increased up to more than 600 m2/g after activation.  

Figure 4.6 reports the XRD spectra of the pristine CA1, CRFB4 and CRFB5 carbons 

and Table 4.7 reports the distance between the graphene layers (d002) and the size of the 

graphene crystals Lc and La, which were evaluated as reported in Chapter 2 [4.15]. The 

data in Table 4.7 evidence that also in the case of the cryo/xero/aerogel carbons (ACX) the 
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level of graphitization is low, and it seems even lower than that of the AC and ACT 

carbons.  

 
Table 4.6. Synthesis conditions (R/C, D, pH and CO2 activation time, tCO2), total pore volume at p/p°= 0.995 
(Vtot), pore volume (V>1.5 nm) and specific surface area (S>1.5 nm) related to pores of size between 1.5 nm and 
200 nm, main mesopore size (<w>) of the pristine and CO2/Ar treated (X1a, X2a, X3a, CA1a) ACX carbon 
powders from the DFT analysis of the corresponding N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K. 
 

Synthesis conditions Porosity 

Code 

R/C D pH 
tCO2 

h 

Vtot 

cm3g-1 

V>1.5 nm 

cm3g-1 

S>1.5 nm 

m2g-1 

<w> 

nm 

X1 200 2.5 6.4 - 0.36 0.17 152 5 

X2 300 5.7 6.5 - 1.02 0.80 307 14 

X3 400 4 6.5 - 1.08 0.87 312 15 

X1a 200 2.5 6.4 2.5 1.08 0.51 372 6 

X2a 300 5.7 6.5 4.0 1.39 0.99 412 14 

X3a 400 4 6.5 5.5 1.91 1.33 564 15 

CA1 aerogel carbon Marketech - 0.35 0.15 130 6 

CA1a activated CA1 9.5 1.17 0.62 610 6 

CRFB4 800 2.5 6.4 - 0.47 0.23 134 9 

CRFB5 500 5.7 6.6 - 1.49 1.12 242 20 

CRFC5 500 5.7 6.6 - 0.99 0.66 216 15 

C1625e 25 16 6.3 - 3.63 2.93 360 10-100 
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Figure 4.5. DFT incremental pore volume vs. pore size of the pristine X3 and treated X3a xerogel carbons. 
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Indeed, the CA1, CRFB4 and CRFB5 carbons display Lc values lower than those of the 

AC and ACT carbons and indicates that graphene crystallites are constituted by 1-2 

graphene layers 3.8 Å distant from each other (note that d-spacing for ideal graphite is 3.4 

Å) and 32 Å wide (10% smaller than those of the AC and ACT carbons).  

 

10 20 30 40 50

c

b

a

a.
u.

2θ /°
 

Figure 4.6. XRD spectra of a) CA1, b) CRFB4 and c) CRFB5 carbons.  
 

Table 4.7. Distance between the graphene layers (d002), size of the graphene crystals along the c-axis (Lc) and 
the a-axis (La) of the CA1, CRFB4, CRFB5 carbons. 

Carbon d002 
Å 

Lc 
Å 

La 
Å 

CA1 Marketech 3.7 6.2 32.0 
CRFB4 3.8 5.4 30.8 
CRFB5 3.8 5.3 32.6 

 

Some of the ACX carbons were characterized by Raman spectroscopy and Table 4.8 

reports the main features of the spectra [4.15, 4.16] and show that all the carbons exhibit an 

amorphous character in agreement with the XRD analyses and are very similar in their 

microcrystalline structure.  

 
Table 4.8. Mean values of the position (λG) and width (wG) of the G band and of the ratio of the heights of 
the D1 and G bands (ID1/IG) of CRFB5, CRFB4 and X1a carbons. 

CARBON λG wG ID1/IG 
CRFB5 1589 + 2 82 + 1 0.90 + 0.05 
CRFB4 1590 + 2 66 + 2 0.96 + 0.03 

X1a 1590 + 5 77 + 3 0.94 + 0.01 
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The absence of carboxyl groups on the carbon surface is demonstrated by TGA 

where the functional groups of the X3a starts to decompose over 500°C as shown in Figure 

4.7 and by the FTIR-ATR spectrum reported in Figure 4.8 where the band at ca. 1700 cm-1 

characteristic of the carboxyl groups is absent and the bands at 3150 cm-1, 2160 cm-1,   

2040 cm-1, 1970 cm-1, 1540 cm-1 and 1100 cm-1 are related to the O-H, C-O, C=C, C=O, 

C=C and C-O stretchings, respectively [4.19, 4.20].  
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Figure 4.7. TGA plot (solid line) and its differential (DTG, dashed line) of the xerogel carbon X3a. 
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Figure 4.8. FTIR-ATR spectra of the xerogel carbon X3a. 

 

Figure 4.9 shows the pore-size-distribution in terms of incremental pore volume from 

DFT analyses of the ACX carbons selected for electrochemical investigation. The highest 

values of S>1.5 nm is obtained with the CO2/thermal treatment aero/xerogel carbons CA1a, 

X1a, X2a and X3a. 
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Figure 4.9. DFT incremental pore volume vs. pore size of the ACX carbons selected for electrochemical 
investigation.    
 

4.1.3. Synthesis of disordered MgO template mesoporous carbons 

The disordered MgO template mesoporous carbons (DTCX) were prepared by 

mixing organic salts of Mg, which is the precursor of both templating agent MgO and 

carbon, with thermoplastic polymer, which avoids MgO agglomeration upon pyprolysis 

and may contribute to carbon yield, using planetary mill in agate jar at 250 rpm for 5 

minutes. The mixture was pyrolysed at 900°C for 1h with heating rate of 5°C min-1 in Ar 

(200 cc min-1). The resulting powder was milled at 400 rpm for 1h and then washed with 

H2SO4 2 M at RT to dissolve MgO template, which was formed upon pyrolysis [4.8-4.10].  

The MgO template precursors used were Mg D-gluconate hydrate, Mg acetate 

tetrahydrate, Mg citrate tribasic nonahydrate and Mg bis(monoperossiphtalate) and their 

structures are shown in Figure 4.10. The use of the first three precursors was already 

reported in literature [4.8-4.10], while Mg bis(monoperossiphtalate) was selected for the 

possibility to improve the electronic properties of the resulting carbon because of the 

presence of the aromatic ring in its structure. 

The thermoplastic polymers (TPs) were poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) and 

polystyrene (PS), which have the aromatic ring in their monomeric units, as shown in 

Figure 4.11.  
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Mg citrateMg citrate
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Figure 4.10. Structures of DTCXs precursors used. 
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Figure 4.11. Structures of thermoplastic polymers used. 

 

The most interesting DTCX carbons were obtained using Mg citrate salt, as shown 

by the data in Table 4.9 that reports the thermoplastic polymer (TP), the MgO precursor 

and the weight ratio TP/MgO used, where the MgO weight was determined on the basis of 

the mass of MgO that was expected to be formed from the magnesium salt upon pyrolisis. 

The Table reports also the porous properties of the DTCX carbons. The Mg citrate-based 

carbons, i.e. the carbons from DTC3 to DTC8, are the most porous ones. In these materials 

the acid treatment of such carbons, carried out at RT in order to remove MgO template, 

was effective as shown in Figure 4.12a which reports, as an example, the XRD spectra of 

the DTC7 carbon before and after the acid treatment. The XRD spectrum before the acid 

treatment displays all the reflexes of MgO (related to (111), (200), (220), (311) and (222) 

family of lattice planes) observable in the 2θ range investigated, which disappear in the 

XRD spectrum of the carbon after acid washing. The spectrum of the resulting carbon 
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displays the reflex (100) of graphite at ca. 43.7° 2θ which is quite broad suggesting the 

amorphous character of such carbon. In the case of the synthesis based on Mg gluconate 

and Mg bis(monoperossiphtalate), the acid treatment, even carried out at reflux, did not 

remove the MgO template as shown by XRD spectra of the DTC9 carbon reported, as 

example, in Figure 4.12b, while the synthesis based on Mg acetate was not further 

investigated because the resulting carbon was poorly porous, as shown by the data reported 

in Table 4.9. 

 
Table 4.9. Thermoplastic polymer (TP), weight ratio between thermoplastic polymer and expected MgO, 
total pore volume at p/p°= 0.995 (Vtot), V>1.5 nm, S>1.5 nm, <w> and percentage of inorganic material of the 
DTCX carbon series. 

 

It was reported that Mg citrate gives nano-sized particles of MgO through pyrolysis 

at a temperature below 200 °C [4.8] and PET and PS feature decomposition process at 

450°C and 420°C, respectively, evaluated by TGA in nitrogen. Therefore, such 

thermoplastic polymers play a role during the formation of MgO particles by avoiding their 

agglomeration. Table 4.9 reports, in the last column, the weight percentage of residual 

inorganic material in the carbon which was evaluated by TGA in O2 and, given that the 

PET contributes to the carbon yield and its composition involves 30% of ash, the carbons 

prepared with PET (DTC3, DTC4 and DTC5) feature a significant amount of inorganic 

material, which is dead weight detrimental for the carbon specific performances. PS is a 

pure polymer, however, decomposes in volatile compounds [4.21] upon pyrolisis, thus, it 

has only the role to avoid agglomeration of the MgO template particles. The carbons 

porosity 
Code TP MgO precursor ratio 

TP/MgO Vtot 
cm3g-1 

V>1.5nm 
cm3g-1 

S>1.5nm 
m2g-1 

<w> 
nm 

inorganic 
material 
w/w % 

DTC1 Mg gluconate 1/9 - - - - - 

DTC2 Mg acetate 2.5/7.5 0.11 0.05 43 - - 

DTC3 5/5 0.80 0.32 355 3.5 36 

DTC4 2.5/7.5 1.17 0.54 575 4.5 21 

DTC5 

PET 

Mg citrate 

1.5/8.5 1.18 0.52 685 3.0 12 

DTC6 2.5/7.5 1.46 0.73 950 3.0 2.5 

DTC7 
PS Mg citrate 

5/5 0.95 0.70 1018 2.7 4.9 

DTC8 - Mg citrate - 1.45 0.91 1180 3.3 6 

DTC9 - Mg 
bis(monoperossiphtalate) - - - - - - 
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prepared with both Mg citrate and PS (DTC6 and DTC7) and with Mg citrate without PS 

(DTC8) are the most promising carbons because feature the highest degree of porosity and 

the lowest inorganic impurity content.  
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Figure 4.12. XRD spectra before and after acid treatment of the carbons DTC7 (a) and DTC9 (b).  
 

The FTIR analysis demonstrated that DTCX carbons have surface chemistry free 

from carboxyl-acid groups as Figure 4.13 shows for carbons DTC3 and DTC8 as an 

example. Indeed both of these spectra do not display the band related to carboxyl groups 

(ca. 1700 cm-1), while display the bands at 1580 cm-1 and 1950-2040 cm-1 which 

correspond to the C=C of the aromatic ring and the C=O (probably from CO2 physisorbed). 

They show also bands at 2160 cm-1, 2300 cm-1 corresponding to O-H and at 2390-2640 cm-1 

related to C-H stretching. The broad band at 840-1260 cm-1 is related to C-O stretching and 

is present only in the spectrum of DTC3 carbon, the main part of such ether groups 

probably derived from PET, which is rich of oxygen.  
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Figure 4.13. FTIR-ATR spectra of the carbons DTC3 (a) and DTC8 (b).  
 

Figure 4.14 shows the pore size distribution (PSD) of carbons from DTC4 to DTC8 and 

evidences how these distributions are narrower with respect to AC/ACT carbons and ACX 

carbon series (see Figure 4.3 and 4.9). Such carbons appeared as the most promising for 

EDLC application for the high value of S>1.5nm (> 500 m2 g-1) and were further investigated 

by electrochemical test. 
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Figure 4.14. DFT incremental pore volume vs. pore size (w) of the DTCX carbons selected for 
electrochemical investigation.    
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4.2. Electrochemical characterization of carbon electrodes 

The mesoporous carbons which exhibited porosity and surface chemistry of interest 

for EDLC applications were characterized by cyclic voltammetry (CV) at 20 mV s-1 and 

60°C in two different ILs, EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI, which have different ion 

conductivities, to evince the role played by the chemistry and structure of the IL ions in the 

electric double-layer [4.5]. Then, the effect of IL nature and carbon porosity on capacitive 

response and charge-discharge rate was investigated in PYR14TFSI by CV and impedence 

spectroscopy. Given that PYR14TFSI is a commercial product quite similar to 

PYR1(2O1)TFSI, which is the one that much satisfies the requisite for HEV application, the 

former was used for a screening of the carbonaceous materials in order to identify the most 

promising carbon (Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2) and PYR1(2O1)TFSI was used only to test 

selected carbonaceous electrodes. In the Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 the capacitance response 

in the selected ionic liquid PYR1(2O1)TFSI, of the ACT carbon, chosen for its availability 

on the market and its good porosity and surface chemistry features after the heat treatment, 

and of DTC7 carbon is reported.  

 

4.2.1. Comparison of capacitance response of mesoporous carbons in different ILs, 

EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI  

The mesoporous carbons featuring the highest S>1.5 nm were characterized by CV at 

20 mV s-1 and 60°C in EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI in the same negative potential domain     

-2.1 V/-0.2 V vs. Fc/Fc+. Table 4.10 reports the porosity and double-layer capacitance 

responses of composite electrodes in the ILs as evaluated by the slope of the integral over 

time of the discharge voltammetric current vs. electrode potential plot. The main result in 

Table 4.10 is that at 60°C each carbon displays specific capacitance 20%-50% higher in 

EMITFSI than in PYR14TFSI. This can not be explained by a different accessible surface 

area of the carbons for the double-layer formation in the two ILs. Indeed, the maximum 

size of the EMI+ and PYR14
+ counterions involved in the double-layer is not very different: 

they are less than 1 nm wide [4.22, 4.23] and all the examined carbons display pore-size 

distributions centered at values wider than 2 nm. The cause of the different capacitance in 

the two ILs is thus to be found in the different dielectric constant and thickness of the 

double-layer, which are related to the different properties of EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI at 

the interface [4.5].  
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Table 4.10. DFT specific pore volume (V>1.5 nm) and specific surface area (S>1.5 nm) from pores with size in the 
1.5 nm – 200 nm range, main pore size (<w>) and specific capacitance in the same negative potential domain 
between -2.1/-0.2 vs. Fc/Fc+ of the carbons investigated for IL based-supercapaciotors.   

 

Given that the ILs feature the same anion and different cations, the different capacitance 

responses are arguably related to the different polarizability and structure of the EMI+ and 

PYR14
+ counterions, thus suggesting that in the double-layer of negatively charged carbons 

the IL cations occupy the IHP. While unambiguous values of dielectric constant at the 

interface of the two cations are not available [4.24-4.28], EMI+ can be termed a soft cation 

with the positive electric charge delocalized in the imidazolium ring and a dipole moment 

presumably higher than that of the PYR14
+, which features the electric charge in the sp3 

nitrogen atom and can thus be considered as a relatively hard cation. Consequently, the 

former should provide higher dielectric constant in the double-layer than the latter with a 

positive effect on the electrode capacitance. These considerations are well supported by the 

different bulk properties of EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI like viscosity, conductivity and 

normalized solvent polarity as well as by molecular dynamics studies [4.29, 4.30]. Indeed, 

the viscosity and ionic resistivity at 25°C of PYR14TFSI, i.e. 85 mPa s and 5⋅102 Ω cm 

[4.29], are higher than EMITFSI’s, i.e. 34 mPa s and 1⋅102 Ω cm [4.29], because of the 

higher cation–anion interactions in the former than in the latter, which in turn depend on 

Porosity 
Cdl in ILs 

of negatively charged 
carbons  

F g-1 
Carbon 

V>1.5 nm 
cm3g-1 

S>1.5 nm 
m2g-1 

<w> 
nm EMITFSI PYR14TFSI 

CA1 0.15 130 6 52 23 

CRFB4 0.23 134 9 52 23 

CRFB5 1.12 242 20 61 36 

CRFC5 0.66 216 15 56 33 

X1a 0.51 372 6 90 75 

X2a 0.99 412 14 106 82 

X3a 1.33 564  15 125 100 

Aero/cryo/xerogel 
(ACX) 

C1625e 2.93 360 10-100 109 57 

AC 0.84 1020 2.7 85 50 
Activated carbons 

ACT 0.84 972 2.7 107 87 

Disordered template 
(DTCX) DTC8 0.91 1180 3.3 127 82 
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the different polarizability of the cations and affect the different polarizability of the bulk 

IL.  

In effect, the normalized solvent polarity EN
T (defined on the basis of the 2,6-

diphenyl-4-(2,4,6-triphenylpyridinium-1-yl)phenolate betaine solvatochromism in different 

solvents, with EN
T = 0 for TMS and 1 for water) of PYR14TFSI (0.544) is lower than 

EMITFSI’s (0.676) [4.31]. According to the EN
T data, PYR14TFSI displays a lower affinity 

than EMITFSI towards the betaine dye, which is a large polarizable aromatic π electron 

system with a weak electron pair acceptor (the positively charged nitrogen atom) and a 

strong electron pair donor (the negatively charged oxygen ion) and, hence, well mimics the 

negatively charged carbon. This means that IL polarizability may also affect the double-

layer thickness at the carbonaceous electrode. 

The orientation of the IL cation under the applied electric field and its 

stereochemistry are also important for double-layer thickness. Conformational studies by 

spectroscopy proved that in imidazolium-based ILs the plane of the imidazolium ring is 

normal to the surface [4.32, 4.33] and twists towards it when this latter becomes even more 

negatively polarized [4.34]. By contrast, it can be expected that the reorientation of the 

PYR14
+ under the electric field is hindered both because of the strong interaction of the 

cation with the TFSI- anion and the steric hindrance of its alkyl groups [4.35]. Thus, the 

double-layer thickness δdl is wider in PYR14TFSI than in EMITFSI, and the electrode 

specific capacitance is lower in the former than in the latter.  

The data in Table 4.10 show that the various S>1.5 nm bring about different capacitive 

responses (Cdl) in both the ILs. The highest Cdl were achieved through different preparation 

methods with the xerogel X3a, the ACT and the DTC8 carbons which feature 125 F g-1, 

107 F g-1 and 127 F g-1 in EMITFSI, respectively, and 100 F g-1, 87 F g-1, 82 F g-1 in 

PYR14TFSI, respectively. Figure 4.15 reports the CVs of such carbons (coulombic 

efficiency >99%) in terms of specific current and differential capacitance, the latter 

obtained by dividing the specific current by the scan rate. 

Figure 4.16 reports the Cdl values at 60°C in EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI vs. S>1.5 nm of 

all the mesoporous carbons investigated in the two ILs. The figure shows that the specific 

capacitance Cdl of the aero/cryo/xerogel carbons (ACX) increases with the S>1.5 nm, fairly 

linearly in both of the ILs giving a value of 20-30 µF cm-2, thus, high capacitance values 

≥100 F g-1 in ILs could be achieved by using carbon featuring at least 500 m2 g-1 of surface 
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area S>1.5 nm [4.1, 4.4]. The ACX carbon series were prepared by the same precursors with 

similar treatments (pyrolysis in inert atmosphere at high temperature) and therefore should 

exhibit the same surface chemistry.  
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Figure 4.15. Cyclic voltammetries of the X3a, ACT, DTC8 carbon electrodes at 20 mV s-1 and 60°C in 
EMITFSI (a) and PYR14TFSI (b). 

 

The capacitance values achieved with AC, ACT and DTC8 carbons are not so high 

when compared to their S>1.5 nm, which is 40-50% higher than X3a’s. Given their high 

values of S>1.5 nm and V>1.5 nm this behaviour may be explained by Cdl capacitance limitation 

at the electrode/IL interface due to a low Cc space-charge capacitance in the carbon, 

because of the thin thickness of pore walls (see eq. 1.4) [4.3, 4.11, 4.36].  

As it concerns AC and ACT, also the nature and surface chemistry of the carbon 

plays a crucial role in its capacitive response, as evinced by the fact that in both ILs the 

specific capacitance of the heat-treated ACT carbon is significantly higher than that of the 

pristine AC, which exhibits almost the same S>1.5 nm as the former. This difference can be 

explained by the fact that the heat treatment partially removes hydrophilic moieties from 
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the AC carbon, thus providing a better carbon permeation with the hydrophobic IL and, 

consequently, a higher accessible surface area for the double-layer charging process. 
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Figure 4.16. Specific capacitance (Cdl) from CVs at 20 mV s-1 and 60°C in EMITFSI (solid symbols) and 
PYR14TFSI (open symbols) in the potential range -2.1/-0.2 V vs. Fc/Fc+ of ACX (square), AC (circle), ACT 
(diamond), DTC8 (triangle) carbons vs. S>1.5 nm. 

 

4.2.2. Capacitance response of mesoporous carbons negatively and positively charged 

in PYR14TFSI 

Mesoporous carbons were investigated in PYR14TFSI by CV at 20 mV s-1 and 60°C 

in the negative and positive potential domains extending the potential excursion up to the 

potential limits which guarantee coulombic efficiency > 95%. Thus, in such conditions the 

negative potential limit is -2.6 V vs. Fc/Fc+ (i.e. more negative than that of EMITFSI 

investigated in Section 4.2.1) and the positive potential limit is +1.6 V vs. Fc/Fc+. Table 

4.11 reports the porosity in terms V>1.5nm, S>1.5nm and <w> and the double-layer capacitance 

responses Cdl obtained by CV in the positive and negative potential domains, -2.6 V/-0.2 V 

and -0.2 V/+1.6 V vs. Fc/Fc+, respectively. 

The DTC7 specific capacitance of 140 F g-1 in the negative potential domain and   

158 F g-1 in the positive potential domain is the highest value obtained up to now in 

PYR14TFSI. Moreover this DTC7 carbon is obtained by a synthesis procedure which is 

cheaper and faster than the aero/xero/cryogel method and leads to moderate mesopore 

volume which should limit IL excess in the electrode. 
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Table 4.11. DFT specific pore volume (V>1.5 nm) and specific surface area (S>1.5 nm) from pores with size in the 
1.5 nm – 200 nm range, main pore size (<w>) and specific capacitance in the negative potential domain 
between -2.6 V/-0.2 V vs. Fc/Fc+ of the carbons investigated in PYR14TFSI.   

a -0.2/+1.3 V vs. Fc/Fc+ 
b -2.1/-0.2 V vs. Fc/Fc+ 

c-0.2/+1.4 V vs. Fc/Fc+ 
 

However, all the DTCX carbons, as well as ACT, feature capacitance responses 

normalized to S > 1.5 nm lower than the values displayed by the ACX series (ca. 20 µF cm-2) 

in the same PYR14TFSI IL. This could be explained by a non-optimized ionic connection 

between the disordered pores of the DTCX carbons and by not sufficient cleaning of the 

ACT carbon. Furthermore, given that both ACT and DTCX carbons feature high V>1.5nm, 

their Cdl values may be limited by a low Cc (see eq. 1.4) [4.3, 4.36], as reported in the 

previous Section. Indeed, on the basis of geometric considerations, the DTC carbon pore 

walls have an average thickness in the order of few graphene layers that is close to the 

screening length of the electric field in the carbon. Thinner walls can be estimated for the 

ACT carbon, which exhibit significantly lower Cdl than DTC’s at the same <w> value but 

higher pore volume and larger PSD as shown in Figure 4.17.  

 

 

 

 

Porosity Cdl in PYR14TFSI 

F g-1 Carbon V>1.5nm 
cm3g-1 

S>1.5nm 
m2g-1 

<w> 
nm -2.6/-0.2 V 

vs. Fc/Fc+ 
-0.2/+1.6 V 
vs. Fc/Fc+ 

CRFB5 1.12 242 20 36b 60a 

X2a 0.99 412 14 87 112a 

X3a 1.33 564  15 108 120c 

C1625e 2.93 360 10-100 65 - 

Aero/cryo/xerogel 
(ACX) 

CA1a 0.62 610 6 100 114 

Activated carbons ACT 0.84 972 2.7 95 97 

DTC5  0.52 685 3.0 70 71 

DTC4  0.54 575 4.5 74 77 

DTC6 0.73 950 3.0 114 105 

DTC7 0.70 1018 2.7 140 158 

Disordered template 
(DTCX) 

DTC8 0.91 1180 3.3 110 120 
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Figure 4.17. DFT incremental pore volume vs. pore size (w) of ACT and DTC7. 

 

4.2.3. Capacitance response of modified activated carbon (ACT) in PYR1(2O1)TFSI 

The heat treated PICA carbon, ACT, given the commercial availability of the pristine 

carbon (AC) and the high values of specific capacitance already demonstrated in 

PYR14TFSI, was characterized both in the negative and positive potential domains by CV 

at 20 mV s-1 and 60°C in PYR1(2O1)TFSI which is the most promising IL for supercapacitor 

application in HEV. Table 4.12 reports the specific capacitances of ACT-based electrodes 

and the coulombic efficiency (η%) evaluated in the positive and negative potential 

domains reported in the Table by the CVs that are shown in Figure 4.18 [4.12]. In Table 

4.12 the electrochemical performance of thick (15.3 mg cm-2) and thin electrodes (8.5 mg cm-2) 

are reported to underline how the thickness of the electrode can affect its capacitive 

response.  

 
Table 4.12. Carbon loading (wc), specific capacitance of ACT carbon based composite electrodes (95% 
carbon, 5% pTFE) with the corresponding coulombic efficiency (η%) of the charge/discharge processes, as 
evaluated by CV at 20 mV s-1 and 60°C in PYR1(2O1)TFSI in the positive and negative potential domains (∆V). 

Negative domain Positive domain wc 
mg cm-2 ∆V 

V vs. Fc/Fc+ 
F g-1 η% ∆V 

V vs. Fc/Fc+ 
F g-1 η% 

15.3 -2.4/-0.2 86 98.9 -0.2/1.6 89 96.6 
8.5 -2.4/-0.2 100 97.0 -0.2/1.6 111 96.3 
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Figure 4.18. CVs at 20 mV s-1 and 60°C in PYR1(2O1)TFSI in the positive and negative potential domains of 
the ACT carbon based electrode (wc= 8.5 mg cm-2). 

 

At 60°C the ACT carbon can be cycled at high coulombic efficiency (> 96%) in 

PYR1(2O1)TFSI in the range -2.4/1.6 V vs. Fc/Fc+ and such potential limits were taken as 

electrode cut-off voltages upon PYR1(2O1)TFSI based- supercapacitors galvanostatic 

cycling (see Chapter 6).  

 

4.2.4. Investigation of double-layer charge/discharge rate of mesoporous carbon 

electrodes in ILs 

The DTC7 template carbon, given its high capacitive performances, is of interest for 

developing high energy supercapacitor and, hence, it was further investigated in order to 

evaluate its charge-discharge rate capability in different ILs. This study was performed by 

voltammetric and impedence studies at various temperatures.  

The voltammetric study of the DTC7 carbon electrodes was performed at 30°C and 

60°C in PYR14TFSI and PYR1(2O1)TFSI in the negative potential domain at different scan 

rates. Table 4.13 reports the results and shows the normalized capacitance (%Cdl/Cdl,max), 

i.e. the electrode double-layer capacitance (Cdl) divided by the maximum value exhibited at 

the lowest scan rate (Cdl,max), at different voltammetric scan rates and the data for 

electrodes featuring 5% of carbon conducting additive (SuperP).  
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Table 4.13. Normalized capacitance at different voltammetric scan rates and temperatures of the DTC7 
electrodes (with and without SuperP conducting additive) in PYR14TFSI and PYR1(2O1)TFSI in the electrode 
potential ranges -2.2/-0.2 V and -2.1/-0.2 V vs. Fc/Fc+, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The %Cdl/Cdl,max vs. scan rate trend is representative of the rate capability of the electrode, 

i.e. of the time constant of the charge-discharge process, and it should be affected by 

electrolyte and electrode resistances. In both the ILs and at each temperature, the 

%Cdl/Cdl,max values reported in Table 4.13 decrease as the scan rate increases, i.e. with the 

voltammetric charge-discharge current increase. This is a typical response of porous 

carbon electrodes that has already been observed with conventional organic electrolytes 

and explained by ionic diffusion limitation upon the double-layer charge-discharge of the 

electrodes’ smallest pores [4.37]. However, what we can see in Table 4.13 is that the 

%Cdl/Cdl,max vs. scan rate trend is not much different in the case of the test carried out in 

PYR14TFSI and PYR1(2O1)TFSI, at the different temperatures and with or without 

electronically conducting additive in the carbon electrode. This suggests that the time 

constant for the double-layer charging process (τ) is not much affected by the bulk ionic 

conductivity of the electrolytes, of 6.0 and 8.4 mS cm-1 at 60°C and 2.6 and 3.8 mS cm-1 at 

30°C for PYR14TFSI and PYR1(2O1)TFSI, respectively, and by the electronic conductivity 

of the electrodes. Indeed, τ is proportional to electrode charging resistance (R) and to Cdl 

and while the R decreases with the increasing temperature, i.e. with the IL conductivity, 

the Cdl increases, thus, the variation of τ is not significant. The capacitive response, as 

underlined previously, is affected by IL ion association and polarizability [4.36, 4.38, 4.39] 

and, as an example, the specific capacitance of DTC7 in PYR14TFSI at 20 mV s-1 and 60°C 

is 10% higher than at 30°C.  

%Cdl/Cdl,max 
PYR14TFSI PYR1(2O1)TFSI T/°C scan rate / mV s-1 

0% Super P 5% SuperP 0% Super P 
5 100 100 100 

10 90 90 90 
20 75 85 75 
30 65 75 70 
40 55 70 65 

60 

50 50 60 50 
5 100 100 100 

10 90 95 90 
20 80 80 75 
30 60 70 70 
40 50 60 65 

30 

50 45 55 50 
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To investigate the rate capability of the DTC7 carbon, the impedence spectra of this 

carbon were carried out and compared with those of ACT and C1625e carbons. The 

Nyquist plots of negatively charged carbon electrodes in various ILs at different 

temperatures are reported in Figures 4.19, 4.20 and 4.22 and exhibit common features. The 

uncompensed resistance (Ru, impedance at 100 kHz), which is directly related to IL ionic 

conductivity, is less than 30% of total electrode impedance at 10 mHz. The high frequency 

semicircle is due to contact resistances and is affected by the quality of cell assembly. The 

mid-frequency electrode impedance is described by a 45° transmission line (Z45°) that 

reflects the porous nature of the electrode. This Z45° term is related to pore capacitance and 

charging resistance, the latter depending on carbon electronic resistance and IL ionic 

conductivity in the pores. At the lowest frequencies the Nyquist plots deviate from the 

straight line expected for ideal capacitors both because of the porous nature of the 

electrode and the slow adsorption or rearrangement of IL ions at the electrode surface 

[4.38].  

Figure 4.19 shows the impedance plots of DTC7 electrodes with and without 

conducting additive in the same PYR14TFSI IL at 60°C and without additive in 

PYR1(2O1)TFSI at 60°C and 30°C and confirm the findings obtained by the voltammetric 

study. Indeed, the τ values, which can be roughly estimated by the frequency at which the 

fitting lines of Z45° and of the limit capacitance (line almost parallel to -Zi axis) cross, are 

very similar in all the plots.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4.19. Nyquist plots of DTC7 electrodes with almost the same carbon content with and without carbon 
conducting additive at 60°C (a); without carbon conducting additive in PYR1(2O1)TFSI at 30°C and 60°C (b).  
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Figure 4.19a indicates that the presence of conducting additive in the electrode does not 

modify the real part of Z45°, thus suggesting that the transmission line impedance is mainly 

affected by the ionic conductivity of the IL in the pores. Indeed, as evinced by the plots in 

Figure 4.19b, the real part of Z45° decreases when the temperature rises, i.e. when ionic 

conductivity increases. However, if only PYR1(2O1)TFSI conductivity is taken into account, 

τ should follow the response of the real part of Z45°, and differently, the plots in Figure 

4.19b show that τ is almost the same because, as noted above, the increase of temperature 

in the case of ILs also raises the capacitance response so that the Cdl increase almost offsets 

the resistance drop.  

The interplay of IL conductivity and carbon capacitance and their effect on τ is 

further highlighted by Figure 4.20, which shows the Nyquist plots of ACT carbon 

electrodes at 60°C in EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI. The former IL exhibits 4-fold higher 

conductivity then the latter’s (25 mS cm-1 at 60°C) and features imidazolium aromatic 

cations, which are much more polarizzable than the pyrrolidinium ones. Hence, while the 

real part of Z45° is significantly lower in EMITFSI (of 4 Ω cm2) than in PYR14TFSI (of      

7 Ω cm2), τ is almost the same because of the concomitant gain in the capacitive response.  
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Figure 4.20. Nyquist plots of ACT carbon electrodes at 60°C in EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI.  

 

Figures 4.20 and 4.22 show that the electrode resistances of the DTC7 and ACT carbons 

are mainly determined by the real part of Z45°, which is thus the main contributor to the 
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ESR for the double-layer charging process of carbonaceous electrodes in IL. The real Z45° 

impedance increases with carbon pore depth, so that it is modulated by the porous nature of 

the electrodes [4.40]. Hence, the electrodes based on carbons DTC7, ACT and C1625e, 

whose PSDs are displayed in Figure 4.21, were selected for a comparison of their 

impedence responses because, while DTC7 and ACT carbons displays similar porosity 

features with PSDs centered at 2.7 nm, the C1625e is basically a meso-macroporous 

carbon with pores of 10-100 nm and, on the basis of geometric considerations and of the 

pore volume in Table 4.11, the latter is presumably made of pores much shallower than the 

former. Figure 4.22 shows the Nyquist plots in PYR14TFSI ionic liquid at 60°C of the 

DTC7, ACT and C1625e carbon electrodes. The DTC7 and ACT electrodes display 

comparable impedance responses while the C1625e electrode exhibits the real part of Z45° 

that is half that of the DTC7 and ACT carbons. Given that the real part of Z45° gives the 

main contribution to the electrode charging resistance these measurements highlight that 

the carbon pore lengths are a fundamental parameter to take into account for the 

optimization of carbonaceous materials for high power supercapacitor.  
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Figure 4.21. DFT incremental pore volume vs. pore size (w) of ACT, DTC7 and C1625e. 
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Figure 4.22. Nyquist plots of DTC7, ACT and C1625e electrodes in PYR14TFSI at 60°C.  
 

4.3. Conclusions 

Different synthetic routes were followed to achieve high performing carbon 

electrodes operating in ILs. The faster and cheaper route was the disordered template 

method that gave the DTC7 carbon featuring 140 F g-1 in PYR14TFSI at 60°C. From a 

commercially point of view the most interesting carbon developed was ACT, given that the 

pristine carbon AC is commercial and can be available in large quantity and upon high 

temperature treatment in inert atmosphere ACT features 100 F g-1 which is of interest for 

IL-based supercapacitor in HEV applications.  

The comparison of capacitive responses of carbon electrodes in different ILs 

demonstrated the importance of ion chemistry and structure of the IL in the interface 

properties because of the intimate contact of the carbon surface with the electrolyte which 

is not mediated by the solvent. Indeed the double-layer capacitance of negatively charged 

carbon electrodes is strongly determined by the cation polarizability, which affects the 

dielectric constant in the double-layer as well as double-layer thickness, which in turn also 

depends on the preferred orientation of the cation under the applied electric field.  

The design of mesoporous carbon electrodes for the development of IL-based 

EDLCs of high performance has to take into account the carbon porosity and surface 

chemistry.  
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Carbon should feature high accessible surface area to guarantee high capacitive 

response together with a low pore volume to limit the IL content in the final device. 

Moreover, the disadvantage of high pore volume matched to high surface area can give 

carbons with too thin pore wall thicknesses with the consequence of charge limitation from 

the carbon side.  

An optimized carbon electrode should display short time constant for the double-

layer charging-discharging process, thus, the charging resistance should keep low. Such 

resistance is affected by the ionic resistance in the pores and depends on IL ionic 

conductivity and it is also modulated by pore length. Hence, pore geometry is a key 

parameter in carbon design not only because it defines the carbon surface but also because 

it can differentially “amplify” the effect of IL conductivity on the electrode charging-

discharging process.  

The surface chemistry should be tailored to improve carbon wettability by ILs. 

Indeed, the characterization of AC and ACT carbons and the FTIR-ATR measurements of 

carbons demonstrated that surface moieties affect the carbon’s electrochemically 

accessible surface area and, thus, modify the capacitive response of the carbons. 
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Chapter 5 

EDLCs with asymmetric configuration 
 

5.1. Asymmetric configuration for IL-based EDLCs 

The electrochemical stability windows (ESWs) of ILs, as well as of conventional 

electrolytes, evaluated by the high surface area porous carbon electrodes are narrower than 

those measured by flat carbon electrodes. Indeed, the high surface area of porous carbons 

amplifies the faradic contribution to the voltammetric currents related to IL oxidation and 

reduction when the potentials that mark the ESW limits are approached. Thus, the potential 

excursions of EMITFSI, PYR14TFSI and PYR1(2O1)TFSI exploitable for IL-based carbon 

supercapacitors evaluated by CV at 60°C and 20 mV s-1, reported in Figure 5.1, are 

narrower than the ESWs collected with glassy carbon or Pt smooth electrodes reported in 

Table 1.3. Note that the electrochemical stability reported in Figure 5.1 is mainly a kinetic 

stability, not thermodynamic, thus, it is influenced by the current density involved in the 

voltammetry test. The anodic stability limit of all the TFSI-based ILs investigated is 1.6 V 

vs. Fc/Fc+ and is mainly affected by the chemistry of the TFSI- anion.  
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Figure 5.1. ESWs of EMITFSI, PYR14TFSI and PYR1(2O1)TFSI evaluated with high surface area mesoporous 
carbons at 60°C by CV at 20 mV s-1 with coulombic efficiency >95%.  
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The cathodic stability limit is affected by the nature of the IL cation and is -2.1 V vs. 

Fc/Fc+ for EMITFSI, -2.6 V and -2.4 V vs. Fc/Fc+ for PYR14TFSI and PYR1(2O1)TFSI, 

respectively. Thus the ESWs feasible for EDLC applications are of 3.7 V, 4.2 V and 4.0 V 

for EMITFSI, PYR14TFSI and PYR1(2O1)TFSI, respectively, as reported in Figure 5.1. 

Given that the typical potential of the discharged electrodes is ca. -0.1 V vs. Fc/Fc+, the 

maximum potential excursion for the positive electrode (∆V+) upon an EDLC charge is  

1.7 V, and narrower than that feasible with the negative electrode (∆V-), which can be of 

2.0 V in EMITFSI, 2.5 V in PYR14TFSI and 2.3 V in PYR1(2O1)TFSI [5.1, 5.2]. Thus, in a 

conventional symmetric configuration of EDLC, where the two electrodes have the same 

carbon loading and almost the same specific capacitance, the maximum potential excursion 

for the negative electrode would be limited by that of the positive, as shown in Figure 5.2a 

and evidenced by eq. 5.1 

∆V-= C+w+∆V+/(C- w+)      (eq. 5.1) 

where C+, w+ and C-, w- are the specific capacitance and carbon loading of the positive and 

negative electrode, respectively. In other words, symmetric EDLCs can safely operate 

below 3.4 V with all the ILs investigated and, particularly in the case of PYR14TFSI, do 

not take full advantage of the electrolyte’s wide ESW (which is always higher than 3.5 V, 

see Figure 5.1). Indeed, as reported in Figure 5.2b, since the mid-point of the ESW of the 

ILs is not usually found at the potentials of the discharged carbon electrodes, only by 

assembling asymmetric EDLC configurations (AEDLC) featuring different loadings of the 

same carbon at the two electrodes is it possible to charge each electrode up to the limit 

potential defined by IL stability and, hence, to reach maximum cell voltages significantly 

higher than those achievable with symmetric EDLC configurations [5.3]. Thus, by an 

asymmetric configuration and with PYR14TFSI, PYR1(2O1)TFSI and EMITFSI Vmax up to 

4.2 V, 4.0 V and 3.7 V, could be achieved, respectively.  

The following Sections report the studies performed to demonstrate the viability of 

the use of IL, particularly, Section 5.2 shows the performance of AEDLCs based on X3a 

xerogel carbon with EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI ILs [5.1], and Section 5.3 that of AEDLC 

based on DTC7 template carbon with PYR14TFSI [5.4].  
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Figure 5.2. Scheme of potential excursion of symmetric configuration (a) and asymmetric configuration (b) 
of IL-based EDLCs with indication of ESW of the IL. 
 

5.2. AEDLCs with mesoporous xerogel carbon in EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI  

The best performing xerogel carbon, X3a, featuring high S>1.5 nm and V>1.5 nm which 

guarantee high IL uptake, gave high electrode capacitive responses in EMITFSI and 

PYR14TFSI as shown in Table 5.1 where the Cdl values evaluated by CV at 20 mV s-1 and 

60°C in the widest negative and positive potential domains allowed by the IL used are 

reported.  

Asymmetric EDLCs (AEDLCs) with X3a xerogel carbon and both ILs, EMITFSI 

and PYR14TFSI, were assembled using positive to negative mass loading ratio R+/- >1 as 

reported in Table 5.2, which also shows the total composite electrode mass loadings of the 

supercapacitors (wSC, positive and negative electrodes together). The EMITFSI and 

PYR14TFSI-based AEDLCs were tested at 60°C with Vmax < 3.4 V and < 3.7 V, 

respectively, in order to keep the cells sufficiently far from the envisioned potential limits 

in view of long-term cycling tests and with operating potentials still significantly higher 

than those feasible with commercial supercapacitors [5.1, 5.5]. Figure 5.3 shows the 

galvanostatic profiles of the charge/discharge cycles at 10 mA cm-2 with Vmax = 3.3 V and 

3.7 V of the X3a/EMITFSI/X3a and X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a AEDLCs and of the 

corresponding electrodes collected after 5,600 and 15,300 cycles, respectively, at 20 mA cm-2; 

the dashed lines indicate the electrode potential limits defined by the ILs. 
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Table 5.1. DFT specific pore volume (V>1.5 nm) and specific surface area (S>1.5 nm) from pores with size in the 
1.5 nm – 200 nm range, main pore size (<w>), potential domain (∆V) and double-layer capacitance (Cdl) of 
the treated xerogel carbon X3a in EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI at 60°C as evaluated from the voltammetric 
discharges at 20 mV s-1 by the slope of the electrode potential vs. integral over time of the current.  

 

 
Table 5.2. R+/-, wSC, Vmax, CSC (on the basis of wSC), maximum specific energy (Emax), ESR (by the ohmic 
drop after 0.1 s from the beginning of discharge) and maximum specific power (Pmax) of the AEDLCs with 
EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI electrolytes at the 12,000th and 11,000th galvanostatic cycle, respectively, at 20 mA 
cm-2 and 60°C.  
 

IL R+/- 
wSC 

mg cm-2 
Vmax 

V 
CSC 
F g-1 

Emax 
Wh kg-1  

ESR 
Ω cm2 

Pmax 
kW kg-1 

EMITFSI 1.4 20.4 3.4 26 31 15 9.5 
PYR14TFSI 1.6 15.0 3.7 21 30 20 11.4 

 
 

While in Figure 5.3a the electrode potential profiles indicate that in the X3a/EMITFSI/X3a 

electrode mass balance is almost optimized, the profiles in Figure 5.3b indicate that in the 

X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a the R+/- parameter could be increased slightly in order to attain higher 

Vmax  by a wider sweep of the negative electrode potential ∆V- while keeping the same 

∆V+. 

Both supercapacitors were tested over several thousand cycles at 20 mA cm-2 and 

60°C; Table 5.2 reports Vmax, CSC and the maximum specific energy Emax of the 

supercapacitors after more than 10,000 galvanostatic cycles. At the 12,000th cycle, the 

X3a/EMITFSI/X3a delivers 26 F per gram of total composite electrode materials and a 

maximum specific energy between 3.4 V and 1.7 V of 31 Wh/kg. At the 11,000th cycle, the 

supercapacitor with PYR14TFSI delivers a slightly lower capacitance of 21 F/g (as 

expected on the basis of single electrode tests) and the corresponding energy delivered 

between 3.7 V and 1.85 V is of 30 Wh/kg, a value which can be increased if a better 

electrode balancing that enables to reach at least 4.0 V is used.  

porosity EMITFSI PYR14TFSI 

Carbon 
V>1.5 nm 

cm3 g-1 

S>1.5 nm 

m2 g-1 

<w>  

nm 

∆V 

V vs. Fc/Fc+ 

Cdl 

F g-1 

∆V 

V vs. Fc/Fc+ 

Cdl 

F g-1 

-2.1/-0.2 125+6 -2.6/-0.2 108+15 
X3a 1.33 564  15 

-0.2/1.3 128+12 -0.2/1.4 120+20 
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Figure 5.3. Voltage profiles at 10 mA cm-2 and 60°C of the (a) X3a/EMITFSI/X3a (5,600th cycle, Vmax = 3.3 
V) and (b) X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a (15,300th cycle, Vmax = 3.7 V) AEDLCs and of their positive and negative 
electrodes; dashed lines indicate electrode potential limit defined by the two ILs.  
 

These results are very interesting not only because the Emax exceeds by 30% that delivered 

by symmetric EDLC with PYR14TFSI and commercial activated carbons [5.6], thus 

demonstrating the efficacy of the asymmetric configuration and of xerogel carbons, but 

mainly because they were quite stable over several thousand cycles as shown in Figure 5.4. 

This figure reports the trend of CSC over cycling at 60 °C and 20 mA cm-2 for the two 

AEDLCs carried out with Vmax up to 3.4 V in the case of X3a/EMITFSI/X3a and with Vmax 

up to 3.7 V in the case of X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a (800 cycles were also performed with   

Vmax = 3.9 V). Table 5.2 also shows the ESR by the ohmic drop after 0.1 s from the 

beginning of the discharge at 20 mA cm-2, roughly corresponding to the value attainable at 
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10 Hz by impedance spectroscopy, and maximum specific power Pmax of the two AEDLCs 

at 60°C.  
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Figure 5.4. Trend of CSC (based on total composite electrode materials) over cycling at 60 °C and 20 mA cm-2 
of the X3a/EMITFSI/X3a (a) and X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a (b) AEDLCs with the indications of maximum cell 
voltages reached upon cycling. 
 

The X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a AEDLC displays a higher ESR than X3a/EMITFSI/X3a, mainly 

because of the ion conductivity of PYR14TFSI, which is 6 mS cm-1 at 60°C and lower than 

that of EMITFSI (25 mS cm-1 at the same temperature). However, the higher Vmax of the 

former AEDLC also ensures a higher Pmax of 11.4 kW kg-1. Note that the ESR in Table 5.2 

is markedly affected by cell assembly. Indeed, the AEDLCs featured a very thick, 200 µm 

separator, which significantly contributes to ESR. This can be seen in the Nyquist plot of 

the X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a AEDLC reported as an example in Figure 5.5, where the 

impedance value at the highest frequency arising from electronic and ionic resistances is   

7 Ω cm2. A reduction of the ionic resitsance is feasible by using a ten-fold thinner 

separator, which does not limit the capacitance of the carbon electrodes because the high 

porosity of the X3a carbon provides an IL-reservoir for double-layer formation. On the 

other hand, we used home-made electrodes and it is well known that automatic lamination 

procedures help to decrease electrode contact resistances, which contribute to the resistive 

component of the high-frequency semicircle in the impedance spectrum in Figure 5.5. 

Thus, the Pmax values reported in Table 5.2 are to be taken as underestimated. The fast 

charge-discharge response of the X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a and X3a/EMITFSI/X3a AEDLCs at 
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60° C is clearly evinced by the trends of their capacitance vs. frequency reported in Figure 

5.6; in these plots the capacitance was calculated from the imaginary component of the 

impedance at each frequency and normalized for the different AEDLCs to the 

corresponding limit capacitance at 10 mHz. Indeed, the double-layer charging process 

begins for both the AEDLCs at 10 Hz and the capacitance reaches the limit value at         

ca. 10-1 Hz, which means that the maximum storage/delivery capability can be reached in 

ca. 10 s [5.1].  
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Figure 5.5. Nyquist plot of the discharged X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a AEDLC at 60°C (5 104-10-2 Hz frequency 
range).  
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Figure 5.6. Trends of the capacitance normalized to the limit value at 10 mHz (C/C10mHz %) vs. frequency of 
the X3a/EMITFSI/X3a and X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a AEDLCs from impedance measurements at 60°C. 
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5.3. AEDLC with DTC7 mesoporous template carbon and PYR14TFSI 

The disordered template carbon DTC7 displayed narrow pore size distribution (PSD) 

centered at 2.7 nm, value wide enough to provide IL ions with easy access to the carbon 

surface, moderate V>1.5 nm which avoids excess of IL into the carbon pores of the electrode 

and high S>1.5 nm value which brings about high capacitive responses (Cdl) in PYR14TFSI, 

as reported in Table 5.3, of 140 F g-1 and 158 F g-1 in the negative and positive potential 

domains, respectively [5.4].  
 

Table 5.3. DFT specific pore volume (V>1.5 nm) and specific surface area (S>1.5 nm) from pores with size in the 
1.5 nm – 200 nm range, main pore size (<w>), potential domain (∆V) and double-layer capacitance (Cdl) of 
the disordered template carbon DTC7 in PYR14TFSI at 60°C as evaluated from the voltammetric discharges 
at 20 mV s-1.  
 

 

 

 

 

The DTC7 carbon was used to assemble an AEDLC in PYR14TFSI with R+/- of 1.3 

and wSC of ca. 20 mg cm-2 as reported in Table 5.4. Figure 5.7 shows the cell voltage 

profile upon the 1100th charge-discharge galvanostatic cycle of the supercapacitor at        

20 mA cm-2 and 60°C with maximum cell voltage of 3.9V. Table 5.4 reports Vmax, CSC, 

Emax, ESR and Pmax as evaluated by the analysis of the profile shown in Figure 5.7.  
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Figure 5.7. Voltage profile of the PYR14TFSI-based AEDLC with DTC7 electrodes upon the 1100th 
galvanostatic charge-discharge at 20 mA cm-2 and 60°C.  
 

porosity PYR14TFSI 

Carbon 
V>1.5 nm 
cm3 g-1 

S>1.5 nm 
m2 g-1 

<w>  
nm 

∆V 
V  vs. 
Fc/Fc+ 

Cdl 
F g-1 

-2.6/-0.2 140+11 
DTC7 0.70 1018 2.7 -0.2/1.6 158+11 
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Table 5.4. R+/-, wSC, Vmax, CSC (on the basis of wSC), specific capacity (Q), coulombic efficiency (η), Emax, 
ESR and Pmax of the DTC7/PYR14TFSI/DTC7 AEDLC at the 1,100th galvanostatic cycle at 20 mA cm-2 and 
60°C.  
 

R+/- 
wSC 

mg cm-2 
Vmax 

V 
CSC 
F g-1 

Q 
mAh g-1 

η 
% 

Emax 
Wh kg-1  

ESR 
Ω cm2 

Pmax 
kW kg-1 

1.3 20.0 3.9 30 23 99.4 47 14 13 
 

The high capacitance and cell voltage of the DTC7/PYR14TFSI/DTC7 AEDLC result 

in an exceptionally high specific energy value, i.e. it is ca. 35% higher than that obtained 

with X3a carbon in IL electrolytes reported in Section 5.2 [5.1]. The ionic liquid volume 

required to balance the Q charge reported in Table 5.4 is ca. 0.5 cm3 per gram of carbon 

and lower than the V>1.5nm pore volume of the DTC7 carbon (0.70 cm3 g-1). It is a volume 

that avoids electrolyte starving, at least in the cycling conditions adopted, and makes it 

possible to achieve a composite electrode-to-electrolyte loading ratio of ca. 1, so that the 

complete supercapacitor module might weigh 2.5 or 3 times wSC depending on the 

contribution of current collectors, separator and case to total mass. Specific energy and 

power values related to complete cell weight of 16-18 Wh kg-1 and 4-5 kW kg-1 are, thus, 

feasible. These are very interesting results and indicate that the use of the DTC7 carbon in 

PYR14TFSI-based AEDLC makes it possible to triple the energy of the best performing 

EDLCs on the market (see Table 1.2). However, the increase in power is not as marked as 

expected on the basis of the high operating voltage of the cell. In effect, the ESR does not 

seem to be competitive with that of conventional EDLC with organic electrolytes and also 

implies that the time constant (τ) for the charge-discharge process of the IL-based system 

is higher than that of the commercial ones. For example, 1.2 kF-PYR14TFSI-based AEDLC 

with DTC7 carbon electrodes and wcomp of 20 mg cm-2 would feature an ESR of 7 mΩ and 

τ of ca. 8 s, which are 8 times higher than those of a 1.2 kF Panasonic ultracapacitor 

operating with propylene carbonate – tetraethyl ammonium tetrafluoroborate, although this 

ultracapacitor features only Vmax of 2.5 V, Emax = 2.3 Wh kg-1 at almost the same Pmax of 

4.6 kW kg-1 (see Table 1.2) [5.5]. Indeed, the investigation reported in Section 4.2.4 

demonstrated that the main contribution to ESR is electrode charging resistance, which in 

turn is affected by the ionic resistance in the pores. While the electrode charging resistance 

depends on IL ionic conductivity, it is also modulated by pore length. Hence, pore 

geometry is a key parameter in carbon design not only because it defines the carbon 

surface but also because it can differentially “amplify” the effect of IL conductivity on the 
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electrode charging-discharging process. Further improvement in the performance of 

PYR14TFSI-based AEDLC could be achieved by lowering ESR by proper design of 

electrode porosity [5.4]. 

 

5.4. Conclusions 

The development of the asymmetric configuration of EDLCs which consists of carbon 

loading at the positive electrode higher than that at the negative has been demonstrated to 

be a promising strategy to develop high specific energy IL-based double-layer 

supercapacitor without sacrificing power, safety and cycling stability. Indeed, while the 

symmetric configuration with the same carbon loading at the two electrodes allow to reach 

Vmax of 3.4 V at maximum, the asymmetric one makes possible to charge each electrode up 

to the limit potentials defined by the ESW of each IL and thus, to overcome such Vmax. It 

has been shown that the AEDLCs were stable over several thousands galvanostatic cycles 

at 60°C with Vmax up to 3.9 V and delivered specific energy of ca. 30 Wh Kg-1 in the case 

of IL-AEDLCs based on the xerogel X3a and even up to 47 Wh Kg-1 in the case of the 

PYR14TFSI-AEDLC with the template carbon DTC7, thereby in both cases outperforming 

commercial supercapacitors.  

The moderate mesopore volume of DTC7 limits the IL amount in the electrodes and, 

hence, in the supercapacitor so that specific energy and power values of 16-18 Wh kg-1 and 

4-5 kW kg-1 for a complete cell are feasible.  

On the basis of these studies the last part of the work was devoted to the 

development of large size prototype and such work is described in the next Chapter. 
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Chapter 6 

Towards PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLCs scaling up 
 

In Chapter 5 the high cycling performance of AEDLC assembled with different ILs 

and carbons and operating above RT with Vmax> 3.5 V was demonstrated. 

In this chapter the study performed within the ILHYPOS Project to develop large size 

prototypes of IL-based AEDLCs is reported. In the project ACT carbon was selected for 

the electrodes because the pristine AC is commercially available and the treated ACT 

shows good capacitance performance. The IL was PYR1(2O1)TFSI, provided by Evonik-

Degussa, and was selected mainly for its good ESW, conductivity and wide operating 

temperature range. 

The work included massive treatment and validation of porosity features and 

electrochemical performance of the ACT carbon, assembling and electrochemical tests of 

lab-scale cells of AEDLCs with carbon electrodes prepared at preindustrial scale and the 

electrochemical performance of large size prototypes. 

 

6.1. Massive treatment of ACT carbon  

 In the frame of the European Union (EU) Project ILHYPOS the heat treated 

activated carbon ACT was selected as electrode material for automatic electrode 

production. 

Thus, 1 kg of the activated carbon AC (BP10 from Pica) was treated under Ar flow       

(200 cc/min) for 4h at 1050°C with a heating rate of 10°C/min. Every day a batch of       

ca. 40-50 g was treated up to reach the amount needed to prepare ACT electrodes in order 

to assemble large size IL-based asymmetric EDLC prototypes which were the final target 

of the Project. Table 6.1 summarizes the yield and production time of the different ACT 

carbon batches prepared. A total amount of 1047.7 g was produced and sent to Leclanché 

Lithium for carbon electrode preparation at pre-industrial scale. 

The carbon ACT from different batches was characterized by N2 adsorption isotherm at 

77K (batches from 1 to 11 called ACT_B1-11 and batches 12-23 called ACT_B12-23) and 

by cyclic voltammerty in order to validate the carbon features. 
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Table 6.1. Yield and production time of the different ACT carbon batches  

batch w before 

treatment 
w after 

treatment 
yield  notes production 

time 
total 

amount 
1 40 g 36 g 90 % tested as mixture 

2 45 g 43 g 96 % 
tested by N2 

adsorption and cyclic 
voltammetry 

3 38 g 36.0 g 95 % 
4 48 g 45.0 g 94 % 
5 50 g 48.0 g 96 % 

 
tested as mixture 

 

first  
week 208 g 

6 50 g 47.5 g 95 % 
7 50 g 47.0 g 94 % 
8 50 g 47.5 g 95 % 
9 50 g 47.0 g 94 % 
10 50 g 47.4 g 95 % 

tested as mixture second 
week 236.4 g 

11 50 g 47.5 g 95% 

the mixture from 
batch 1 to 11 was 

tested by  N2 
adsorption and 

cyclic voltammetry 

12 50 g 47.5 g 95% 
13 50 g 47.0 g 94 % 
14 50 g 47.5 g 95 % 
15 50 g 47.0 g 94 % 

tested as mixture third 
week 236.5 g 

16 50 g 47.5 g 95 % 
17 50 g 47.3 g 95 % 
18 50 g 47.0 g 94 % 
19 50 g 47.0 g 94 % 
20 50 g 47.0 g 94 % 

tested as mixture fourth 
week 235.8 g 

21 50 g 47.0 g 94 % 
22 50 g 47.0 g 94 % 
23 40 g 37.0 g 93 % 

tested as mixture 

the mixture from 
batch 12 to 23 was 

tested by  N2 
adsorption and 

cyclic voltammetry 

fifth week 131.0 g 

Total amount of carbon produced 1047.7 g 
 

Table 6.2 compare the results of porosity analyses of ACT carbon batches (see Table 6.1). 

The carbon ACT from the batches 1-11 and 12-23 displays almost the same porosity than 

ACT carbon reference. 

 
Table 6.2. Porosity features Vtot, V>1.5 nm, S>1.5 nm and <w> of the ACT carbons. 

 

Carbon 
Vtot 

cm3g-1 

V>1.5 nm 

cm3g-1 

S>1.5 nm 

m2g-1 
<w> 
nm 

ACT reference 1.34 0.84 972 2.7 

ACT_B1-11 
(batches 1-11) 1.33 0.75 929 2.4 

ACT_B12-13 
(batches 12-23 1.40 0.79 981 2.4 

 

Electrodes from batches 1-11 and 12-23 were prepared as reported in Chapter 2 with 5% of 

pTFE as binder and electrode area of 0.62 cm2 and were tested by CV at 60°C and 20 mV s-1 

in a three electrode cell with PYR1(2O1)TFSI as electrolyte. The Table 6.3 reports the results 
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of the electrochemical tests which confirm the success of the heat treatment on the several 

massive batches of ACT carbon. Indeed, such carbon featured a high specific capacitance 

of ca. 100 F g-1. 

 
Table 6.3. Specific capacitance (Cdl) of heat-treated carbon ACT in the negative and positive potential 

domains evaluated by CV at 20 mV/s and 60°C in PYR1(2O1)TFSI.  

 
Specific capacitance at 60°C 

negative domain positive domain Carbon ACT 
Composite 

loading 
mg cm-2 

IL 
∆V 

V vs. Ag F g-1 ∆V 
V vs. Ag F g-1 

batches 1-11 9.5 106 107 

batches 12-23 9.3 
PYR1(2O1)TFSI -2.2/0.0 

98 
0.0/1.7 

99 

 

 

6.2. Validation of the capacitance performance of pre-industrial electrodes with ACT 

carbon from massive treatment.  

The 1 kg of ACT carbon provided to Leclanchè Lithium was used to produce about 30 mt 

belts of composite electrodes by lamination of 90% ACT - 10% Teflon® composite on 

carbon-coated Al grids. Figures 6.1a and b shows the Leclanché Lithium coater for 

electrode belts production and Figures 6.1c and d show the final belts prepared. Table 6.4 

reports the capacitive response in PYR1(2O1)TFSI of electrodes cut from these belts and 

tested in lab-scale cells by CV at 20 mV s-1 at RT and 60°C in the negative and positive 

potential domains. These preindustrial electrodes provided by Leclanchè Lithium were also 

used to assemble lab-scale PYR1(2O1)TFSI AEDLCs and the results are reported in the 

following sections. 

 
Table 6.4. Specific capacitance (Cdl) of the composite electrodes produced by the Leclanchè Lithium pilot 
coating line in PYR1(2O1)TFSI at different temperatures from CVs at 20 mV s-1 in the negative and positive 
potential domains (potentials are given vs. Fc/Fc+). 

Cdl / F g-1 
T/°C 

-2.4/0.0 V 0.0/+1.6 V 

RT 88 ± 2 94 ± 2 
60 112 ± 10 112 ± 10 
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Figure 6.1. Leclanché Lithium coater for carbon electrode belts production (a and b) and belts produced (c 
and d) with the ACT carbon. Reproduced with permission from Leclanché Lithium. 
 

6.3. Lab-scale AEDLCs with ACT carbon electrodes prepared at preindustrial scale 

and PYR1(2O1)TFSI  

In view of IL-based AEDLC scaling up, ACT/PYR1(2O1)TFSI/ACT AEDLCs were 

assembled with Leclanchè Lithium pre-industrial electrodes. The 

ACT/PYR1(2O1)TFSI/ACT supercapacitors were assembled using carbon electrodes with 

R+/- higher than 1, as reported in Table 6.5.  

 
Table 6.5. R+/-, wSC, Vmax, CSC, Emax, ESR and Pmax evaluated from galvanostatic discharges at 20 mA cm-2 
and 60°C of the ACT/PYR1(2O1)TFSI/ACT AEDLC. 

R+/- 
wSC 

mg cm-2 
Vmax 

V 
CSC 
F g-1 

Emax 
Wh kg-1 

ESR 
Ω cm2 

Pmax 
kW kg-1 

1.49 14 3.7 22 31 20 9.9 
 

The AEDLCs were tested at 60°C over several thousand galvanostatic charge/discharge 

cycles (>20,000 cycles) at 10-20 mA cm-2, with Vmax > 3.5 V. Figure 6.2 shows the 

charge/discharge galvanostatic profiles of the ACT/PYR1(2O1)TFSI/ACT AEDLC upon the 

17,000th charge/discharge cycle at 10 mA cm−2 and 60°C with Vmax = 3.8 V and of its 

positive and negative electrodes (right axis) which reached the end-of-charge potentials of 

a b 

c d 
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1.6V vs. Fc/Fc+ and −2.2V vs. Fc/Fc+, respectively. Table 6.5 reports the CSC, Emax, ESR 

and Pmax values evaluated from discharge cycles carried out at 20 mA cm−2 and 60°C with 

the reported Vmax of 3.7 V. Given that it is feasible to assume that wSC will be 25-33 % of 

the supercapacitor module weight (wmodule), the Emax values in Table 6.5 become               

8-10 Wh kg−1, i.e. double that of the EDLCs on the market at RT [6.1]. The high-energy 

performance of PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC was exhibited without sacrificing power and 

cyclability, the latter being tested by deep discharge cycles from Vmax down to 0 V at 60°C. 

High cycling stability was exhibited by the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC, with a 

capacitance fade of 2% over 27,000 cycles performed with Vmax≤ 3.6 V for the first 12,000 

cycles and 3.7 V for the following 15,000 (3,000 cycles were also carried out with        

Vmax = 3.8 V), as shown by the CSC trend vs. cycle number in Figure 6.3 [6.2]. 
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Figure 6.2. Voltage profiles of the ACT/PYR1(2O1)TFSI/ACT AEDLC upon the 17,000th galvanostatic 
charge/discharge at 10 mA cm-2 and 60°C with Vmax = 3.8 V and of its positive and negative ACT electrodes.  
 

The power and energy performance of ACT/PYR1(2O1)TFSI/ACT AEDLCs were 

tested in the -30 to 60°C temperature range for HEV application. Along with the traditional 

Ragone plots obtained by galvanostatic cycling at different current rates, the results of tests 

performed to evaluate the dynamic pulse power and energy features by the USABC and 

DOE FreedomCAR reference protocols are given in th next Sections.  
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Figure 6.3. Trend of CSC over cycling at 60 ◦C and 20 mA cm−2 at different Vmax of the 
ACT/PYR1(2O1)TFSI/ACT AEDLC. 
 

6.3.1. Ragone plot of ACT/PYR1(2O1)TFSI/ACT AEDLC at different temperatures  

The PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC supercapacitors with ACT carbon electrodes were 

tested with Vmax = 3.7 V, minimum cell voltage (Vmin) equal to 55% Vmax, as suggested by 

HEV applications, i.e. 2.035 V, in the temperature range -30°C/+60°C at different currents 

by consecutive galvanostatic charge/discharge cycles. Figure 6.4 reports the Ragone plots 

at different temperatures of the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC with specific energy (E) and 

power (P) being evaluated from the galvanostatic discharges as in eq. (6.1) and (6.2), 

respectively: 

        t0.55 Vmax
 

E= i ∫Vdt/wSC         (eq. 6.1) 

      tVmax
 

P= E/(t0.55 Vmax
-tVmax

)        (eq. 6.2) 

where i is the current density, tVmax
 and t0.55 Vmax

 are the times at which the cells exhibit 3.7 V 

and 2.035 V potentials.  

 The data in Figure 6.4 indicate that the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLCs can operate 

in a wide temperature range. The specific energy and power lower with temperature 

because of the related decrease of the ionic liquid conductivity. Indeed, the latter impacts 

the Ohmic drop, and thus the practical cell voltage at which cell discharge begins; this is 

particularly evident at the highest currents.  
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Figure 6.4. Ragone plot of the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC supercapacitor at different temperatures. 
Specific energy (E) and power (P) values have been evaluated referring to the total composite electrode 
material loading as in eq. (6.1) and (6.2), respectively, from galvanostatic discharges at different currents 
with Vmax= 3.7 V and Vmin= 2.035 V; the labels indicate the current densities in mA cm-2.   

 

The equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the cell, evaluated from the Ohmic drop at the 

beginning of discharge, increases from 15 ± 5 ohm cm2 at 60°C to 410 ± 130 ohm cm2 at   

-30°C (at each temperature the dispersion in the ESR value is strictly related to cell 

assembly, which was manually performed). At the lowest currents, when the temperature 

changes from 60°C to -30°C, the cell specific capacitance referred only to the total 

composite loading (CSC) varies from 26 F g-1 to 16 F g-1 (corresponding to single carbon 

electrode capacitance Cdl of ca. 100 F g-1 at 60°C and 60 F g-1 at -30°C) and a four fold 

increase of the current density at the two temperatures reduces the capacitance values by 

the 25% and 75%, respectively. At 30°C the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLCs capacitance 

well compares that of commercial EDLCs operating with conventional organic 

electrolytes. The capacitance decrease of the IL-based supercapacitor with temperature 

lowering is related to the nature of the carbon/solvent-free IL interface. Indeed, in solvent-

free IL the double-layer is constituted by a monolayer of ions up against the charged 

carbon surface, therefore the capacitance is strictly related to IL polarizability, which 

affects the dielectric constant in the double-layer as the conductivity of the bulk electrolyte 

[6.3-6.5]. 
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6.3.2. RCT and HPPC tests of ACT/PYR1(2O1)TFSI/ACT AEDLC for power-assist 

HEV application 

The characterization of the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLCs for HEV applications was 

performed following the standards stated by DOE in the “FreedomCAR Battery Test 

Manual For Power-Assist Hybrid Electric Vehicles” [6.6] and in the “FreedomCAR 

Ultracapacitor Test Manual” [6.7]. In order to evaluate if supercapacitors may replace 

batteries in power-assist HEVs, which need modules with a specific available energy of at 

least 7.5 Wh/kg for 10 s-625 W/kg pulses at 30°C, the standard tests reported in the former 

manual, slightly modified following the indications reported in the latter one, which takes 

into account the different nature of the charge/discharge processes in supercapacitors with 

respect to batteries, were followed.  

These benchmarks include the reference capacity test (RCT), which provides the 

available energy of the supercapacitor at various states of charge, and the hybrid pulse-

power characterization (HPPC) that gives the dynamic power and energy capabilities at 

different states of charge and depths of discharge (DODs) [6.6-6.8]. 

The RCT and HPPC tests were carried out in the -30°/60°C temperature range, 

including 30°C, which is the reference temperature of DOE targets. According to ref. [6.8], 

the specific parameters evaluated by such tests and reported in the following refer to a total 

module mass (wmodule) which is twice the total composite electrode mass, i.e. wmodule = 2 wSC, 

so as to include the other components’ weights.  

The RCT test is carried out to evaluate the total available energy of the 

supercapacitor at various states of charge and for different DODs. It was performed by a 

5C galvanostatic charge up to Vmax = 3.7 V, a potentiostatic charge at this potential for    

ca. 10 minutes, and a galvanostatic discharge at 5C down to Vmin = 2.035 V. The 5C 

current rate, i.e. that for the supercapacitor full discharge in 1/5 hours (12 minutes), may be 

evaluated referring to the theoretical charge Qt, which is given by eq. (6.3),  

Qt = CSC (Vmax - Vmin)        (eq. 6.3) 

where CSC is the supercapacitor capacitance. However, as reported above, the 

PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC capacitance and practical cell voltage excursion upon 

discharge, which is always narrower than Vmax -Vmin, vary with temperature. Thus, we 

experimentally determined the current densities for 5C discharge rates at -30°C, -20°C, 

0°C, 30°C and 60°C and the values are reported in Table 6.6. The Table also shows the 
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experimental specific capacity (Q100%DOD) and specific energy (E100%DOD) delivered upon 

the 5C discharges with 100% DOD. Figure 6.5 shows the plots of the cell potential and of 

the specific cumulative energy removed during the discharge (EDOD) vs. DOD from the 

RCT test at 5C and 30°C. 

 
Table 6.6. Values at different temperatures of current density, specific capacity (Q100%DOD) and specific 
available energy (E100%DOD) delivered upon the RCT discharge between Vmax = 3.7 V and Vmin = 2.035 V 
(DOD = 100%) at the 5C-rate of the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC. Specific values are referred to the 
module weight.  

T 

°C 

5C-rate  

mA cm-2 

Q100%DOD 

mAh g-1
module 

Eavailable, 100%DOD 

Wh kg-1
module 

60 0.92 5.0 15 
30 0.92 5.0 15 
0 0.66 4.7 13 

-20 0.55 3.5 9 
-30 0.37 2.2 6 
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Figure 6.5. (a) Cell voltage vs. DOD and (b) specific cumulative energy (EDOD, referred to module weight) 
vs. DOD from the RCT discharge at 5C and 30°C with Vmax = 3.7 V and Vmin = 2.035 V of the 
PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC supercapacitor.  
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EDOD is evaluated from the discharge profile between Vmax=3.7 V and the potential which 

marks the DOD (VDOD, with 2.035 V< VDOD < 3.7 V), by using eq. (6.4)   

                   tVDOD
 

EDOD= i ∫V dt/wmodule        (eq. 6.4) 

              tVmax
 

where tVDOD
 is the time at which the cell exhibits the VDOD voltage.  

The HPPC characterization, which provides the dynamic power and energy 

capabilities over the Vmax/Vmin voltage range by a test profile that incorporates both 

discharge and regenerative pulses, was performed as follows. The test begins with a 5C-

galvanostatic/potentiostatic charge at a given cell potential, followed by a rest period. 

Then, a sequence which consists of 10 s discharge pulse at the Idis current, 5 s open circuit 

voltage (OCV) step, 10 s regenerative pulse at the Ireg = 75% Idis current, and a 5C 

galvanostatic discharge with 10% DOD is repeated until the Vmin cut off potential is 

reached [6.6, 6.7]. This sequence represents an accelerated test because the suggested OCV 

period should be of 30 minutes-1h. The pulse currents are set in relation to the 

supercapacitor maximum current (Imax) which is a characteristic feature of the 

electrochemical device and that corresponds to the current required to cause an immediate 

(i.e., <0.1 s) 20 % voltage drop in a fully charged device [6.7]. The Imax of the 

PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC reported in Table 6.7 significantly lowers moving from 

60°C to -30°C because the voltage drop is proportional to ESR and the latter increases 

when temperature decreases. The pulse sequence can be performed at two different 

currents: for the “low-HPPC” test the Idis is 25% Imax, for the “high HPPC” the Idis is      

75% Imax. Table 6.7 reports the Idis current densities which we adopted in the HPPC tests at 

different temperatures. For the reference operative condition of 30°C the order of 

magnitude of Imax is 20 mA cm-2, thus the low-HPPC and high-HPPC Idis current densities 

are of ca. 5 mA cm-2 and 15 mA cm-2, respectively. The low-HPPC sequences at -20°C and 

-30°C were not performed because the corresponding Idis could not be considered “pulse” 

current being lower than the 5C-rates at the same temperatures (see Table 6.6).   

Figure 6.6 reports the voltage profile of the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC upon the 

low-HPPC test at 30°C. The specific discharge (Pdis) and regenerative (Preg) pulse power 

capabilities are calculated from the HPPC sequence as in eq. (6.5-6.6): 

Pdis= 2.035 (V0-2.035)/(Rdis wmodule)      (eq. 6.5) 
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Preg= 3.7 (3.7-V2)/(Rreg wmodule)     (eq. 6.6) 

where Rdis and Rreg are the discharge (Rdis) and regenerative (Rreg) pulse resistances, which 

are given by 

Rdis= (V1-V0)/Idis       (eq. 6.7) 

Rreg= (V3-V2)/Ireg       (eq. 6.8) 

 
Table 6.7. Maximum (Imax) and discharge pulse (Idis) currents and DOD limits (DODmin, DODmax) for low-
HPPC and high-HPPC tests at different temperatures with pulse time (∆tpulse) of 10 s and 2 s of the 
PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC. For each temperature the C-rate is calculated referring to the corresponding 
experimental capacity Q100%DOD reported in Table 6.6. 

Idis T 

°C 

Imax 

mA cm-2 
HPPC 

mA cm-2 C-rate 

∆tpulse 

s 

DODmin - DODmax  

% 

10 7 – 84 low 5 34 C 2 2 – 92 
10 24 – 55 60 20 

high 15 102 C 2 10 – 78 
10 5 – 85 low 4 22 C 2 2 – 92 
10 18 – 63 30 15 

high 10 61 C 2 7 - 80 
10 1 - 85 low 1.5 9.5 C 2 0 - 91 
10 23 - 56 0 6 

high 5 29 C 2 10 - 73 
10 10 - 65 

-20 2 high 1.4 12 C 
2 3 - 75 

10 1 - 76 -30 0.5 high 0.4 5.6 C 2 0 - 80 
 

As marked in Figure 6.6b, V0 and V2 are the cell potentials at the beginning of the 

discharge and regenerative pulses, respectively, and V1 and V3 the potentials at the end of 

these pulses. The 10 s-pulse sequence can be used even to calculate the Pdis, Preg , Rdis and 

Rreg values for a pulse time (∆tpulse) of 2 s. This can be done by using in eq 6.7-6.8 the V1 

and V3 values evaluated after 2 s from the beginning of the pulses.  

Rdis and Rreg  depend on the (V1-V0) and (V3-V2) values, which in turn include the 

ohmic drop/rise and the linear variation of the cell voltage over time, which is an intrinsic 

characteristic of the capacitive charge/discharge process of the supercapacitor (see Figure 

6.6b). Hence, unlike batteries, supercapacitors feature Rdis and Rreg which increase with 

∆tpulse, as shown by the pulse resistance values calculated from 10 s and 2 s low-HPPC tests 

at 30°C and at different DOD of the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC reported in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.6. (a) Cell voltage (solid line) and current density (dotted line) vs. time upon the low-HPPC test at 
30°C of the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC and (b) magnification of the cell voltage profile during the first 
discharge/regenerative pulse. 
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Figure 6.7. Rdis and Rreg values at different DOD of the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC evaluated from low-
HPPC test at 30°C with ∆tpulse= 10 s and 2 s.   
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Consequently, the Pdis and Preg evaluated from 10 s-sequence are systematically lower than 

those from the 2 s pulses, as evidenced by the pulse power capability vs. DOD plots 

reported in Figure 6.8 which were obtained from the low-HPPC and high-HPPC tests at 

30°C of the AEDLC. In Figure 6.8 the Preg axis has been properly scaled as suggested in 

refs. [6.6, 6.7] in order to match Pdis with the target value of Preg = 80% of Pdis.  
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Figure 6.8. Discharge (Pdis) and regenerative (Preg) pulse power capability referred to module weight vs. DOD 
of the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC at 30°C from (a) low-HPPC and (b) high-HPPC tests with ∆tpulse= 10 s 
and 2 s. The horizontal dashed line indicates the DOE 10 s-Pdis goal. 
 

Given that at DOD = 100% and 0% Pdis and Preg are zero (see eq. 6.5-6.6), the 

interpolation of the pulse power data in Figures 6.8a and b should cross the y-axis origins. 

However, the HPPC sequence is cut when V1 < 2.035 V or V3 > 3.7 V, hence the lowest 

and highest values of V0, and, consequently, the maximum (DODmax) and minimum 

(DODmin) DOD, at which complete discharge and regenerative pulses take place depend on 

Idis, Ireg, Rdis, Rreg and ∆tpulse. For the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC full duration pulses are 

feasible only within the DOD limits reported in Table 6.7, which, thus, cut the Pdis and Preg 

vs. DOD plots. At 30°C, 10 s-pulses can be performed in the DOD ranges of 5-85 % by 
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low HPPC and of 18-63% by high HPPC, as marked in Figure 6.8. Within such DOD 

limits, the Pdis and Preg values evaluated by the two tests at low and high currents are very 

similar. In both cases the discharge and regenerative curves cross at Pdis= 1250 W kg-1 and 

2400 W kg-1 for 10 s and 2 s pulses, respectively, and at DOD of 24%. The power at this 

cross point, which represents the maximum value simultaneously satisfied in the discharge 

and the generative pulses, is significantly higher than the DOE target which is evidenced 

with a horizontal line in the two figures.   

Starting from the cross point of the discharge and regenerative pulse-power curves, 

as the demand for power lowers, the usable DOD range (∆DOD) within which the 

condition Preg = 80% Pdis is satisfied, widens. Consequently, the specific available energy 

(Eavailable), which is the energy that can be removed during a 5C discharge over that ∆DOD 

range and that corresponds to the difference between the EDOD values at the two ∆DOD 

limits, increases. As an example, for a 10 s-low-HPPC at 30°C, Pdis = 625 W kg-1 and     

Preg = 500 W kg-1 at DOD = 61 % and 11 % (Figure 6.8a), where the EDOD is 10.40 Wh kg-1 

and 2.14 Wh kg-1 (Figure 6.5b), respectively. Hence, the energy available in ∆DOD = 

11%-61% is 8.26 Wh kg-1. For the 10 s-high-HPPC test a Pdis of 625 W kg-1 is feasible  

within a ∆DOD which is limited by the 18% DODmin value for the regenerative pulse and 

62% for the discharge pulse.   

The trend of the energy available in a ∆DOD range where given discharge and 

regenerative pulse powers are met vs. Pdis is described by “HPPC-Ragone plots” like those 

shown in Figures 6.9-6.11. Figure 6.9a reports the HPPC- Ragone plots at 30°C of the 

PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC from the 10 s low-HPPC and high-HPPC tests of the IL-

based supercapacitor and the DOE goal for 10s-pulse applications in power-assist HEV; 

the Figure also reports the expected performance of a commercial EDLCs operating with 

VMAX = 2.7 [5.10]. Figure 6.9b shows the HPPC-Ragone plots at 30°C obtained from 2s 

low-HPPC and high-HPPC tests with the indication of the DOE goal for 2s-pulse 

applications in HEV such as 12 V start-stop (TSS), 42 V start-stop (FSS), and 42 V 

transient power assist (TPA). 

The most striking result is that, as evinced in Figure 6.9a, the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based 

AEDLC meets the requirement for power-assist HEV application and because of the high 

Vmax of 3.7 V it can deliver an Eavailable energy sufficiently high to compete with lithium-ion 

batteries for 10s-625 W/kg pulses. Figure 6.9b shows that the HPPC-Ragone plots shift to 
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higher Pdis values when pulses are shortened to 2s, so that at 30°C the IL-based 

supercapacitor significantly overcomes the performance required for the 12V-TSS and 

42V-FSS and 42V-TPA applications in HEV, which represent a quite “conventional” use 

of  supercapacitors in transportation.  
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Figure 6.9. Available Energy (Eavailable) vs. discharge pulse power capability (Pdis) at 30°C of the 
PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC referred to module weight from low-HPPC and high-HPPC tests with ∆tpulse= 
10 s (a) and 2 s (b). (∗=DOE targets; dotted line: commercial EDLCs operating with Vmax = 2.7 from ref. 
[6.8]).  
 

 The HPPC-tests of the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC were also run in the 

temperature range -30°C/+60°C and the Figures 6.10-6.11 report the corresponding HPPC-

Ragone plots. At -30°C and -20°C, only the high-HPPC tests were performed because the 

Idis current for the low-HPPC characterization is lower than that corresponding to a 5C-rate 

(at the same temperature). Figures 6.10-6.11 demonstrate that the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based 
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AEDLC can cycle between -30°C and +60°C, which is the envisioned temperature range 

for HEVs. At T> 30° the IL-based supercapacitor meets the power-assist HEV targets and 

at 0°C it features performance similar to that exhibited at 30°C by the commercial EDLC. 

At 0°C the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC also satisfies the 2s-pulse DOE requirements 

[6.3].  
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Figure 6.10. Available Energy (Eavailable) vs. Discharge pulse power capability (Pdis) with ∆tpulse =10s of the 
PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC referred to module weight from (a) low-HPPC and (b) high-HPPC tests at 
different temperatures (∗= 10s-pulse DOE target; dotted line: commercial EDLCs operating at 30°C with 
VMAX = 2.7 from ref. [6.8]).  
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Figure 6.11. Available Energy (Eavailable) vs. Discharge pulse power capability (Pdis) with ∆tpulse= 2s of the 
PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC referred to module weight from (a) low-HPPC and (b) high-HPPC tests at 
different temperatures (∗= 2s-pulse DOE targets).  
 

6.4. Preparation of large size prototypes and electrochemical tests 

Arcotronics Technologies assembled cells of PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLCs of size 

larger than that of the lab-scale tested in Section 6.3 by sandwiching different numbers of 

double coated positive and negative electrode couples with a ceramic Separion© separator 

provided by Evonik-Degussa. Table 6.8 summarizes the main features of such cells which 

were filled with the IL and, finally, sealed under vacuum in the Arcotronics dry-room. 
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The CD1 and CD6 cells were characterized by galvanostatic cycles at 30°C. The 

CD1 cell with only 1 electrode pair of 25 cm2 was cycled at 0.5 A with Vmax of 3.7 V and 

exhibited 18 F and an ESR of 0.5 Ω, as expected on the basis of lab-scale cells test. 

 
Table 6.8. Pre-series IL-based AEDLC Cells 

 

The CD6 cell with 6 electrode pairs of ca. 86 cm2 is shown in Figure 6.12. The weight 

distribution of cell components in the CD1 and CD6 cells was not optimized, particularly 

the Al case and tabs were oversized, as evidenced by Figure 6.12. The cell CD1, also 

featured a large excess of IL. Indeed, in solvent-free ILs the carbon pores are already filled 

with the ions almost at the maximum concentration and the double-layer charging process 

should involve only a redistribution of charges within the pores. On the basis of the carbon 

mesopore volume of 0.84 cm3 g-1 and of PYR1(2O1)TFSI density of 1.43 g cm-3, the 

composite electrode/IL mass ratio can be increased up to 0.83. This was demonstrated by 

the performance of the CD6 cell which was assembled with a composite electrode/IL mass 

ratio of 0.7, an almost optimized value, and that featured 340 F upon a 1 A discharge, 

confirming also in this case the findings obtained with lab-scale cells.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.12. PYR1(2O1)TFSI based-AEDLC CD6 cell 

Cell Code CD1 CD6 
Number of electrode pair 1 6 
Single electrode size 5 x 5 cm2 9.3 x 9.3 cm2 
Total composite electrode loading 0.83 g 17.2 g 
Double coated electrode loadings 

positive electrodes
negative  electrodes

 
20 mg cm-2 

13 mg cm-2 
20 mg cm-2 

13 mg cm-2 
PYR1(2O1)TFSI Electrolyte 2.4 g (in excess) 25 g 
Total cell weight (Al case in excess) 11.46 g 65.9 g 
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The composite electrode/IL mass ratio of the CD6 cell affected the prototype weight which 

was ca. 66g (Al case excluded) so that the practical cell Emax was 11.5 Wh kg-1. While this 

value approaches the ILHYPOS target of packaged device energy of 15 Wh kg-1, it can be 

ameliorated by the use of carbon electrodes of increased specific capacitance and moderate 

pore volume that would prevent electrolyte excess in the electrodes and, thus, be beneficial 

for the weight component distribution in the modules. Indeed, an increase of 30% in 

specific capacitance and energy is achievable by the use of the disordered template carbon 

DTC7. The moderate mesoporous volume of such caron would allow to develop modules 

with total weight constrained within 2.5-3 time the composite electrode loadings [6.9]. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 
 

This thesis work, starting from a basic studies on the ionic liquid (IL) electrolytes 

and carbon electrodes and concluding with an applied test on large-size IL-based 

supercapacitor prototypes demonstrated that the IL-based asymmetric configuration 

(AEDLCs) is a powerful strategy to develop safe, high-energy supercapacitors that might 

compete with lithium-ion batteries in power assist-hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs). 

Among the various ILs investigated the N-methoxyethyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium 

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR1(2O1)TFSI) was selected because of its 

hydrophobicity and high thermal stability up to 350 °C together with good conductivity 

and wide ESW, exploitable in a wide temperature range, below 0°C. For such exceptional 

properties PYR1(2O1)TFSI was used for the whole study to develop large size IL-based 

carbon supercapacitor prototypes which were developed within the ILHYPOS project. 

This work also highlights that the use of ILs as electrolyte determines different 

chemical-physical properties at the interface electrode/electrolyte with respect to that 

formed by conventional electrolytes, which are composed of solvents and salts. Indeed, the 

absence of solvent in ILs makes the properties of the interface not mediated by the solvent 

and, thus, the dielectric constant and double-layer thickness depend on the chemistry of the 

IL ions, i.e. on the polarizability of these ions.  

The study of carbons as electrode materials in IL-based supercapacitors covers an 

important part of this work and evidences several factors that have to be taken into account 

for designing high performing carbon electrodes in IL. The heat-treatment in inert 

atmosphere of the activated carbon AC which gave ACT carbon featuring ca. 100 F g-1 in 

IL demonstrated that the surface chemistry can significantly modify the capacitive 

response of the carbon in IL and given that hydrophobic ILs were chosen to guarantee long 

cycle-life, the surface chemistry of the carbon has to be free by hydrophilic functional 

groups, such as carboxyl acid. The tailored porosity of the carbon electrodes is a key 

parameter to achieve high capacitance response. The CO2-treated xerogel carbon X3a 

featured a high specific capacitance of 120 F/g in PYR14TFSI, however, exhibiting pore 
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size distribution centred at 15 nm and high pore volume, it was not an optimized 

carbonaceous material because it needs an excess amount of IL to fill the pores with 

respect to that required in the charge-discharge process. Further advances were achieved 

with electrodes based on the disordered template carbon DTC7 with pore size distribution 

centred at 2.7 nm which featured a notably high specific capacitance of 140 F g-1 in 

PYR14TFSI and a moderate pore volume, V>1.5 nm of 0.70 cm3 g-1.  

The development of such carbons allowed to assemble high performing double-layer 

carbon supercapacitors. First, by the asymmetric double-layer carbon configuration 

(AEDLC) it was possible to exploit the whole and wide electrochemical stability windows 

(ESWs) of the IL electrolytes and, thus, to reach high cell voltage. Indeed, since the 

midpoint of the IL’s ESW does not correspond to the potential of the discharge carbon 

electrodes it was necessary to assemble the EDLCs with different carbon loadings at the 

two electrodes. Several IL-based AEDLCs with high cell voltage higher than 3.5 V and up 

to 3.9 V were assembled. Thus, IL-based AEDLCs with the X3a or ACT carbon electrodes 

exhibited specific energy and power of ca. 30 Wh kg-1 and 10 kW kg-1 (only the loading of 

both electrodes is considered), respectively. The DTC7 carbon electrodes featuring a 

capacitance response higher of 20%-40% than those of X3a and ACT, respectively, 

enabled the development of a PYR14TFSI-based AEDLC with specific energy and power 

of 47 Wh kg-1 and 13 kW kg-1 at 60°C with Vmax of 3.9 V. The moderate mesopore volume 

of DTC7 limits the IL amount in the electrodes and, hence, in the supercapacitor so that 

specific energy and power values of 16-18 Wh kg-1 and 4-5 kW kg-1 for a complete cell are 

feasible. The specific energy value achieved with the DTC7-based AEDLC is 3-4 fold 

higher than that delivered by the best EDLCs available on the market.   

Given the availability of the pristine ACT carbon (obtained from a commercial 

material) and the good performance of PYR1(2O1)TFSI, PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLCs 

assembled with ACT carbon electrodes were selected in order to develop large-size 

prototypes. At the laboratory scale the cycling stability of PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLCs 

was tested at 60°C up to 27,000 cycles with high Vmax up to 3.8 V. Such AEDLC was 

further investigated following USABC and DOE FreedomCAR reference protocols for 

HEV to evaluate its dynamic pulse-power and energy features. This study demonstrated 

that the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC can operate between -30°C and +60°C with a high 

Vmax of 3.7. The results showed that at T> 30 °C the challenging energy and power targets 
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stated by DOE for power-assist HEVs and at T> 0 °C the standards for the 12V-TSS and 

42V-FSS and TPA 2s-pulse applications are satisfied, if the ratio wmodule/wSC = 2 is 

accomplished, which, however, is a very demanding condition.  

Further improvement in the performance of IL-based AEDLCs could be achieved by 

lowering ESR by proper design of electrode porosity. Indeed, the main contribution to ESR 

is electrode charging resistance, which in turn is affected by the ionic resistance in the 

pores. While the electrode charging resistance depends on IL ionic conductivity, it is also 

modulated by pore length. Hence, pore geometry is a key parameter in carbon design not 

only because it defines the carbon surface but also because it can differentially “amplify” 

the effect of IL conductivity on the electrode charging-discharging process and, thus, 

supercapacitor time constant. 
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List of Symbols 

A surface-area of the electrodeAC pristine activated carbon from Pica 

AEDLC asymmetric electrochemical double layer supercapacitor  

ACT heat treated activated carbon from Pica 

ACX aero/cryo/xerogel carbons synthesized 

C gelation catalyst 

Cc space-charge capacitance  

Cdiff  capacitance of the diffusion layer 

Cdl double-layer capacitance 

Cdl,max the maximum value of double-layer capacitance exhibited at the lowest scan rate.  

CH double-layer capacitance of the Helmholtz compact layer 

CSC supercapacitor capacitance 

CV cyclic voltammetry 

d spacing between the planes in the atomic lattice 

D dilution factor 

DFT density functional theory 

DOD depth of discharge  

DOE U.S. Department of Energy 

DTC, disordered templated carbon 

DTCX disordered templated carbons synthesized 

d002 interlayer distance between the graphene layers 

E specific energy evaluated from the galvanostatic discharges as reported in eq. 6.1 

Eavailable specific available energy (energy that can be removed during a 5C discharge over 

a certain ∆DOD range) 

EDLC electrochemical double layer supercapacitor  

EDOD the specific cumulative energy removed during the discharge  

Emax maximum energy delivered between Vmax and Vmax/2 

EMITFSI 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide 

ESR equivalent series resistance 

ESW electrochemical stability window  

EV electric vehicle 

F formaldehyde 
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FTIR-ATR Fourier Transform Infrared – Attenuated Total Reflectance Spectroscopy 

HEV hybrid electric vehicle 

HPPC Hybrid Pulse Power Characterization  

i current density  

Imax supercapacitor maximum current (that corresponds to the current required to cause an 

immediate (i.e., <0.1 s) 20 % voltage drop in a fully charged device). 

Idis discharge pulse current (25% Imax for low-HPPC and 75% Imax for high-HPPC) 

IHP inner Helmholtz plane 

IL ionic liquid 

ILHYPOS Ionic Liquid-based Hybrid Power Supercapacitors (EU project Contract no. 

TST4-CT-2005-518307). 

Ireg regenerative pulse current corresponding to 75% Idis 

IUPAC International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 

k0 vacuu m permittivity 8.85 10-12 F m-1 

La size of the graphene crystals along the a-axis along the graphene plane 

Lc size of the graphene crystals along the c-axis normal to the graphene plane 

OHP outer Helmholtz plane 

OTC order templated carbon 

P specific power evaluated from the galvanostatic discharges as reported in eq. 6.2. 

Pdis specific discharge pulse power capability 

PET poly(ethylene terephthalate) 

Pmax maximum power  

Preg specific regenerative pulse power capability  

PS polystyrene 

PSD pore-size distribution 

pTFE polytetrafluoroethylene 

PYR1(2O1)TFSI N-methoxyethyl-N methylpyrrolidinium 

bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide 

PYR14TFSI N-butyl-N-methyl-pyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide 

Q specific capacity 

R resorcinol 

RCT Reference Capacity Test 
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Rdis discharge pulse resistance 

Rreg regenerative pulse resistance 

Ru uncompensed resistance  

R+/- positive to negative mass loading ratio 

RT Room Temperature 

SEM scanning electron microscopy 

S>1.5 nm specific surface area from pores with size in the 1.5 nm – 200 nm range. 

TEM transmission electron microscopy 

TGA thermogravimetric analysis 

TP thermoplastic polymer  

tVDOD the time at which the cell exhibits the VDOD voltage 

tVmax the time at which the cell exhibits Vmax potential. 

t0.55 Vmax the time at which the cell exhibits 0.55% of Vmax potential. 

USABC United States Advanced Battery Consortium 

VDOD the potential which marks the DOD 

Vmax maximum cell voltage 

Vmin discharge voltage limit (55% Vmax) 

Vtot total pore volume evaluated at p/p° of 0.995 

V>1.5 nm specific pore volume from pores with size in the 1.5 nm – 200 nm range. 

W MilliQ ultrapure water 

wc carbon loading 

wmodule supercapacitor module weight 

wSC total composite electrode mass loading of the asymmetric EDLC 

w pore size 

<w> main pore size 

δdl thickness of the double layer 

∆tpulse pulse time  

ε dielectric constant of the electrical double-layer region  

η coulombic efficiency 

θ angle between the incident ray and the scattering planes (XRD diffraction) 

τ time constant 

Z45° impedence region of transmission line 
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bstract

The use of ionic liquid (IL) electrolytes is a promising strategy to enhance the performance of supercapacitors above room temperature. In
his paper we present the results of a study on optimization of electrode materials for IL-based supercapacitors featuring a hybrid configuration
ith carbon negative electrode and poly(3-methylthiophene) (pMeT) as positive operating at 60 ◦C with the ILs N-butyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium
is(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR14TFSI) and 1-ethyl-3-methyl-imidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (EMITFSI). As it con-
erns the carbon electrode two routes have been pursued: (i) surface modification of commercial activated carbon and (ii) synthesis of mesoporous
ryo- and xerogel carbons. Pore size distribution and electrochemical characterization data are related and suggest that the second route should
e the most promising for carbons of high specific capacitance and low time constant in IL. For the polymer electrode the nature of the galvano-
tatic polymerization bath plays a crucial role to provide pMeT of high specific capacitance and the best results may be obtained when pMeT is

lectropolymerized in the same IL used for the capacitance tests. The strategy of using the acid additive trifluoromethanesulfonimide in IL-based
olymerization baths is also described in some detail. This strategy that provides pMeT featuring more than 200 F g−1 in IL is a clean procedure
hich prevents consumption of the ionic liquid with great advantage in terms of costs.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Supercapacitors for their high specific power are playing
crucial role in transportation, where they can be cou-

led with lithium batteries or fuel cells to provide power
eaks during acceleration as well as for energy recovery
uring braking of electric vehicles [1–3]. For this applica-
ion the typical operating temperature is higher than room
emperature (RT). Thus, we pursued the strategy of using
onic liquids (ILs) for their high thermal stability, wide
lectrochemical stability window and good conductivity at
T as “solvent-free” electrolytes in supercapacitors for elec-

ric vehicle applications [4–8]. We already demonstrated
he viability of this strategy in hybrid supercapacitors with
ctivated carbon (AC) as the negative electrode and poly(3-

ethylthiophene) (pMeT) as the positive. When a high purity

nd hydrophobic IL such as N-butyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium
is(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR14TFSI) was used, at

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 051 2099798; fax: +39 051 2099365.
E-mail address: marina.mastragostino@unibo.it (M. Mastragostino).
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ryogel carbon; Poly(3-methylthiophene)

0 ◦C the AC/IL/pMeT supercapacitor provided maximum cell
oltages higher than 3.4 V and specific energy and power of
8 Wh kg−1 and 14 kW kg−1, respectively, as well as long
ycling stability over 15,000 cycles [6,8]. These results were
chieved with commercial negative and positive electrode
aterials selected for operation in propylene carbonate (PC)-
t4NBF4 and that in the IL PYR14TFSI at 60 ◦C displayed ca.
0% of the specific capacitance exhibited in the conventional
rganic electrolyte at RT [9]. We demonstrated that improve-
ents of the AC/IL/pMeT performance are feasible if electrodes
aterials are properly designed in view of their use in the IL

7,8]. Indeed, an IL-based hybrid supercapacitor with electrode
aterials of specific capacitance increased up to the values

xhibited in PC-Et4NBF4 and with an IL electrolyte able to
rovide maximum cell voltage higher than 3.5 V should deliver
pecific energy higher than 30 Wh kg−1 [8].

As it concerns the negative electrode, for a high specific
apacitance the carbon has to display a high permeability

owards the IL to provide a high surface area for the double-
ayer charging process and this can be obtained by optimization
f carbon pore size and surface chemistry. The size of the pores at
east should match that of the counterion involved in the double-

mailto:marina.mastragostino@unibo.it
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.06.162
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ayer formation, thus it should be wider than 1 nm. Furthermore,
ydrophilic moieties on the carbon surface are expected to
revent its permeation by ILs with the hydrophobic character
equired to provide high cycling stability. Mesoporous cryo- and
erogel carbons are particularly promising as IL-based superca-
acitor electrodes for their fundamental properties, such as high
nd tunable mesoporosity, narrow pore-size distribution, high
lectrical conductivity, hydrophobic surface, which can be con-
rolled by chemical synthesis conditions [10–13]. With respect
o aerogel carbons, cryo- and xerogel carbons are more interest-
ng for practical applications in that the supercritical drying step
equired for the synthesis of aerogel carbons is substituted by
reeze or RT drying with great advantage in terms of cost and
afety.

As it concerns the conducting polymer, we have already
emonstrated that different polymerization conditions affect the
seudocapacitive behaviour of pMeT in the IL, and particularly
he electropolymerization in the same IL used for the capacitance
ests provides high performance pMeT electrodes [8,14].

In the present paper we report and discuss the results on
he development of materials with morphologies and surface
hemistry tailored for operation at 60 ◦C in the hydropho-
ic ILs PYR14TFSI and 1-ethyl-3-methyl-imidazolium bis
trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (EMITFSI). Data on thermal
reated activated carbons and cryo- and xerogel carbons of dif-
erent mesoporosity and on pMeT electropolymerized in ILs by a
alvanostatic technique involving the additive trifluoromethane-
ulfonimide (HTFSI), which provides a clean electrosynthesis
rocedure, are reported and discussed.

. Experimental

The cryogel and xerogel carbons were prepared by poly-
ondensation of resorcinol (R, Riedel de Haen, 99.0–100.5%)
nd formaldehyde (F, 37% aqueous solution, Aldrich) in MilliQ
ltrapure water (W, Milli-Q simplicity system, Millipore Co.)
ith Na2CO3 (C, Riedel de Haen, >99.8%) as gelation catalyst,

ollowed by water/t-butanol (Fluka, >99.7%) or water/acetone
olvent exchange, freeze or RT drying, respectively, and pyrol-
sis. The R/F molar ratio was 0.5 and the R/C molar ratio
nd dilution factor D = W/(R + F + C) were 500 and 5.7 for the
RFB5b cryogel carbon and the CRFC5 xerogel carbon and 800
nd 2.5 for the CRFB4 cryogel carbon. The initial pH value was
.4–6.6 and gelation was performed at 85 ◦C in sealed vessels
or at least 3 days. The pyrolysis step, carried out in a furnace
ZE Muffle Furnace) at 1050 ◦C (2 h, heating rate 10 K min−1,
nder moderate flux of Argon, 200 cm3 min−1), was followed
y ball milling.

Nitrogen adsorption porosimetry measurements were carried
ut at 77 K with an ASAP 2020 system (Micromeritics); the car-
on powders were dried for at least 2 h at 120 ◦C before testing.
he total specific surface area (SBET) and pore size distribution

n the mesopore region of the carbon powders were evaluated

rom the analysis of the N2 adsorption isotherms using the B.E.T.
nd B.J.H. theories.

The carbon electrodes were prepared with 95% (w/w) car-
on (PICACTIF activated carbon or cryo/xerogel carbon, ca.

a
t
s
r
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0–15 mg cm−2) and 5% (w/w) polytetrafluoroethylene binder
Du-Pont); the current collectors were carbon coated aluminum
rids (Lamart Corp.). Electrodes with pMeT electropolymerized
n Pt or glassy carbon (GC) were prepared galvanostatically
n a separate-compartment cell (except in the case of poly-

erization baths based on IL) with Pt counter electrode in
CN (distilled, Fluka)–0.5 M Et4NBF4 (Fluka, dried at 80 ◦C
nder dynamic vacuum over night)–0.1 M MeT (Aldrich) or
n IL–0.1 M HTFSI–0.2 M MeT. Saturated calomel electrode
SCE) or Ag quasi-reference electrode was used to check the
lectrode potential. The pMeT electrodes with ca. 4 mg cm−2

f polymer were electropolymerized at RT with current den-
ity ie = 10–11 mA cm−2 and were galvanostatically undoped
ith current density iu = −0.25ie in order to evaluate the electro-

hemical stoichiometry of the electropolymerization and, thus,
he amount of pMeT polymerized. The HTFSI (Aldrich) was
sed as received and MeT (Aldrich) was distilled before use.
he PYR14TFSI and EMITFSI ILs were dried over night at
00 ◦C under dynamic vacuum (Büchi Glass Oven B-580) and
isplayed ca. 30 ppm of water checked by Karl Fisher titration
684 KF Coulometer Metrohm).

Electrochemical characterization of carbon and pMeT-based
lectrodes was carried out in dry box (MBraun Labmaster
30, H2O and O2 < 1 ppm), using Ag quasi-reference electrode
nd double-layer carbon counter-electrodes with charge storage
apability at least double that of the working electrodes; the cells
ere kept at the controlled temperature of 60 ± 2 ◦C by a Ther-
oblock (FALC). The electrochemical tests were performed
ith a Perkin-Elmer VMP multichannel potentiostat/galvanostat

nd a Solartron SI 1255 frequency-response analyzer coupled to
273A PAR potentiostat/galvanostat. The specific capacitance
as evaluated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) at 20 mV s−1 and the
ata were estimated from the slope of the integral over time of the
ischarge voltammetric current versus electrode potential plot;
he maximum electrode potential sweep was −1.9/0.3 V versus
g and 1.4/−0.5 V versus Ag for the carbon and the polymer

lectrode, respectively. Impedance spectra were recorded with
mV AC perturbation in the frequency range 10 kHz to 10 mHz

aking 10 points per decade.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations were car-

ied out with a ZEISS EVO 50 instrument.

. Results and discussion

.1. Carbon negative electrodes

Table 1 and Fig. 1 report some results of the porosity
nalysis and of the electrochemical characterization of the
arbons which we investigated. Table 1 shows the specific sur-
ace area (SBET) and the mean pore diameter in the mesopore
egion (dmeso), as well as the specific capacitance in the ILs
YR14TFSI and EMITFSI at 60 ◦C from CVs of the commer-
ial activated carbon (AC), of the AC carbon treated under Ar

tmosphere (200 cm3 min−1) at 1050 ◦C for 2 h (ACT) and of
he cryo/xerogel carbons CRFB4, CRFC5 and CRFB5b. Fig. 1
hows the specific cumulative surface area in the mesopore
egion as evaluated from the widest to the smallest pores versus
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Table 1
Specific surface area (SBET), mean pore diameter in the mesopore region (dmeso) of the carbon powders and specific capacitance from CV at 20 mV s−1 in the ILs
PYR14TFSI and EMITFSI at 60 ◦C of the carbon electrodes

Carbon SBET (m2 g−1) dmeso (nm) Specific capacitance (F g−1)

PYR14TFSI EMITFSI

AC 2480 3 50 85
ACT 1960 3 87 107
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which is a very important feature for supercapacitor application
as evidenced in Fig. 2 which shows the Nyquist plots recorded in
EMITFSI at −1.0 V versus Ag for ACT and CRFB5b electrodes
with almost the same amount of carbon. The high frequency
RFB4 465 9
RFC5 550 15
RFB5b 610 20

ore diameter. The activated carbon AC displays a very high
BET and, as evidenced in Fig. 1, a high mesopore specific
urface which corresponds to ca. 45% of SBET and originates
rom pores with mean diameter of ca. 3 nm. Despite this suitable
orphology, with pores large enough to be filled with the ILs,

he carbon displays a specific capacitance lower, particularly in
YR14TFSI, than the value expected on the basis of the typi-
al capacitance of a clean graphite surface, i.e. 20–30 �F cm−2,
hus suggesting that a low percentage of the AC’s mesopore
rea is accessible by the ILs. This could be explained with
he presence of surface moieties which often occur in activated
arbons as oxygen functional groups (carboxyl, hydroxyl,. . .)
nd which repel the two hydrophobic ILs. It has been demon-
trated that such functionalities decompose almost quantitatively
t 1000 ◦C under inert gas [15], thus we treated the AC car-
on at 1050 ◦C in Ar atmosphere and we obtained the ACT
arbon with a slightly lower surface area and the same per-
entage of mesopore distribution, but a significantly higher
pecific capacitance than the AC carbon in both the ILs and
uch increase was higher in PYR14TFSI than in EMITFSI, as
videnced in Table 1. Thus, such treatment modifies the carbon
urface chemistry and increases the compatibility of the ACT
arbon with the ILs, providing up to 107 F g−1 in EMITFSI.

he fact that the AC and ACT carbons display higher specific
apacitance in EMITFSI than in PYR14TFSI may be related
o the different chemistry of the EMI+ and PYR14

+ cations
hich display not only different steric hindrance but also dif-

ig. 1. Specific cumulative pore area vs. mesopore diameter of the (�) AC, (�)
CT, (�) CRFB4, (♦) CRFC5, and (�) CRFB5b carbons.

F
(

– 52
– 56
– 61

erent polarizability as suggested by the different conductivity
t 60 ◦C of the corresponding EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI ILs of
5 and 6 mS cm−1, respectively [6,7,16]. However, it should
e mentioned that the PYR14TFSI features a wider electro-
hemical stability window than that of EMITFSI [7,17], and
his could be an advantage for application in high-voltage
upercapacitors.

Given that also in the ACT carbon the main part of the SBET
urface is not used for the double-layer charging process, we
ursued the strategy of investigating the mesoporous cryo- and
erogel carbons CRFB4, CRFC5, and CRFB5b. In Table 1 their
BET values range from 465 to 610 m2 g−1 with the 40–50%
riginating from mesopores centered at 9, 15 and 20 nm and
heir specific capacitance at 60 ◦C in EMITFSI is in the range of
0–60 F g−1, corresponding to 20–30 �F cm−2 of mesoporous
urface area, thus indicating that in these carbons all the meso-
ore surface is used for the double-layer charging process, and
hat carbon surface is easily accessed by the IL.

This corresponds also to a low electrode charging resistance
ig. 2. Nyquist plots recorded in EMITFSI at −1.0 V vs. Ag of (�) ACT and
�) CRFB5b carbon electrodes.
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Table 2
Specific capacitance from CV at 20 mV s−1 in the ILs PYR14TFSI and EMITFSI
at 60 ◦C of pMeT galvanostatically electropolymerized at RT in different elec-
tropolymerization baths (3.3–4.5 mg cm−2 of pMeT)

Polymerization bath Specific capacitance (F g−1)

PYR14TFSI EMITFSI

ACN-Et4NBF4-MeT 135 –
ACN-LiTFSI-MeT 100 135
P
E
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YR14TFSI-HTFSI-MeT 225 –
MITFSI-HTFSI-MeT – 250

emicircle in the spectrum of the ACT carbon, related to elec-
ronic and ionic resistances between the smallest mesopores in
arallel with the double-layer capacitance of the carbon outer
urface, is absent in the CRFB5b’s. Thus, work is in progress in
ur laboratory to synthesize by proper selection of the gelation
ath composition cryo/xerogel carbons with mesoporous sur-
ace ≥ 500 F g−1, which should outperform activated carbons
roviding 100 F g−1 at a lower time constant.

.2. Polymer positive electrodes

Table 2 reports the specific capacitance values in the two
Ls at 60 ◦C of pMeT galvanostatically polymerized in different
lectropolymerization baths. Table 2 evidences that the substi-
ution of ACN-based polymerization bath with those based on
he same ILs used for the following capacitance tests provides
pecific capacitance values higher than 200 F g−1. Particularly,
he values of 225 and 250 F g−1 are obtained with PYR14TFSI
nd EMITFSI electrolytes, respectively. This can be related to

he different morphology exhibited by pMeT when the ACN-
ased bath is substituted by that with the IL, as evidenced in
ig. 3, which reports the SEM images of pMeT electropolymer-

zed in ACN-LiTFSI and in PYR14TFSI. Table 2 evidences that

ig. 3. SEM images of pMeT electropolymerized in (a) ACN-LiTFSI-MeT and
n (b) PYR14TFSI-HTFSI-MeT.
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lso in the case of the polymer electrodes the highest specific
apacitance values are obtained with the EMITFSI IL.

The main drawback with galvanostatic preparation of large
uantities of polymer in ILs is the formation of byproducts at
he counter electrode which typically poison the polymerization
ath. Thus, to control the cathodic reaction we pursued the strat-
gy to add the acid HTFSI which dissociates to give the same
nion TFSI− of the IL and the proton which in turn gives H2 at
he counter electrode while anodic polymerization takes place
t the working. This clean procedure which does not modify
he chemistry of the electrosynthesis solution is described by
he following overall electrochemical reaction in which a sto-
chiometry of 2.3 F mol−1 of polymerized MeT monomer unit
CH3C4H3S) is considered:

0.3nHTFSI + nCH3C4H3S

→ (CH3C4HS0.3+TFSI0.3
−)n + 1.15nH2 (1)

rom this stoichiometry 0.3 mol of HTFSI per mol of polymer-
zed monomer unit provide that the IL is not consumed because
hey supply the required amount of the p-doping anion TFSI−
nd the protons which are reduced to H2 along with those deliv-
red by the polymerization reaction (2 mol of H+ per mol of
olymerized monomer unit) [14].

Fig. 4 reports the voltage profiles of the working and
ounter electrodes upon the galvanostatic electropolymerization
f pMeT and the undoping process in PYR14TFSI-HTFSI-
eT at RT (stirred solution) from which an electrochemical

toichiometry of 2.28 F mol−1 of polymerized monomer unit
as been evaluated. During polymerization the potentials of
he working and counter electrode are quite stable at ca. 1.5
nd −0.3 V versus Ag, respectively, which correspond to the
onomer oxidation and the H+ reduction as evidenced by Fig. 5
hich displays the first linear sweep voltammetries at 20 mV s−1

nd RT of a Pt electrode in PYR14TFSI, PYR14TFSI-HTFSI and
YR14TFSI-HTFSI-MeT. Therefore, the pMeT polymerization
t the working electrode is balanced by the reduction of the

cid proton of HTFSI at the counter electrode. This novel gal-
anostatic polymerization procedure, which can be extended to
repare other polymers in ILs, does not waste the IL offering
reat advantage in terms of costs.

ig. 4. Voltage profiles of the working electrode (GC, solid line) and the counter
lectrode (Pt, dashed line) upon the galvanostatic electropolymerization of pMeT
t 11.3 mA cm−2 and the undoping process at −2.8 mA cm−2 in PYR14TFSI-
TFSI-MeT at RT.
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ig. 5. Linear sweep voltammetries at 20 mV s−1 and RT of a Pt electrode in
a) PYR14TFSI, in (b) PYR14TFSI-HTFSI and (c) PYR14TFSI-HTFSI-MeT.

. Conclusions

With this study we have identified some routes to optimize
lectrode materials for hybrid supercapacitor with hydrophobic
L electrolytes and, following such routes, we have devel-
ped carbon and polymer electrode materials featuring at 60 ◦C
p to 107 and 250 F g−1 in EMITFSI and 87 and 225 F g−1

n PYR14TFSI, respectively. Thermal treatment at 1050 ◦C in
r atmosphere of activated carbons removes/modifies the sur-

ace moieties generally present in such carbons and allows
better permeability by each IL, thus increasing the acces-

ible surface for the double-layer charging process. A more
romising strategy should be the development of cryo/xerogel
arbons of mesopore specific surface area > 500 m2 g−1, which
hould display at least 100 F g−1 on the basis of the values of
0–30 �F cm−2 of mesoporous surface featured by the CRFB4,
RFC5, and CRFB5b carbons, with a low electrode charg-
ng resistance. As it concerns the polymer electrode, the novel
alvanostatic polymerization in IL involving the acid additive
TFSI is a clean procedure which yields pMeT featuring 225

nd 250 F g−1 in PYR14TFSI and EMITFSI ILs, with advan-

[
[

[

r Sources 174 (2007) 648–652

age in terms of costs because the IL is not wasted by counter
lectrode reaction nor consumed to balance the pMeT p-doping
harge.
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Abstract

Ionic liquids (IL) are very promising ‘‘solvent-free’’ electrolytes for high-voltage double-layer supercapacitors (EDLCs) and to this
purpose they are generally selected on the basis of their bulk properties, such as electrochemical stability and ion conductivity, without
taking into account those of the electrified electrode-IL interface. This interface, which has yet to be well characterized, has features that
notably affect electrode capacitance, and our paper for the first time highlights the importance of the molecular chemistry and structure
of the ions for the double-layer capacitive response of carbonaceous electrodes in IL. The double-layer capacitive responses of negatively
charged electrodes based on activated carbons and aero/cryo/xerogel carbons in two ILs featuring the same anion and different cations of
almost the same size, i.e. the N-butyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR14TFSI) and 1-ethyl-3-methyl-
imidazolium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (EMITFSI) are reported. The porosity, structure and surface chemistry of the carbons
are compared to their capacitive response to evince the role played by these carbon properties and by the chemistry and structure of the
IL ions in the electric double-layer.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Supercapacitors are becoming increasingly important as
an intermittent power supply as well as for load levelling
and energy storage in fields ranging from distributed
energy grids to domestic and transport applications [1–3].
Double-layer supercapacitors featuring high surface-area
carbon electrodes (EDLC) that are electrostatically
charged by separation of charge at the electrode/electrolyte
solution interface are the most advanced and are already
on the market. High maximum energy Emax = 1/2CEDLCV2

and power Pmax = 1/4 V2/R are reached by maximizing
electrode double-layer capacitances (Ce, which are double
the EDLC’s capacitance CEDLC) and cell voltage (V) and
by minimizing the equivalent series resistance (R). This is
where ‘‘solvent-free’’ ionic liquid electrolytes come in
1388-2481/$ - see front matter � 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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because they can feature the wide electrochemical stability
window and high ionic conductivity that are crucial to the
design of high-performance supercapacitors [4–9]. The elec-
trified electrode-IL interface has properties that notably
affect electrode capacitance but has yet to be well charac-
terized. Indeed, IL selection for EDLC application is made
solely on the basis of IL electrochemical stability and ion
conductivity.

The electrode–electrolyte interface models developed for
high-temperature molten salts are not completely appropri-
ate for ILs mainly because of the weaker cation-anion
interactions in ILs than in molten salts [10–13]. On the
other hand, the absence of solvent in ILs precludes the
use of the Helmholtz model developed for concentrated
electrolyte solutions, where solvent molecules in IHP
separate electrode surface charges and electrolyte counteri-
ons in OHP by a distance l and solvent molecular size,
rather than ion size, and solvent dielectric constant
(e, lower than in the bulk) significantly affect electrode
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capacitance, given that Ce = k0eA/l, where
k0 = 8.85 · 10�12 F m�1 and A is the electrode surface area
[10]. If, however, for IL we take a Helmoltz model with the
counterions in the IHP, as very recently proposed by Bald-
elli for the Pt–IL interface on the basis of SFG spectros-
copy, electrochemical impedance and CO vibrational
Stark effect [14,15], the relation between Ce and A should
depend, and perhaps strongly, on ion chemistry and struc-
ture at the electrode–IL interface.

For high EDLC capacitance the carbon electrodes
should display a high specific surface area that can easily
be accessed by the electrolyte; carbon porosity and surface
chemistry are thus of primary importance. The carbons
should display a high pore volume and pores at least
wider than the size of the counterions, although pore
walls should be thicker than the screening length of the
electric field in the solid part of the double layer so as
not to limit the charge accommodation on the two sides
of the carbon walls [7,16,17]. Thus, mesoporous aero/cryo
and xerogel carbons with pore size and pore-wall thick-
ness that can be controlled by chemical synthesis condi-
tions should be particularly promising electrode
materials for EDLCs, which are generally based on acti-
vated carbons [3,18,19]. Functional groups are also
important because they affect the electronic properties of
the carbon itself and its surface polarizability and can
attract–repel the ions with different effects on carbon wet-
tability. Surface moieties may also be responsible for far-
adaic processes that are detrimental to the long cycle-life
required by EDLCs.

We report the double-layer capacitive response of
negatively charged electrodes based on activated carbons
and aero/cryo/xerogel carbons in two ILs featuring the
same anion and different cations of almost the same size,
i.e. the 1-ethyl-3-methyl-imidazolium bis(trifluoromethane-
sulfonyl)imide (EMITFSI) and N-butyl-N-methylpyrrolid-
inium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR14TFSI)
ILs (Scheme 1). The porosity, structure and surface chem-
istry of the carbons are compared to their capacitive
response to highlight the role played by the chemistry
and structure of the IL ions in the electric double-layer.
Scheme 1.
2. Experimental

The cryogel and xerogel carbons were prepared by poly-
condensation of resorcinol and formaldehyde with Na2CO3

as gelation catalyst in different molar ratios, followed by
solvent exchange, freeze or RT drying, respectively, and
pyrolysis at 1050 �C in Ar as in Ref. [20]. The aerogel car-
bon A1 was purchased from Marketech; the activated car-
bons were the pristine PICACTIF from Pica (AC) and the
same carbon treated at 1050 �C in Ar for 2 h in order to
remove surface moieties (ACT). FTIR spectra in reflec-
tance mode (FTIR-ATR) were collected by a Perkin Elmer
Spectrometer Spectrum ONE (FTIR-ATR) with 40 scans
and 4 cm�1 resolution.

Nitrogen adsorption porosimetry measurements were
carried out at 77 K with an ASAP 2020 system (Micromer-
itics); the carbon powders were dried for at least 2 h at
120 �C before testing. The N2 adsorption isotherms were
analyzed by the density functional theory (DFT) and the
Barrett, Joyner and Halenda model (B.J.H., Harkins and
Jura as thickness curve with Faas correction factor); the
total pore volume (Vtot) was evaluated by the quantity of
N2 adsorbed at 77 K and p/p� = 0.995. The DFT theory
is the best for the analyses of the isotherms of micro-
mesoporous carbons, and it is generally applied with the
assumption of a slit-pore geometry [21]. However, this
assumption may be not adequate for disordered carbons
such as those we investigated, thus the mesoporous surface
is here evaluated by the BJH model, which well fits data in
the mesopore size range, assuming a cylinder pore
geometry.

The carbon electrodes (0.64 cm2 geometric area, 10–
15 mg cm�2 carbon loading) were prepared by mixing
95% w/w carbon and 5% w/w polytetrafluoroethylene bin-
der (Du-Pont) to yield a pasta which was then laminated
on carbon coated aluminum grids (Lamart Corp.). The
PYR14TFSI (ENEA-IDROCOMB) and EMITFSI (Sol-
vent innovation) ILs were dried over night at 100 �C under
dynamic vacuum (Büchi Glass Oven B-580) and displayed
ca. 30 ppm of water checked by Karl Fisher titration (684
KF Coulometer Metrohm).

The voltammetric tests were carried out in dry box
(MBraun Labmaster 130, H2O and O2 < 1 ppm) in T Swa-
gelok-type cells using Ag quasi-reference electrode and
double-layer carbon counter-electrodes with charge storage
capability at least double that of the working electrodes;
the cells were kept at the controlled temperature of
60 ± 2 �C by a Thermoblock (FALC). The electrochemical
tests were performed with a Perkin–Elmer VMP multichan-
nel potentiostat/galvanostat. The specific capacitance was
evaluated by CV at 20 mV s�1 and in the electrode poten-
tial range �1.9/0.0 V vs. Ag.

Electronic resistivities of the carbon composite films
were measured via four point technique by a Jandel multi-
height probe.

X-ray diffraction measurements (XRD) were performed
with a Philips X’Pert diffractometer, a Cu Ka(k =



Fig. 2. (a) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms and (b) DFT specific
differential pore volume vs. pore size of the C1, C2, X1, A1, AC, and ACT
carbons.
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1.5406 Å) radiation source and Ni filter by step-scanning
mode (0.05� 2h step; 5 · 10�2� 2h s�1 scan rate). The size
of the graphene crystals along the c-axis (Lc, normal to
the graphene plane) and the a-axis (La, along the graphene
plane) was evaluated from the half height width b of the
reflexes (00 2) and (100) by the equation L = kk/bcosh,
where k = 1.54 nm and k = 0.94 for Lc and 1.84 for La [22].

The Raman spectra were recorded by a Raman Micro-
scope RENISHAW Mod. INVIA, with Argon ion laser
(k = 514 nm, 5% of 300 mW full power, 4 scans, 10 s per
scan, 2 cm�1 resolution, magnification 50·); the D1 and
G band intensity ratios (ID1/IG) were averaged over the
data obtained with different spectra collected on different
parts of each sample.

3. Results and discussion

The investigated carbons, which were selected on the
basis of their different nature and, mainly, different meso-
porosity, were the C1 and C2 cryogel, the X1 xerogel, the
A1 aerogel carbon and the activated carbon AC pristine
and treated at 1050 �C in Ar for 2 h (ACT). This treatment
removes surface moieties like oxygen and nitrogen func-
tional groups, which often occur in activated carbons and
repel hydrophobic ILs such as the EMITFSI and
PYR14TFSI, with a negative effect on the capacitive
response of the carbon [23]. Indeed, Fig. 1 reports the
FTIR-ATR spectra of the AC and ACT carbons and
shows that the intensity of the bands of C@O at 1760
and 1570 cm�1, and of CO2 (chemiadsorbed on the surface)
at 2340 cm�1 decrease after heat treatment [24].

Fig. 2a shows the N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms
of the aero/cryo/xerogel carbons and of the pristine and
thermal-treated activated carbons. The isotherms are of
type IV [21] and show that the heat treatment does not
modify the porosity of the AC carbon, which exhibits a sig-
nificantly higher micropore volume than C1, C2 and X1.
Fig. 2b reports for the different carbons the trend of the dif-
ferential specific pore volume (dV/dw) vs. pore width (w)
calculated by the DFT theory, and shows that all the inves-
tigated carbons feature pores sufficiently wide to be filled
Fig. 1. FTIR-ATR spectra of (a) AC and (b) ACT carbons.
with the IL ions. Indeed, pore-size distribution is centered
at 2.7, 6, 9, 15 and 23 nm for the AC, A1, C2, X1 and C1
carbons, respectively; Table 1 shows the total pore volume
(Vtot) and the mesoporous specific volume (VBJH) and sur-
face area (SBJH) from the BJH model. The table also
reports the double-layer capacitance responses of nega-
tively polarized composite electrodes in the EMITFSI
and PYR14TFSI ILs at 60 �C, as evaluated by the slope
of the integral over time of the discharge voltammetric cur-
rent vs. electrode potential plot. As an example, Fig. 3
reports the CVs of the C1 and ACT carbons (coulombic
efficiency P99%) in terms of specific current and differen-
tial capacitance, the latter obtained by dividing the specific
current by the scan rate.

The main result in Table 1 is that at 60 �C each carbon
displays ca. double the specific capacitance in EMITFSI
than in PYR14TFSI. This can not be explained by a differ-
ent accessible surface area of the carbons for the double-
layer formation in the two ILs. Indeed, the maximum size
of the EMI+ and PYRþ14 counterions involved in the dou-
ble-layer is not very different: they are less than 1 nm wide
[25,26] and all the examined carbons display pore-size
distributions centered at values wider than 2 nm. The cause
of the different capacitance in the two ILs is thus to be found
in the different dielectric constant and thickness of the dou-
ble-layer, which are related to the different properties



Table 1
Total pore volume (Vtot), BJH mesoporous specific volume (VBJH) and surface area (SBJH) of the carbon powders and specific capacitance of the carbon
electrodes from CVs at 60 �C in EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI

Carbons Vtotal (cm3 g�1) VBJH (cm3 g�1) SBJH (m2 g�1) Specific capacitance (F g�1)

EMITFSI PYR14TFSI

A1 0.36 0.19 170 52 23
C2 0.47 0.29 190 52 23
X1 0.99 0.78 255 56 33
C1 1.49 1.25 285 61 36
AC 1.38 0.66 845 85 50
ACT 1.34 0.63 810 107 87

Fig. 3. Cyclic voltammetries of the C1 and ACT carbon electrodes at
20 mV s�1 and 60 �C in (a) EMITFSI and (b) PYR14TFSI.
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of EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI at the interface. Given that
the ILs feature the same anion and different cations, the
different capacitance responses are arguably related to the
different polarizability and structure of the EMI+ and
PYRþ14 counterions, thus suggesting that in the double-
layer of negatively charged carbons the IL cations occupy
the IHP.

While unambiguous values of dielectric constant at the
interface of the two cations are not available [15,27–30],
EMI+ can be termed a soft cation with the positive electric
charge delocalized in the imidazolium ring and a dipole
moment presumably higher than that of the PYRþ14, which
features the electric charge in the sp3 nitrogen atom and
can thus be considered as a relatively hard cation. Conse-
quently, the former should provide higher dielectric con-
stant in the double-layer than the latter with a positive
effect on the electrode capacitance. These considerations
are well supported by the different bulk properties of
EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI like viscosity, conductivity
and normalized solvent polarity as well as by molecular
dynamics studies [4,31]. Indeed, the viscosity and ionic
resistivity at 25 �C of PYR14TFSI, i.e. 85 mPa s and
5 · 102 X cm [4], are higher than EMITFSI’s, i.e. 34 mPa s
and 1 · 102 X cm [4], because of the higher cation–anion
interactions in the former than in the latter, which in turn
depend on the different polarizability of the cations and
affect the different polarizability of the bulk IL.

In effect, the normalized solvent polarity EN
T (defined on

the basis of the 2,6-diphenyl-4-(2,4,6-triphenylpyridinium-
1-yl)phenolate betaine solvatochromism in different sol-
vents, with EN

T ¼ 0 for TMS and 1 for water) of
PYR14TFSI (0.544) is lower than EMITFSI’s (0.676) [32].
According to the EN

T data, PYR14TFSI displays a lower
affinity than EMITFSI towards the betaine dye, which is
a large polarizable aromatic p electron system with a weak
electron pair acceptor (the positively charged nitrogen
atom) and a strong electron pair donor (the negatively
charged oxygen ion) and, hence, well mimics the negatively
charged carbon. This means that IL polarizability may also
affect the double-layer thickness at the carbonaceous
electrode.

The orientation of the IL cation under the applied elec-
tric field and its stereochemistry are also important for
double-layer thickness. Conformational studies by spec-
troscopy proved that in imidazolium-based ILs the plane
of the imidazolium ring is normal to the surface [33,34]
and twists towards it when this latter becomes even more
negatively polarized [12]. By contrast, it can be expected
that the reorientation of the PYRþ14 under the electric field
is hindered both because of the strong interaction of the
cation with the TFSI� anion and the steric hindrance of
its alkyl groups [35]. Thus, the double-layer thickness l is
wider in PYR14TFSI than in EMITFSI, and the electrode
specific capacitance is lower in the former than in the latter.

The varying response of different carbons in the same IL
is notable. Table 1 shows that when carbon materials of the
same type are examined, such as the aero/cryo/xerogel car-
bons that are prepared by the same precursors with similar
treatments (pyrolysis in inert atmosphere at high tempera-
ture) and that should exhibit the same surface chemistry,
the specific capacitance increases with the carbon mesopor-
ous specific surface. This trend is more marked
for PYR14TFSI. The highest specific capacitance for
aero/cryo/xerogel carbons was displayed by C1, which fea-
tured 61 F g�1 in EMITFSI and 36 F g�1 in PYR14TFSI.
Significantly higher values were reached with the AC and
ACT activated carbons, which respectively showed 85
and 107 Fg�1 in EMITFSI and 50 and 87 Fg�1 in
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PYR14TFSI, respectively. However, these values are not
that high when compared to the mesoporous surface area
of the AC and ACT activated carbons, which is three-fold
higher than C1’s. This shows that the nature and surface
chemistry of the carbon plays a crucial role in its capacitive
response, as also evinced by the fact that in both ILs the
specific capacitance of the heat-treated ACT carbon is sig-
nificantly higher than that of the pristine AC, which exhib-
its almost the same SBJH as the former. This difference can
be explained by the fact that the heat treatment partially
removes hydrophilic moieties from the AC carbon, thus
providing a better carbon permeation with the hydropho-
bic IL and, consequently, a higher accessible surface area
for the double-layer charging process.

The removal of electron-withdrawing groups such as
C@O also results in a higher delocalization of the electron
in the carbon, with a positive effect both on specific
capacitance and electronic resistance. Indeed, the compos-
ite electrode material based on ACT carbon displayed an
electronic resistance of 5 X cm, which is lower than that
of the AC carbon composite (8 X cm), and this is not
related to a higher graphitization of the former, as
demonstrated by the XRD and Raman spectroscopy
investigations. The XRD spectra showed that all the
investigated carbons (ACT, AC, C2, A1 and C1) are quite
disordered and made by small graphene crystallites having
a few (2–3) graphene layers with an interlayer distance
(d002) of 0.38 nm and 3.0–3.6 nm wide (La). These findings
are in agreement with the results of the Raman spectros-
copy, which indicated that the C1, C2, AC and ACT car-
bons feature almost the same microcrystalline structure.
Indeed, the ID1/IG height ratio of the bands D1, attrib-
uted to graphene layer edges, and G, corresponding to
the in-plane vibrational mode of surface graphene layers
[36], is in the range 0.90–1.09. For the ACT carbon the
ID1/IG1 value is 1.09 and slightly higher than the AC’s
(of 0.97) and this is not due to different graphitization
but, rather, can be ascribed to the increase of non-func-
tionalized graphene edges occurring after the heat treat-
ment. This treatment removes the surface moieties that
are anchored on the AC graphite borders and promotes
the in-plane electric contact among the carbon particles.

4. Conclusions

The main result of our study is that for the first time the
importance of ion chemistry and structure for the capaci-
tive response of carbonaceous electrodes in ILs is reported.
Indeed, up to now only the carbon surface accessible by the
electrolyte and the bulk properties of the IL, rather than
the interface properties, have been considered in materials
selection for high capacitance IL-based EDLCs. We dem-
onstrate that the double-layer capacitance of negatively
charged carbon electrodes is strongly determined by the
cation polarizability, which affects the dielectric constant
in the double-layer as well as double-layer thickness, which
in turn also depends on the preferred orientation of the cat-
ion under the applied electric field. This suggests that the
double-layer is constituted by a monolayer of cations up
against the negatively charged carbon surface. Our data
also demonstrate the importance of carbon porosity and
surface chemistry in the double-layer capacitive response.
Indeed, surface moieties affect the carbon’s electrochemi-
cally accessible surface area and, more importantly, its elec-
tronic conductivity and polarizability. In fact, given the
intimate contact of the carbon with the IL counterion, this
latter property is particularly important for the capacitive
response of the electrode in IL. Our study thus contributes
to a better understanding of the properties of the electrified
carbon-IL interface by providing insight not only into IL-
based EDLCs but also into other IL-based electrochemical
cells.
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bstract

The preparation procedure, morphology and the surface chemistry of xerogel carbons, which exhibited up to 120 F g−1 in ionic liquid (IL) at 60 ◦C,
re reported. Performance results of double-layer supercapacitors (EDLCs) featuring an asymmetric configuration with mesoporous xerogel carbon
lectrodes and hydrophobic ionic liquid electrolyte operating at 60 ◦C are also shown. The investigated ILs are 1-ethyl-3-methyl-imidazolium-
is(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (EMITFSI) and N-butyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium-bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR14TFSI). While the
YR14TFSI features lower conductivity and determines slightly lower xerogel carbon capacitive response than EMITFSI, it enables a wider potential
xcursion for the negative electrode charging process. This is beneficial for high maximum cell voltages (V ) and, thus, for both the specific
max

nergy and power of asymmetric EDLCs. The asymmetric configuration we developed, with higher carbon loading at the positive electrode than
hat at the negative, makes it possible to tune the potential excursion of each electrode so that the EDLCs with EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI attain
he safe Vmax of 3.4 V and 3.7 V, respectively, and high specific energy of ca. 30 Wh kg−1 between Vmax and 0.5Vmax over several thousand cycles.
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. Introduction

Much effort is being focused on the development, and oper-
ting temperature, of high specific energy, Emax, double-layer
arbon supercapacitors (EDLCs). Indeed, one field of EDLC
pplication is transportation requiring high-efficiency electro-
hemical energy storage/conversion systems, even above RT.
iven that Emax depends on supercapacitor specific capacitance

CEDLC) and maximum cell voltage (Vmax) as in the following
quation, when evaluated between Vmax and 0.5Vmax:

max = 3
8CEDLCV 2

max, (1)

he pursued strategies are basically devoted to the development
f high specific double-layer capacitance carbons and of safe,

on-aqueous electrolytes with a wide electrochemical stability
indow (ESW) and high ionic conductivity for high specific
ower [1–4].
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Ionic liquids (ILs) of wide ESW and good conductivity
bove RT are under investigation for high-voltage supercapac-
tors operating at T > RT, where they work as “solvent-free”
lectrolytes. Note that the properties of these ILs like polariz-
bility also directly affect the electrode/electrolyte interface and,
hus, supercapacitor capacitance. For high specific capacitance
n ILs the carbon electrodes should display a high surface area
hat is easily accessible to the IL ions involved in the double-
ayer formation. This can be achieved by optimization of carbon
urface chemistry and morphology. Given that IL purity is of
aramount importance for long supercapacitor cycle-life and a
igh level of purity is more readily attainable for hydrophobic
Ls, hydrophilic moieties that may repel IL ions should be absent
rom the carbon surface. IL ions typically have a size in the
rder of 1 nm so that for fast double-layer charging processes
he carbon surface should mainly be made up of large micro-
ores and mesopores. Xerogel carbons that are characterized
y hydrophobic surfaces and a mesopore surface area tunable

y synthesis conditions thus look like good electrode materials
or IL-based EDLCs. Their capacitance responses at 60 ◦C in
uch hydrophobic ILs as 1-ethyl-3-methyl-imidazolium-bis(tri-
uoromethanesulfonyl)imide (EMITFSI) and N-butyl-N-me-
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hylpyrrolidinium-bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR14
FSI) has been estimated at ca. 0.2 F m−2 of mesoporous surface
rea [5–10].

Since the mid-point of the ESW of the ILs is not usually
ound at the potentials of the discharged carbon electrodes, only
y assembling asymmetric EDLC configurations featuring dif-
erent loading of the same carbon at the two electrodes is it
ossible to charge each electrode up to the limit potential defined
y IL stability and, hence, to reach maximum cell voltages sig-
ificantly higher than those achievable with symmetric EDLC
onfigurations [11].

We thus set out to develop xerogel carbons with a meso-
ore surface area higher than 500 m2 g−1, so as to provide at
east 100 F g−1 at 60 ◦C in the hydrophobic ILs EMITFSI and
YR14TFSI, and report the results. We also include the cycling
erformance of asymmetric EDLCs with a xerogel carbon with
mesopore area of 600 m2 g−1 operating in EMITFSI and in
YR14TFSI at 60 ◦C at high voltages over several thousands
ycles. The viability of the asymmetric EDLC configuration was
nvestigated with both ILs since the former is attractive for its
igher ionic conductivity and the latter for its wider ESW.

. Experimental

The xerogel carbons X1p, X2p and X3p were prepared by
olycondensation of resorcinol and formaldehyde with Na2CO3
s gelation catalyst in different molar ratios, followed by solvent
xchange, RT drying and pyrolysis at 850–1050 ◦C in Ar as in
ef. [10]; the pyrolysed carbons were then soft milled. The xero-
el carbon powders were also treated in CO2 (200 cm3 min−1)
t 850–1050 ◦C over different time intervals (tCO2 ) and kept
h in Ar (200 cm3 min−1) at the same temperature in order to

emove any surface moieties formed during activation; heating
10 ◦C min−1) and cooling were carried out in Ar and the treated
arbons are labelled X1a, X2a, X3a.

Nitrogen adsorption porosimetry measurements were carried
ut at 77 K with an ASAP 2020 system (Micromeritics); the
arbon powders were dried for at least 2 h at 120 ◦C before

esting. The N2 adsorption isotherms were analyzed by density
unctional theory (DFT) and the specific surface area related
o pores wider than 1.5 nm (S>1.5nm) was evaluated from DFT

esoporous volume by assuming a cylindrical pore geometry.
i
i

able 1
ynthesis conditions in terms of resorcinol to gelation catalyst (R/C) and of water to res
ath and CO2 activation time (tCO2 ); total pore volume (Vtot), percentage of pore vo
.5 nm, mean mesopore size (dp) of the pristine (X1p, X2p, X3p) and CO2/Ar treated

2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K

arbon Synthesis conditions Poro

R/C D pH tCO2 (h) Vtot

1p 200 2.5 6.40 – 0.28
2p 300 5.7 6.50 – 0.96
3p 400 4 6.53 – 1.03

1a 200 2.5 6.40 2.5 0.82
2a 300 5.7 6.50 4.0 1.29
3a 400 4 6.53 5.5 1.73
Sources 178 (2008) 490–496 491

TIR spectra in reflectance mode (FTIR-ATR) were collected by
PerkinElmer Spectrometer Spectrum ONE (FTIR-ATR) with
0 scans and 4 cm−1 resolution.

The carbon electrodes (ca. 0.6 cm2 geometric area;
–13 mg cm−2 carbon loading) were prepared by mixing 95%
w/w) carbon and 5% (w/w) polytetrafluoroethylene binder (Du-
ont) to yield a paste which was then laminated on carbon coated
luminum grids (Lamart Corp.).

The PYR14TFSI (Solvent Innovation, 98%) and EMITFSI
Solvent Innovation, 99%) ILs were dried over night at 80 ◦C
nder dynamic vacuum (Büchi Glass Oven B-580) and displayed
a. 30 ppm of water as checked by Karl Fisher titration (684 KF
oulometer Metrohm).

We used Swagelok-type, “three electrodes” cells for single
lectrode and supercapacitor tests. A silver disk was used as
uasi-reference electrode for the cyclic voltammetries and to
heck electrode potentials during supercapacitor galvanostatic
ycling. The silver disk potential, measured in conventional cells
rior to the electrochemical tests by adding the highly reversible
edox couple ferrocene/ferrocinium (Fc/Fc+) to the medium,
as EAg (V) = (EFc/Fc+ + 0.200 ± 0.010); hereinafter the elec-

rode potentials are given versus Fc/Fc+ for comparison with
iterature. The cells were assembled in dry box (MBraun
abmaster 130, H2O and O2 <1 ppm) by facing two car-
on composite electrodes and using a fiber glass separator
Durieux, 200 �m thick when pressed); for single-electrode
tudies, double-layer carbon counter-electrodes with charge
torage capability significantly higher than that of the working
lectrodes were used so as not to limit the capacitive response
f the working electrode. The cells were kept at a controlled
emperature of 60 ± 2 ◦C using a Thermoblock (FALC). The
lectrochemical tests were performed with a PerkinElmer VMP
ultichannel potentiostat/galvanostat and a Solartron SI 1255

requency-response analyzer coupled to a 273A PAR potentio-
tat/galvanostat. Impedance spectra were recorded with 5 mV ac
erturbation in the frequency range of 50 kHz to 10 mHz.

. Results and discussion
Table 1 summarizes the synthesis conditions and the poros-
ty data of the xerogel carbons evaluated from the N2 adsorption
sotherms reported in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the pore-size distri-

orcinol, formaldehyde and gelation catalyst (D) molar ratios, pH of the gelation
lume (V>1.5nm) and specific surface area (S>1.5nm) related to pores wider than
(X1a, X2a, X3a) carbon powders from the DFT analysis of the corresponding

sity

(cm3 g−1) V>1.5nm (%) S>1.5nm (m2 g−1) dp (nm)

64 185 5
83 315 14
87 310 15

63 375 6
77 410 14
77 600 15
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ig. 1. N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms at 77 K of (a) pristine and (b) treated
erogel carbons.

ution in incremental pore volume for the different carbons and
hows that the pores in all the carbons are sufficiently wide to
e filled with the ILs. Xerogel carbon X1p exhibits the low-
st porosity, with 5 nm pores accounting for 64%. The data in
able 1 indicate that by increasing the R/C and D parameters
rom 200 to ≥300 and from 2.5 to ≥4, respectively, the total pore
olume (Vtot) of the pristine carbon reaches 1 cm3 g−1 while
aintaining a high percentage of volume from pores >1.5 nm

V>1.5nm). The increase of R/C and D also widens the pores to
a. 15 nm so that the gain in surface area is lower than expected.
ndeed, the specific surface area related to pores wider than
.5 nm (S>1.5nm), i.e. to the mesopores and large micropores
nvolved in the double-layer charging process, only doubles,
oughly, with the X2p and X3p carbons. We thus treated the X1p,
2p and X3p xerogel carbons using a two-step procedure: CO2

ctivation at 850–1050 ◦C for the increase of the surface area,
ollowed by heat-treatment in Ar at the same temperature for the
emoval of any hydrophilic, oxygen-containing surface moieties
ormed along the previous activation step; the corresponding
reated xerogel carbons are X1a, X2a and X3a. The data in
able 1 and Fig. 2 show that treatments significantly increased

otal pore volume (micropores included) of the carbons with-

ut modifying their mesopore size distribution, a fact that might
e explained by the carbon pores’ lengthening while retaining
he same width. While an activation time of 2.5 h provided an
>1.5nm double that of X1p for carbon X1a, longer treatments

o

h
b

ig. 2. DFT incremental pore volume vs. pore size of the pristine X1p, X2p and
3p and treated X1a, X2a and X3a xerogel carbons.

f 4 and 5.5 h were necessary for X2a and X3a to yield S>1.5nm
f 410 and 600 m2 g−1, respectively. The FTIR-ATR spectrum
f X3a in Fig. 3 indicates that the two-step activation proce-
ure does not yield carboxyl-based acid surface moieties, which
re the main cause of the hydrophilic behaviour of carbons and
hich should give strong absorption bands at ca. 1600 cm−1;

he weak and broad band in the region can rather be ascribed
o aromatic C C vibrations. Indeed, the main absorptions in
he spectrum in Fig. 3, at 2160, 2030 and 1975 cm−1 and in
he 900–1300 cm−1 region, are related to the C O stretching
n chetenes and cyclic anhydrides and to the C–O stretching in
thers, phenols and cyclic anhydrides, respectively, i.e. to basic

r weak acidic moieties [12–14].

The surface features of the treated xerogel carbons enable a
igh IL uptake and, hence, high capacitive responses as shown
y the data in Table 2, which reports the specific capacitances
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Fig. 3. FTIR-ATR spectrum of the X3a treated xerogel carbon.

Table 2
Specific capacitance (C) of the treated xerogel carbons in EMITFSI and
PYR14TFSI at 60 ◦C in different potential ranges (�V, potentials given vs.
Fc/Fc+) as evaluated from the voltammetric discharges at 20 mV s−1 by the
slope of the integral over time of the current vs. electrode potential

Carbon EMITFSI PYR14TFSI

�V (V) C (F g−1) �V (V) C (F g−1)

X1a −2.1/−0.1 90 ± 6 −2.1/−0.1 75 ± 8
X2a −2.1/−0.1 106 ± 6 −2.6/−0.1 87 ± 13

X
−2.1/−0.1 125 ± 6 −2.6/−0.1 108 ± 15
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sponding electrodes collected after 5600 and 15,300 cycles,
respectively, at 20 mA cm−2; the dashed lines indicate the max-
imum electrode potential excursions permitted by the ILs.
While in Fig. 5a the electrode potential profiles indicate that
3a −0.1/1.3 128 ± 12 −0.1/1.4 120 ± 20

C) of the X1a, X2a and X3a carbons delivered in the two ILs at
0 ◦C in different electrode potential domains. When the same IL
s considered, the specific capacitance increases in the order of
1a < X2a < X3a, i.e. with the carbon’s S>1.5nm. X3a, the carbon
ith the highest S>1.5nm of 600 m2 g−1, exceeds 100 F g−1 in
oth ILs, reaching 125 F g−1 in EMITFSI; notably these values
ere reached at high specific currents, higher than 2 mA mg−1,

s shown by the CVs reported in Fig. 4. For each negatively
harged carbon, the specific capacitance is ca. 20% higher in
MITFSI than in PYR14TFSI, as expected on the basis of the dif-

erent nature of the ILs counterions involved in the double-layer,
hich also affect the potential limits for the charge/discharges

t high coulombic efficiency [9]. While in EMITFSI the nega-
ive electrode cannot be polarized below −2.1 V versus Fc/Fc+,

ainly because of the presence of the labile acid proton of the
midazolium ring, in PYR14TFSI it is possible to reach −2.6 V
ersus Fc/Fc+. Table 2 also reports the specific capacitance in the
ositive domain of the best-performing X3a carbon. In both the
Ls the potential excursions of the positive electrodes are lim-
ted by the TFSI− anion stability and cannot exceed 1.6 V versus
c/Fc+ (higher than the value reported in Table 2). Given that

he typical potential of the discharged electrodes is ca. −0.1 V
ersus Fc/Fc+, the maximum potential excursion for the posi-

ive electrode can be 1.7 V, narrower than that achievable with
he negative electrode, which is ca. 2.0 V in EMITFSI and 2.5 V
n PYR14TFSI. Thus, in a conventional symmetric configura-

F
a
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ion of EDLC, where the two electrodes have the same carbon
oading and almost the same specific capacitance, i.e. the same
harge storage capability, the maximum potential excursion for
he negative electrode would be limited by that of the positive,
s shown by the following equation:

V− = C+w+ �V+
C−w−

, (2)

here C+, w+, �V+ and C−, w−, �V− are the specific capaci-
ance, carbon loading and maximum potential excursion of the
ositive and negative electrode, respectively. In other words,
ymmetric EDLCs can safely operate below 3.4 V with both
he ILs and, particularly in the case of PYR14TFSI, do not
ake full advantage of the electrolyte’s wide ESW. Asymmetric
onfigurations with positive-to-negative electrode mass loading
atios, R+/−, higher than 1 would make it possible to widen
he negative electrode potential excursions up to the values
llowed by the ESW of the ILs while keeping the same �V+,
o that up to 4.2 V could be achieved with PYR14TFSI-based
DLCs.

We then assembled asymmetric EDLCs with both ILs and the
est performing X3a xerogel carbon using R+/− > 1 as reported
n Table 3, which also shows the total composite electrode

ass loadings of the supercapacitors (wEDLC, positive and neg-
tive electrodes together). The EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI-based
DLCs were tested at 60 ◦C with Vmax ≤ 3.4 V and ≤3.7 V,

espectively, in order to keep the cells sufficiently far from the
nvisioned potential limits in view of long-term cycling tests
nd with operating potentials still significantly higher than those
easible with commercial supercapacitors. Fig. 5 shows the gal-
anostatic profiles of the charge/discharge cycles at 10 mA cm−2

ith Vmax = 3.3 V and 3.7 V of the X3a/EMITFSI/X3a and
3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a asymmetric EDLCs and of the corre-
ig. 4. CVs at 20 mV s−1 and 60 ◦C of X3a carbon electrodes in (a) EMITFSI
nd (b) PYR14TFSI.
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Table 3
Values of positive to negative mass loading ratio (R+/−) and of total composite electrode mass loading (wEDLC, positive and negative electrodes together) of the
asymmetric EDLCs with EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI electrolytes, and maximum cell voltage Vmax, supercapacitor specific capacitance (CEDLC, on the basis of wEDLC),
maximum specific energy (Emax), equivalent series resistance (ESR, by the ohmic drop after 0.1 s from the beginning of discharge) and maximum specific power
(Pmax) at the 12,000th and 11,000th galvanostatic cycle, respectively, at 20 mA cm−2 and 60 ◦C

IL R+/− wEDLC (mg cm−2) Vmax (V) CEDLC (F g−1) Emax (Wh kg−1) ESR (� cm2) Pmax (kW kg−1)

EMITFSI 1.4 20.4 3.4 26 31 15 9.5
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YR14TFSI 1.6 15.0 3.7 21

n the X3a/EMITFSI/X3a EDLC electrode mass balance is
lmost optimized, the profiles in Fig. 5b indicate that in the
3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a the R+/− parameter could be increased

lightly in order to attain higher Vmax by a wider sweep of
he negative electrode potential �V− while keeping the same

V+.
Both supercapacitors were tested over several thousand

ycles at 20 mA cm−2 and 60 ◦C; Table 3 reports the maximum
ell voltage Vmax, the specific capacitance (CEDLC) and the max-
mum specific energy (E ) of the supercapacitors after more
max
han 10,000 galvanostatic cycles. At the 12,000th cycle, the
3a/EMITFSI/X3a EDLC delivers 26 F g−1 of total compos-

te electrode materials and a maximum specific energy between

ig. 5. Voltage profiles at 10 mA cm−2 and 60 ◦C of the (a) X3a/EMITFSI/X3a
5600th cycle, Vmax = 3.3 V) and (b) X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a (15,300th cycle,

max = 3.7 V) asymmetric EDLCs and of their positive and negative electrodes;
ashed lines indicate maximum electrode potential excursions permitted by the
wo ILs.
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.4 V and 1.7 V of 31 Wh kg−1. At the 11,000th cycle, the super-
apacitor with PYR14TFSI delivers a slightly lower capacitance
f 21 F g−1 (as expected on the basis of single electrode tests) and
he corresponding energy delivered between 3.7 V and 1.85 V
s of 30 Wh kg−1, a value which can be increased if a bet-
er electrode balancing that enables to reach at least 4.0 V is
sed. These results are very interesting not only because the
max exceeds by 30% that delivered by symmetric EDLC with
YR14TFSI and commercial activated carbons [8], thus demon-
trating the potency of the asymmetric configuration and of
erogel carbons, but mainly because they were quite stable over
everal thousand cycles as shown in Fig. 6. This figure reports
he trend of CEDLC over cycling at 60 ◦C and 20 mA cm−2 for
he two EDLCs carried out with Vmax up to 3.4 V in the case
f X3a/EMITFSI/X3a and with Vmax up to 3.7 V in the case
f X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a (800 cycles were also performed with
max = 3.9 V).

Table 3 also shows the maximum specific power
max of the two EDLCs at 60 ◦C calculated by Pmax =

2
max/(4ESR wEDLC), where ESR is the equivalent series resis-

ance evaluated by the ohmic drop after 0.1 s from the beginning
f the discharge at 20 mA cm−2, roughly corresponding to
he value attainable at 10 Hz by impedance spectroscopy.

ig. 6. Trend of supercapacitor specific capacitance (CEDLC, in F per gram of
otal composite electrode materials) over cycling at 60 ◦C and 20 mA cm−2 of
he (a) X3a/EMITFSI/X3a and (b) X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a asymmetric EDLCs
ith the indications of maximum cell voltages reached upon cycling.
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Fig. 7. Nyquist plot of the discharged X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a asymmetric EDLC
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t 60 ◦C (5 × 104 to 10−2 Hz frequency range).

he X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a EDLC displays a higher ESR than
3a/EMITFSI/X3a, mainly because of the ion conductivity of
YR14TFSI, which is 6 mS cm−1 at 60 ◦C and lower than that of
MITFSI (25 mS cm−1 at the same temperature). However, the
igher Vmax of the former EDLC also ensures a higher Pmax of
1.4 kW kg−1. Note that the ESR in Table 3 is markedly affected
y cell assembly. Indeed, the asymmetric EDLCs featured a very
hick, 200 �m separator, which significantly contributes to ESR.
his can be seen in the Nyquist plot of the X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a
DLC reported as an example in Fig. 7, where the impedance
alue at the highest frequency arising from electronic and ionic
esistances is 7 � cm2. A reduction of the ionic is feasible by
sing a 10-fold thinner separator, which does not limit the capac-

tance of the carbon electrodes because the high porosity of the
3a carbon provides an IL-reservoir for double-layer forma-

ion. On the other hand, we used home-made electrodes and

ig. 8. Trends of the capacitance normalized to the limit value at 10 mHz
C/C10mHz, %) vs. frequency of the (circle) X3a/EMITFSI/X3a and (triangle)
3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a asymmetric EDLCs from impedance measurements at
0 ◦C.
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t is well known that automatic lamination procedures help
o decrease electrode contact resistances, which are mainly
esponsible for the resistive component of the high-frequency
emicircle in the impedance spectrum in Fig. 7. Thus, the Pmax
alues reported in Table 3 are to be taken as underestimated.
he fast charge–discharge response of the X3a/PYR14TFSI/
3a and X3a/EMITFSI/X3a EDLCs at 60◦ C is clearly evinced
y the trends of their capacitance versus frequency reported
n Fig. 8; in these plots the capacitance was calculated from
he imaginary component of the impedance at each frequency
nd normalized for the different EDLCs to the corresponding
imit capacitance at 10 mHz. Indeed, the double-layer charging
rocess begins for both the EDLCs at 10 Hz and the capac-
tance reaches the limit value at ca. 10−1 Hz, which means
hat the maximum storage/delivery capability can be reached
n ca. 10 s.

. Conclusions

CO2 activation and heat treatment in Ar atmosphere of home-
ade xerogel carbons produced a mesoporous carbon featuring

pecific hydrophobic surface area S>1.5nm of 600 m2 g−1 mainly
rom 15 nm pores and able to deliver more than 100 F g−1 in
oth EMITFSI and PYR14TFSI ILs. We then developed asym-
etric EDLCs with carbon loading at the positive electrode

igher than that at the negative that makes it possible to charge
ach electrode up to the limit potentials defined by the ESW of
ach IL. Both EDLCs delivered over several thousands cycles
t 60 ◦C a maximum specific energy of ca. 30 Wh kg−1 with
max up to 3.4 V in the case of the X3a/EMITFSI/X3a and
max of 3.7 V in the case of X3a/PYR14TFSI/X3a, thereby out-
erforming commercial supercapacitors. Note that while 3.4 V
s also attainable with a symmetric configuration, the Vmax
alue of 3.7 V is achievable only by an asymmetric EDLC
nd, in the case of supercapacitors based on PYR14TFSI, it
epresents a very safe value for long supercapacitor cycle
ife.
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a b s t r a c t

Safety is the main concern for energy storage-system application in hybrid-electrical vehicles (HEVs) and
ionic liquids (ILs) of low vapor pressure and high thermal stability represent a strategy to meet this key req-
uisite. The use of solvent-free ILs in supercapacitors enables the high cell voltages required for increasing
supercapacitor energy up to the values for power-assist application in HEVs. In order to exploit the wide
electrochemical stability window of ILs, tailored electrode materials and cell configurations have to be
eywords:
onic liquid
ouble-layer supercapacitor
ybrid supercapacitor
ctivated carbon

used. The performance of asymmetric double-layer carbon supercapacitors (AEDLCs) and carbon/poly(3-
methylthiophene) hybrid supercapacitors operating with different pyrrolidinium-based ILs are reported
and compared. This study demonstrates that a design-optimized AEDLC operating with safe, solvent-free
IL electrolyte meets cycling stability and the energy and power requisites for power-assisted HEVs at the
investigated temperatures.
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. Introduction

The high specific power and very long cycle life make electro-
hemical double-layer carbon supercapacitors (EDLCs) key energy
torage systems for sustainable transport based on hybrid elec-
ric vehicles (HEVs) [1–4]. Compared to batteries, supercapacitors
eature significantly lower specific energy, i.e. 5 Wh kg−1 at maxi-

um, so that even the best performing ones do not yet fulfill the
pecific energy requisites for power assist in strong-HEV. This appli-
ation requires that a significant portion of the driveline power
s electric and the targets of the electrochemical energy storage
ystems stated by the United States Advanced Battery Consortium
USABC) and the Department of Energy (DOE) are pulse power
f 620 W kg−1 for 10 s over more than 3 × 105 shallow cycles and
.5 Wh kg−1 total available energy. These requirements should be

n the −30 ◦C/+60 ◦C duty temperature range, with safety being a
rimary target [3,4]. While recent advances in Li-ion batteries have
aised their power performance up to target levels, serious concerns
till remain about reliability and safety because of their low toler-
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nce to such abusive conditions as overcharge and exposure to high
emperatures. The EDLCs feature positive and negative electrodes
dentical in mass and composition and are charged/discharged by
hysical processes so that they are intrinsically safer than batter-

es. Furthermore, unlike batteries, the energy efficiency of EDLCs is
igher than 90% so that the amount of released heat is small and can
e easily dissipated [1,2]. Thus, supercapacitors of increased energy
ith respect to commercial ones could compete with Li-ion batter-

es in power-assisted HEVs, with the advantage of higher safety and
eliability than the latter.

Given that the maximum energy (Emax) of the supercapacitor
s directly related to its capacitance (Csc) and to the square of the

aximum operating voltage (Vmax), as in Eq. (1)

max = 3
8

CscV2
max, (1)

hen delivered between Vmax and 1/2Vmax, the challenge in the
upercapacitor field is to develop materials and configurations that
ake it possible to increase Csc and Vmax. The most powerful strat-

gy for increasing supercapacitor energy is to raise the cell voltage
bove 2.5 V/2.7 V, the highest values for commercial systems based

n organic electrolytes, without sacrificing cycle-life and safety.
uch attention has thus been focused on ionic liquids (ILs) that

eature high thermal and chemical stability, low vapor pressure, a
ider electrochemical stability window (ESW) than conventional

rganic electrolytes’ and are able to operate in high temperature
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supercapacitors featured wsc of 15–20 mg cm and 8 mg cm ,
respectively. The electrochemical tests were performed with a
PerkinElmer VMP multichannel potentiostat/galvanostat at tem-
peratures controlled by a Thermoblock (FALC) or a cryostat (HAAKE
K40).
576 C. Arbizzani et al. / Journal of P

egimes that are not feasible with commercial systems [5–11]. The
hallenge is to design solvent-free IL electrolytes that match these
roperties with conductivity at least as high as 10−3 S cm−1 to
0−1 S cm−1 in a wide-duty temperature range from ca. −30 ◦C to
0 ◦C. The high conductivity requisite is crucial for a low equivalent
eries resistance (ESR), which in turn affects supercapacitor power
erformance as per the maximum specific power Pmax in Eq. (2)

max = V2
max

4 ESR wsc
, (2)

here wsc is the total composite electrode loading.
The most widely studied ILs for supercapacitor application

re imidazolium and pyrrolidinium salts; while the former
ypically display the highest conductivities, the latter feature
he widest ESWs, even exceeding 5 V. Table 1 reports con-
uctivity, ESW, melting temperature, which is the limit for
he use of ILs as solvent-free electrolytes, formula weight and
ensity of N-butyl-N-methyl pyrrolidinium (PYR14

+)- and N-
ethoxyethyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium (PYR1(2O1)

+)-based ILs with
is(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (TFSI−) and trifluoromethane-
ulfonate (Tf−) anions [5,11–16]. The PYR14

+-based ILs freeze near
◦C and the introduction of a methoxyethyl group on the nitrogen
tom of the pyrrolidinium ring in PYR1(2O1)TFSI lowers the freezing
oint to −95 ◦C and improve the conductivity properties, making
his IL one of the most promising for the development of high volt-
ge supercapacitors operating in a wide temperature range.

ILs require the use of specifically designed electrode materials,
specially in regard to the electrode/IL interface properties and tai-
ored supercapacitor configurations to take full advantage of their

ide ESW. EDLCs with positive and negative carbon electrodes of
qual mass, hereinafter termed symmetric EDLCs, do not feature
he high Vmax enabled by ILs because the potential of discharged
arbon electrodes is generally far from the mid-point of the IL’s ESW
nd upon charge the two electrodes experience the same potential
xcursion, so that Vmax is constrained by the electrode that first
its the ESW limit. Indeed, despite the IL’s wide ESW, symmetric
DLCs with PYR14TFSI electrolyte cannot be cycled with coulombic
fficiency >95%, which is a requisite for long cycle-life, when Vmax

s >3.5 V [9,11]. In IL-based EDLCs with different loadings of the
ame carbon at the positive and negative electrodes, here termed
symmetric EDLCs (AEDLCs), each electrode can experience differ-
nt potential excursions and be charged up to the ESW limits of the
lectrolyte so that Vmax values 1 V higher than those of commercial,
ymmetric EDLCs are feasible [10].

A further increase in specific energy with respect to IL-
ased AEDLCs might be achieved using pseudocapacitive electrode
aterials coupled to double-layer carbon electrodes in hybrid

onfigurations (HYSC). Pseudocapacitive electrodes of specific
apacitance significantly higher than carbons’ and that can
e charged/discharged several thousand times in aprotic IL
y redox processes at potentials approaching the ESW limits
hould increase the capacitance performance of supercapaci-
ors without sacrificing Vmax and cycle-life. This is the case
f poly(3-methylthiophene) (pMeT), which can be reversibly
-doped/undoped in pyrrolidinium-based ILs at suitably high elec-
rode potentials with specific capacitance of 200–250 F g−1 when
repared in IL [18–20].

We report the results of a study designed to develop safe,

igh-energy AEDLCs and HYSCs based on PYR14TFSI, PYR14Tf and
YR1(2O1)TFSI ILs for power-assisted HEV application. The perfor-
ance at different temperatures of these IL-based AEDLCs and
YSCs with specifically designed carbon and pMeT electrodes is

eported and discussed.
F
c

ources 185 (2008) 1575–1579

. Experimental

The carbon used in AEDLC and HYSC supercapacitor was PICAC-
IF SUPERCAP BP10 (Pica) treated at 1050 ◦C in Ar for 2 h. This
urface cleaning procedure was checked by thermogravimetric
nalysis (TGA) with a Mettler Toledo TGA/SDTA A851 System in the
emperature range of 25–1050 ◦C under N2 flow at a scanning rate
f 20 ◦C min−1.

Carbon porosity was evaluated by nitrogen adsorption
orosimetry carried out at 77 K with an ASAP 2020 system
Micromeritics); the carbon powders were dried for at least 2 h at
20 ◦C before testing. The N2 adsorption isotherms were analyzed
y the Density Functional Theory (DFT) and the total pore volume
Vtot) was evaluated by the quantity of N2 adsorbed at p/p◦ = 0.995.
he carbon electrodes (0.62 cm2 geometric area) were prepared by
ixing 95% (w/w) carbon and 5% (w/w) polytetrafluoroethylene

inder (Du-Pont) to yield a paste that was then laminated on
arbon-coated aluminum grids (Lamart Corp.).

The PYR14Tf (99%, Solvionic), PYR14TFSI (purum 98%, Solvent
nnovation), PYR1(2O1)TFSI (Evonik Industries) were dried over
ight at 80 ◦C under dynamic vacuum (Büchi Glass Oven B-580)
efore use; water content in IL was checked by Karl Fisher titration
684 KF Coulometer Metrohm).

The polymer electrodes for the HYSC supercapacitors
ere obtained by direct electropolymerization of pMeT in

L on a carbon paper aerogel current collector (Marketech).
he polymerization bath was 1-ethyl-3-methyl-imidazolium
is(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (EMITFSI, 99%, Solvent Inno-
ation, dried before use)—1 M methylthiophene (Aldrich, distilled
efore use) with 0.1 M acid additive trifluoromethanesulfonimide
95%, Aldrich) which prevents consumption of the EMITFSI IL at
he counter electrode. The polymer was grown by galvanostatic
echnique at RT and 5 mA cm−2 [ref. 18].

“Three-electrode” Swagelok cells were used for single-electrode
nd supercapacitor tests. For single-electrode studies, double-layer
arbon counter-electrode with charge storage capability signifi-
antly higher than that of the working electrode was used so
s not to limit the capacitive response of the latter. The refer-
nce electrode for cyclic voltammetries and for the evaluation
f the electrode potentials during supercapacitor galvanostatic
ycling was a silver disk; hereinafter the electrode potentials are
iven vs. the reversible redox couple ferrocene/ferrocinium (Fc/Fc+,

Fc/Fc+ = EAg + 0.200 ± 0.010 V). The cells were assembled in dry
ox (MBraun Labmaster 130, H2O and O2 <1 ppm) using a fiberglass
eparator (Durieux, 200 �m thick when pressed). AEDLCs and HYSC

−2 −2
ig. 1. TGA plot (solid line) and its differential (DTG, dashed line) of the pristine
arbon.
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Table 1
Conductivity (�), ESW (evaluated with glassy carbon electrode), melting temperature (Tm), formula weight and density of ILs investigated for supercapacitor applications
[5,11–16].

IL � (mS cm−1) Tm (◦C) ESW at 60 ◦C (V) Formula weight (g mol−1) Density (g ml−1)

RT 60 ◦C

P 5.5
P 6.0
P 5.0
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YR14TFSI 2.6 6.0 −3
YR14Tf 2.0 5.5 +3
YR1(2O1)TFSI 3.8 8.4 <−90

. Results and discussion

To promote carbon wettability with the electrolyte, the surface
f the carbon for our IL-based AEDLC and HYSC supercapacitors
as cleaned by heat treatment at 1050 ◦C in Ar atmosphere before
se. The TGA curve in Fig. 1 shows that this treatment was effective
or the removal of surface acidic groups, which caused the main
eight loss at 300–500 ◦C [21]. Such hydrophilic moieties can be
eleterious not just for hydrophobic IL uptake but also for cycling
tability because they are typically responsible for irreversible par-
sitic faradic processes [17,22].

The treated carbon (ACT) featured a total pore volume of
.2 cm3 g−1 and pore size distribution centered at 2.7 nm; 71% of
ore volume was originated by pores wider than 1.5 nm, i.e. wider
han IL ion size, and provided a surface area of 940 m2 g−1 accessi-
le to the electrolyte for the double-layer charging process. The ACT
lectrodes were tested in PYR14TFSI, PYR14Tf and PYR1(2O1)TFSI ILs
y cyclic voltammetry (CV) at 20 mV s−1 from the potential of the
ischarged electrode towards positive and negative potentials in
rder to evaluate capacitance response in the positive and negative
omains and to identify the electrode potential ranges that ensure
harge/discharge cycles of high coulombic efficiency. The high sur-
ace area of the ACT carbon amplifies the faradic contribution to the
oltammetric currents related to IL oxidation and reduction when
he potentials that mark the ESW limits are approached. Thus, the
otential window within which it is possible to charge/discharge
he high surface area carbon electrodes is narrower than the ESW
eported in Table 1, which was determined with smooth, glassy
arbon electrodes. At 60 ◦C the ACT carbon can be cycled at high
fficiency (≥97%) in the range −2.6 V to +1.6 V vs. Fc/Fc+ in the case
f PYR14TFSI and PYR14Tf and −2.4 V to +1.6 V vs. Fc/Fc+ in the case

f PYR1(2O1)TFSI. In these conditions the ACT carbon featured a spe-
ific capacitance of ca. 100 F g−1 in all the ILs, a value that decreased
y ca. 20% when the temperature was lowered to RT. Given that
he potential of the discharged carbon electrode is ca. −0.1 V vs.

ig. 2. Voltage profiles of the AEDLC-C supercapacitor with PYR1(2O1)TFSI electrolyte
pon the 17,000th galvanostatic charge/discharge cycle at 10 mA cm−2 and 60 ◦C
ith Vmax = 3.8 V and of its positive and negative ACT electrodes.

d
c
C
V
1

F
m
s

422 1.41
291 1.28
424 1.43

c/Fc+, the negative electrode can sweep a 30% wider potential than
he positive during the charge process, and, since the capacitance
esponse is almost the same in the positive and negative domains,
t has a higher charge storage capability than the positive. Thus, a
roper electrode mass balancing requires 30% more carbon at the
ositive electrode so as to attain Vmax ≥ 3.9 V.

The AEDLC-A, AEDLC-B, and AEDLC-C supercapacitors were
ssembled with PYR14TFSI, PYR14Tf and PYR1(2O1)TFSI solvent-free
Ls, respectively, and ACT carbon electrodes with positive to nega-
ive electrode loading ratio (w+/w−) higher than 1 (Table 2). The
EDLCs were tested at 60 ◦C over several thousand galvanostatic
harge/discharge cycles (>20,000 cycles) at 10–20 mA cm−2, with
max > 3.5 V and mainly ranging between 3.7 V and 4.0 V. The effi-
acy of the asymmetric configuration is demonstrated in Fig. 2,
hich shows the charge/discharge galvanostatic profiles of the
EDLC-C supercapacitor (left axis) with PYR1(2O1)TFSI electrolyte
pon the 17,000th charge/discharge cycle at 10 mA cm−2 and 60 ◦C
ith Vmax = 3.8 V and of its positive and negative electrodes (right

xis) which reached the end-of-charge potentials of 1.6 V vs. Fc/Fc+

nd −2.2 V vs. Fc/Fc+, respectively. The end-of-discharge potential
f the two electrodes is higher than that at the first cycles (ca. −0.1 V
s. Fc/Fc+) because of cell equilibration upon cycling. Table 2 reports
he Csc, ESR, Emax (from Vmax to 1/2Vmax) and Pmax values evaluated
rom discharge cycles carried out at 20 mA cm−2 and 60 ◦C with the
eported Vmax of the AEDLCs assembled with the different ILs. Given
hat it is feasible to assume that wsc will be one-third of the superca-
acitor module weight (wmodule), the Emax values in Table 2 become
0–12 Wh kg−1, i.e. double that of the EDLCs on the market at RT,
hose cycling performance decreases as temperature increaes. This
igh-energy performance of IL-based AEDLCs was exhibited with-
ut sacrificing power and cyclability, the latter being tested by

◦
eep discharge cycles from Vmax down to 0 V at 60 C. The highest
ycling stability was exhibited by the PYR1(2O1)TFSI-based AEDLC-
, with a capacitance fade of 2% over 27,000 cycles performed with
max ≤ 3.6 V for the first 12,000 cycles and 3.7 V for the following
5,000 (3000 cycles were also carried out with Vmax = 3.8 V), as

ig. 3. Trend of specific capacitance (Csc, in F g−1 of total composite electrode
aterials) over cycling at 60 ◦C and 20 mA cm−2 at different Vmax of the AEDLC-C

upercapacitor with PYR1(2O1)TFSI electrolyte.
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Table 2
Positive to negative electrode loading ratio (w+/w−) of the AEDLC and HYSC supercapacitors with different ILs, and values of Csc, ESR, Emax (delivered from Vmax to 1/2Vmax) and
Pmax evaluated from galvanostatic cycles at ca. 1 A g−1 and 60 ◦C with the reported maximum cell voltage (Vmax); specific values calculated considering only total composite
electrode weight (wsc).

Supercapacitor configuration CODE IL w+/w− Vmax (V) Csc (F g−1) ESR (� cm2) Emax (Wh kg−1) Pmax (kW kg−1)

Asymmetric
E

AEDLC-A PYR14TFSI 1.34 4.0 22 24 37 9.3
AEDLC-B PYR14Tf 1.49 4.0 24 25 40 9.1
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DLC AEDLC-C PYR1(2O1)TFSI 1.49

ybrid supercapacitor HYSC-A PYR14TFSI 0.74

hown by the Csc trend vs. cycle number in Fig. 3. The AEDLC-A
ith PYR14TFSI featured 20% capacitance fade over 26,000 cycles
ith Vmax between 3.6 V and 4.0 V, the last 20,000 being performed

t the highest potential. The capacitance of the AEDLC-B superca-
acitor with PYR14Tf decreased by 35% after 20,000 cycles, which
ere performed with Vmax of 3.5 V/3.9 V over the first 8000 cycles

nd of 4.0 V in the following 12,000. The lower stability of the lat-
er supercapacitor was mainly due to the fact that the hydrophilic
haracter of PYR14Tf made it impossible to lower the water content
n the electrolyte below 100 ppm with our drying procedure. On the
ther hand the dried, hydrophobic PYR14TFSI and PYR1(2O1)TFSI ILs
eatured ≤20 ppm of water. Thus, despite the higher formula weight
f PYR14TFSI and PYR1(2O1)TFSI with respect to PYR14Tf, which may
at into module gravimetric performance, we focused the following
ests on the AEDLC-A and AEDLC-C systems. For a better compari-
on with practical performance of supercapacitors, average specific
nergy (E) and power (P) values were calculated from galvanostatic
ischarge curves at different current densities between Vmax, and
.35 V and at 60 ◦C and 20 ◦C using Eqs. (3) and (4):

= i

∫ t1.35 V

tVmax

V dt

wmodule
(3)

= E

t1.35 V − tVmax

, (4)
espectively, where i is the current density, tVmax and t1.35 V are the
imes at which the cells exhibit Vmax and 1.35 V potentials and

module = 3wsc is the expected weight of a complete supercapaci-
or module, including case. In Eqs. (3) and (4), 1.35 V was taken as

ig. 4. Average specific energy (E) and power (P) values referred to expected module
eight of IL-based AEDLC-A, AEDLC-C and HYSC-A supercapacitors from galvano-

tatic discharge curves at different currents and 20 ◦C and 60 ◦C between Vmax and
.35 V. For AEDLC-A, AEDLC-C and HYSC-A the Vmax was 3.9 V, 3.7 V and 3.9 V,
espectively; the currents were 5 mA cm−2, 10 mA cm−2, 20 mA cm−2, 30 mA cm−2,
0 mA cm−2, 50 mA cm−2 for the AEDLCs (for AEDLC-A the data at 20 ◦C with
= 40 mA cm−2 and 50 mA cm−2 are not included) and 10 mA cm−2 for HYSC-A.
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22 20 31 9.9

32 35 51 13

nd-discharge potential because it corresponds to that of the best
erforming EDLCs on the market, which operate between Vmax and
/2Vmax with Vmax = 2.7 V. The average E and P values of the AEDLC-
and AEDLC-C supercapacitors cycled with Vmax of 3.9 V and 3.7 V,

espectively, are shown in the Ragone plots in Fig. 4; the figure also
ighlights the requirement for power-assisted HEV application of
lectrochemical energy storage systems [3,4]. The 7.5 Wh kg−1 and
60 W kg−1 USABC target is met, and even exceeded, at 60 ◦C by
oth the AEDLCs and down to 20 ◦C only by the AEDLC-C with dis-
harges at 10–20 mA cm−2 (0.5–1.0 A g−1) from the fully charged
tate to 1.35 V, which corresponds to a D.O.D. of ca. 50%, as evaluated
n the basis of practical charge values at the given rates. When the
emperature is lowered from 60 ◦C to 20 ◦C, at i > 20 mA cm−2 the
verage specific energies of the AEDLCs decrease mainly because of
he increase in the ohmic drop, that lowers the effective maximum
ell voltage at which cell discharge begins. Because of the higher
onductivity of PYR1(2O1)TFSI than PYR14TFSI, the ohmic drop in
he AEDLC-C is lower than in the AEDLC-A. Thus, despite the higher
max of the latter, the former features higher practical energy and
ower values at both temperatures and has the extra advantage of
eing able to operate below RT because of the low freezing point of
YR1(2O1)TFSI. These results were obtained with home-made cells;
utomated assembly and using a thinner separator than that fea-
ured by the AEDLCs would positively affect ohmic drop and E and
values.

To achieve higher specific energy than that of the IL-based
EDLCs, the PYR14TFSI-based HYSC-A hybrid system was assem-
led with the same ACT carbon at the negative electrode and pMeT
lectropolymerized in IL as positive. We have already demonstrated

hat this electropolymerization enables pMeT electrodes to deliver
pecific capacitance of up to ca. 200 F g−1 in IL, i.e. double that of
he double-layer carbons, in the potential range +0.3 V to +1.3 V vs.
c/Fc+ [18,19]. The HYSC-A cell was assembled with positive and

ig. 5. Voltage profiles of the HYSC-A supercapacitor with PYR14TFSI electrolyte
pon galvanostatic charge/discharge at 10 mA cm−2 and 60 ◦C with Vmax = 3.9 V and
f its pMeT positive and ACT negative electrodes.
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egative electrodes with mass loading balanced on the basis of
ach charge storage capability, which in turn depends on specific
apacitance and on the widest potential range for the electrode
harge process. Table 2 shows the cycling performance at 60 ◦C
f the HYSC-A, which was assembled with a w+/w− ratio <1 for
Vmax of 3.9 V. The data were calculated from the galvanostatic

rofile at 10 mA cm−2 in Fig. 5, which also shows the potentials
f the positive and negative electrodes of the HYSC-A system. The
se of the pMeT electrode provides a 50% increase of Csc and Emax

ith respect to those of the AEDLCs, i.e. 32 F g−1 and 51 Wh kg−1

re reached without sacrificing power; the expected Emax values
f a complete module becomes at least 15 Wh kg−1. The excellent
erformance of HYSC-A is highlighted in Fig. 4: the average val-
es of E and P at 10 mA cm−2 and 60 ◦C for a hybrid supercapacitor
odule exceed the requirements for power-assisted HEVs. Note,

owever, that its cycling stability was not sufficiently long (data
ot reported). The HYSC-A’s specific capacitance halved after 5000
ycles due to deterioration of the polymer electrode. Upon cycling,
he positive electrode resistance markedly increased, presumably
ecause pMeT swelling by IL worsened the electronic interchain
onductivity in the polymer.

. Conclusions

This is the first time that the performance at 60 ◦C and
0 ◦C of supercapacitors with different solvent-free ILs and
eaturing AEDLC and HYSC configurations are reported and com-
ared for power-assisted HEV application. We demonstrate that
yrrolidinium-based AEDLCs meet, and even exceed at the highest
emperature, the energy and power targets for this applica-
ion, with cyclability over more than 20,000 cycles at 60 ◦C.
uch asymmetric double-layer supercapacitors reach Vmax of
.0 V and Emax approaching 40 Wh kg−1 (only electrode mate-
ials included) so that they can compete with batteries and
ave the added advantage of inherently higher safety. While an
L-based hybrid supercapacitor with pMeT positive electrode elec-
ropolymerized in IL, negative carbon electrode and PYR14TFSI
lectrolyte delivers 30% higher energy than the AEDLCs, its cycling
tability is not high enough to compete with the latter sys-
ems.
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Dynamic Pulse Power and Energy of Ionic-Liquid-Based
Supercapacitor for HEV Application
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Asymmetric electrochemical double-layer carbon supercapacitors �AEDLCs� with N-methoxyethyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium bis�tri-
fluoromethanesulfonyl�imide �PYR1�2O1�TFSI� ionic-liquid electrolyte can safely cycle above room temperature with maximum
cell voltage as high as 3.7 V over several thousand cycles and are thus promising candidates for hybrid electric vehicle �HEV�
applications. Here, we report the energy and power performance of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLCs in the �30 to 60°C
temperature range evaluated by the conventional galvanostatic cycling and by the United States Advanced Battery Consortium and
the U.S. Department of Energy �DOE� FreedomCAR benchmark protocols. The most outstanding finding is that the ionic-liquid-
based supercapacitor meets the dynamic power and energy capability targets stated by DOE for power-assist HEVs.
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The market success of a clean transportation by hybrid electric
vehicles �HEVs� needs high efficiency and safe and low cost elec-
trochemical energy conversion systems. The performance require-
ments for these systems depend on the level of power-train hybrid-
ization, which increases from mild to full and plug-in HEVs, and on
the kind of driving cycle. The targets set by the U.S. Advanced
Battery Consortium �USABC� and the U.S. Department of Energy
�DOE� for power-assist HEVs, i.e., the full HEVs with the highest
level of hybridization, are pulse power of at least 625 W kg−1 for
10 s over more than 3 � 105 shallow cycles �25 Wh/cycle� and
7.5 Wh kg−1 total available energy, and for such application
lithium-ion batteries are considered the best candidates.

Electrochemical double-layer capacitors �EDLCs�, with positive
and negative carbon electrodes charged/discharged by physical pro-
cesses, satisfy the USABC power and cycle-life requirements for
power-assist HEVs, but even the best performing on the market,
which operate with organic electrolytes and maximum cell voltage
�Vmax� of 2.7 V, do not meet the specific energy target.1-4 The
EDLCs feature longer cycle life and higher specific power than bat-
teries, are intrinsically more tolerant to such abusive conditions as
overcharge and exposure to high temperatures, and, for the high
energy efficiencies even �90%, can easily dissipate the amount of
heat released upon the charge–discharge cycles. Thus, new-
generation supercapacitors of increased energy may compete with
lithium-ion batteries in power-assist HEVs, with the advantage of
higher safety and reliability than the latter.

The cell voltage increase is the most powerful strategy to en-
hance supercapacitor energy and power, and it requires the use of
electrolytes of wide electrochemical stability matched with high
ionic conductivity, low vapor pressure, and high thermal stability
window for safe operative regimes. This is the case of the
N-methoxyethyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium bis�trifluoromethanesulfo-
nyl�imide �PYR1�2O1�TFSI� room-temperature molten salt, which re-
mains liquid down to −95°C and is thus usable without solvents and
which features a 5.0 V wide electrochemical stability window with
conductivities of 1.10−4–1.10−2 S cm−1 in the −30/ + 60°C tem-
perature operation range of HEVs.5-8

Asymmetric electrochemical double-layer capacitors which fea-
ture positive and negative electrodes of different carbon loadings
�AEDLCs�, with PYR1�2O1�TFSI ionic liquid �IL� and specifically
designed carbon electrodes, at 60°C can cycle with Vmax up to 3.7 V
over more than 20,000 deep cycles with a capacitance fade of 2%
and outperform EDLCs on the market in terms of specific energy
and power.8
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Here, we present and discuss the results of a study carried out to
test the power and energy performance of these
PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLCs in the �30 to 60°C temperature
range for HEV application. Along with the traditional Ragone plots
obtained by galvanostatic cycling at different current rates, the re-
sults of tests performed to evaluate the dynamic pulse power and
energy features by the USABC and DOE FreedomCAR reference
protocols are given. These benchmarks include the reference capac-
ity test �RCT�, which provides the available energy of the superca-
pacitor at various states of charge, and the hybrid pulse-power char-
acterization �HPPC� that gives the dynamic power and energy
capabilities at different states of charge and depths of discharge
�DODs�.4,11,12 The results of the tests carried out to evaluate the
feasibility of the use of IL-based AEDLCs for both 10 s pulse power
assist and for 2 s pulse applications, such as 12 V start-stop �TSS�,
42 V start-stop �FSS�, and 42 V transient power assist �TPA�, are
given. The performance of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLCs at
30°C is also compared to those estimated in Ref. 4 for commercial
2.7 V EDLCs.

Experimental

The PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC supercapacitors were as-
sembled with electrodes �0.64 cm2 geometric electrode area� based
on the 95% w/w carbon–5% w/w poly�tetrafluoroethylene� binder
�Du-Pont� composite material laminated on carbon-coated alumi-
num current collectors �Lamart Corp. grids of 3.7 mg cm−2 of geo-
metric area� and cut from belts prepared by a preindustrial produc-
tion line. The carbon was PICACTIF SUPERCAP BP10 �Pica�,
which was treated at 1050°C in Ar for 2 h before lamination to clean
the carbon surface �demonstrated by thermogravimetric analysis and
Fourier transform IR analyses� and to favor an uptake of the hydro-
phobic IL. The treated carbon �hereafter named ACT� maintained
the same low level of graphitization of the pristine and displayed a
total pore volume of 1.2 cm3 g−1 with a pore size distribution cen-
tered at 2.7 nm. Seventy–one percent of the pore volume was origi-
nated by pores wider than 1.5 nm, i.e., wider than IL ion size, and
provided a surface area of 940 m2 g−1 accessible to the electrolyte
for the double-layer charging process, as evaluated by the density
functional theory analysis of its N2 adsorption isotherm.8,9 The posi-
tive and negative electrodes featured carbon-binder composite load-
ings of 10.5 and 6.3 mg cm−2, respectively, so that the total loading
for the two electrodes �wcm� was 16.8 mg cm−2. The cells
�Swagelok type� were assembled in a dry box �MBraun Labmaster
130, H2O and O2 � 1 ppm� using a fiber glass filter as a separator
�Durieux, 200 �m thick when pressed�; the separator and electrodes
were soaked under vacuum with the IL before the assembly. The
ECS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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PYR1�2O1�TFSI �Evonik Industries, 1.43 g mL−1 density� displayed
�20 ppm of water checked by Karl Fisher titration �684 KF Cou-
lometer Metrohm�.

The electrochemical tests were performed with a Perkin-Elmer
VMP multichannel potentiostat/galvanostat at temperatures con-
trolled by a Thermoblock �FALC� or a cryostat �HAAKE K40�, and
the results were validated over more than 10 cells.

Results and Discussion

The PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC supercapacitors with ACT
carbon electrodes were tested with Vmax = 3.7 V and a minimum
cell voltage �Vmin� equal to 55% Vmax, i.e., 2.035 V, in the tempera-
ture range of −30/ + 60°C at different currents by two different
procedures. A traditional study was carried out by consecutive gal-
vanostatic charge/discharge cycles, and then the supercapacitor was
subjected to a test protocol tailored for HEV applications.

Figure 1 reports the traditional Ragone plots at different tempera-
tures of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC with specific energy �E�
and power �P� being evaluated from the galvanostatic discharges as
in Eq. 1 and 2, respectively

E = �
tVmax

t0.55 Vmax

Vdt/wcm �1�

P = E/�t0.55 Vmax
− tVmax

� �2�

where i is the current density, tVmax
and t0.55 Vmax

are the times at
which the cells exhibit 3.7 and 2.035 V potentials, and wcm is the
total carbon-binder composite loading.

The data in Fig. 1 indicate that the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based
AEDLCs can operate in a wide temperature range. The specific en-
ergy and power decrease with temperature because of the related
decrease in the IL conductivity. Indeed, the latter impacts the Ohmic
drop and thus the practical cell voltage at which the cell discharge
begins; this is particularly evident at the highest currents. The
equivalent series resistance �ESR� of the cell, evaluated from the
Ohmic drop at the beginning of the discharge, increases from
15 � 5 � cm2 at 60°C to 410 � 130 � cm2 at −30°C �at each
temperature, the dispersion in the ESR value is strictly related to the
cell assembly, which was manually performed�. At the lowest cur-
rents, when the temperature changes from 60 to −30°C, the cell

Figure 1. Traditional Ragone plot of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC su-
percapacitor at different temperatures. Specific energy �E� and power �P�
values have been evaluated referring to the total carbon-binder composite
loading as in Eq. 1 and 2, respectively, from galvanostatic discharges at
different currents with Vmax = 3.7 V and Vmin = 2.035 V; the labels indicate
the current densities in mA cm−2.
ownloaded 29 May 2009 to 137.204.117.121. Redistribution subject to 
specific capacitance referred only to the total composite loading var-
ies from 26 to 16 F g−1 �corresponding to a single carbon electrode
capacitance of ca. 100 and 60 F g−1�, and a fourfold increase in the
current density at the two temperatures reduces the capacitance val-
ues by 25 and 75%, respectively. At 30°C, the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based
AEDLCs capacitance compares well with that of commercial
EDLCs operating with conventional organic electrolytes. The ca-
pacitance decrease of the IL-based supercapacitor with temperature
decrease is related to the nature of the carbon/solvent-free IL inter-
face. Indeed, in the solvent-free IL, the double layer is constituted
by a monolayer of ions up against the charged carbon surface; there-
fore the capacitance is strictly related to IL polarizability, which
affects the dielectric constant in the double layer as the conductivity
of the bulk electrolyte.9,10

The characterization of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLCs for
HEV applications was performed following the standards stated by
DOE in the “FreedomCAR Battery Test Manual for Power-Assist
Hybrid Electric Vehicles”11 and in the “FreedomCAR Ultracapacitor
Test Manual.”12 To evaluate if supercapacitors may replace batteries
in power-assist HEVs, which need modules with a specific available
energy of at least 7.5 Wh/kg for 10 s 625 W/kg pulses at 30°C, we
followed the standard tests reported in the former manual, slightly
modified following the indications reported in the latter one, which
takes into account the different natures of the charge/discharge pro-
cesses in supercapacitors with respect to batteries. The Freedom-
CAR Ultracapacitor Test Manual was properly developed to evalu-
ate the supercapacitor performance for quite conventional
applications, such as 12 V TSS, 42 V FSS, and 42 V TPA, which
require 800, 600, and 650 W/kg pulse powers �referred to the total
module weight�, respectively, with an available energy of 3 Wh/kg
over 2 s pulses.

The protocol that we adopted includes the RCT and the HPPC in
the −30/ + 60°C temperature range, including 30°C, which is the
reference temperature of DOE targets. According to Ref. 4, the spe-
cific parameters evaluated by such tests and reported in the follow-
ing refer to a total module mass �wmodule�, which is twice the total
composite electrode mass, i.e., wmodule = 2wcm, so as to include the
other components’ weights.

The RCT test is carried out to evaluate the total available energy
of the supercapacitor at various states of charge and for different
DODs. It was performed by a 5C galvanostatic charge up to Vmax
= 3.7 V, a potentiostatic charge at this potential for ca. 10 min, and
a galvanostatic discharge at 5C down to Vmin = 2.035 V. The 5C
current rate, i.e., that for the supercapacitor full discharge in 1/5 h
�12 min�, may be evaluated referring to the theoretical charge Qt,
which is given by Eq. 3

Qt = C�Vmax − Vmin� �3�

where C is the supercapacitor capacitance. However, as reported
above, the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC capacitance and practical
cell voltage excursion upon the discharge, which is always narrower
than Vmax − Vmin, vary with temperature. Thus, we experimentally
determined the current densities for 5C discharge rates at �30, �20,
0, 30, and 60°C, and the values are reported in Table I. The table
also shows the experimental specific capacity �Q100% DOD� and the
specific energy �E100% DOD� delivered upon the 5C discharges with
100% DOD. Figure 2 shows the plots of the cell potential and of the
specific cumulative energy removed during the discharge �EDOD� vs
DOD from the RCT test at 5C and 30°C. EDOD is evaluated from the
discharge profile between Vmax = 3.7 V and the potential, which
marks the DOD �VDOD, with 2.035 V � VDOD � 3.7 V�, by using
Eq. 4

EDOD = i�
tVmax

tVDOD

Vdt/wmodule �4�

where t is the time at which the cells exhibit the V voltage.
VDOD DOD
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The HPPC characterization, which provides the dynamic power
and energy capabilities over the Vmax/Vmin voltage range by a test
profile that incorporates both discharge and regenerative pulses, was
performed as follows. The test begins with a 5C galvanostatic/
potentiostatic charge at a given cell potential, followed by a rest
period. Then, a sequence that consists of a 10 s discharge pulse at
the Idis current, a 5 s open-circuit voltage �OCV� step, a 10 s regen-
erative pulse at the Ireg = 75%Idis current, and a 5C galvanostatic
discharge with 10% DOD is repeated until the Vmin cutoff potential
is reached.11,12 This sequence represents an accelerated test because
the suggested OCV period should be in the range 30–60 min. The
pulse currents are set in relation to the supercapacitor maximum
current �Imax�, which is a characteristic feature of the electrochemi-
cal device and which corresponds to the current required to cause an
immediate �i.e., �0.1 s� 20% voltage drop in a fully charged
device.12 The Imax of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC reported in
Table II significantly decreases moving from 60 to −30°C because
the voltage drop is proportional to ESR, and the latter increases
when temperature decreases. The pulse sequence can be performed
at two different Idis currents: for the “low-HPPC” test, the Idis is 25%
Imax; for the “high HPPC,” the Idis is 75% Imax. Table II reports the
Idis current densities that we adopted in the HPPC tests at different
temperatures. For the reference operative condition of 30°C, the
order of magnitude of Imax is 20 mA cm−2; thus the low and high
HPPC Idis current densities are of ca. 5 and 15 mA cm−2, respec-
tively. The low HPPC sequences at �20 and −30°C were not per-

Table II. Maximum „Imax… and discharge pulse „Idis… currents and
temperatures with pulse times „�tpulse… of 10 and 2 s of the PYR1„

referring to the corresponding experimental capacity Q100% DOD repo

T
�°C�

Imax
�mA cm−2� HPPC mA

60 20 Low

High

30 15 Low

High

0 6 Low

High

�20 2 High

�30 0.5 High

Table I. Values at different temperatures of current density, spe-
cific capacity „Q100% DOD…, and specific available energy
„E100% DOD… delivered upon the RCT discharge between Vmax
= 3.7 V and Vmin = 2.035 V „DOD = 100%… at the 5C rate of the
PYR1„2O1…TFSI-based AEDLC. Specific values are referred to the
module weight „wmodule = 2wcm….

T
�°C�

5C rate
�mA cm−2�

Q100% DOD

�mAh gmodule
−1 �

Eavailable,100% DOD

�Wh kgmodule
−1 �

60 0.92 5.0 15
30 0.92 5.0 15
0 0.66 4.7 13
�20 0.55 3.5 9
�30 0.37 2.2 6
ownloaded 29 May 2009 to 137.204.117.121. Redistribution subject to 
formed because the corresponding Idis could not be considered
“pulse” current being lower than the 5C rates at the same tempera-
tures �see Table I�.

Figure 3 reports the voltage profile of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based
AEDLC upon the low HPPC test at 30°C. The specific discharge
�Pdis� and regenerative �Preg� pulse-power capabilities are calculated
from the HPPC sequence as in Eq. 5 and 6

Pdis = 2.035�V0 − 2.035�/�Rdiswmodule� �5�

limits „DODmin,DODmax… for low and high HPPC tests at different
SI-based AEDLC. For each temperature, the C-rate is calculated

in Table I.

Idis
	tpulse
�s�

DODmin–DODmax
�%�C-rate

34C 10 7–84
2 2–92

102C 10 24–55
2 10–78

22C 10 5–85
2 2–92

61C 10 18–63
2 7–80

.5 9.5C 10 1–85
2 0–91

29C 10 23–56
2 10–73

.4 12C 10 10–65
2 3–75

.4 5.6C 10 1–76
2 0–80

Figure 2. �a� Cell voltage vs DOD and �b� specific cumulative energy �EDOD,
referred to module weight� vs DOD from the RCT discharge at 5C and 30°C
with Vmax = 3.7 V and Vmin = 2.035 V of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC
supercapacitor.
DOD
2O1…TF
rted

cm−2

5

15

4

10

1

5

1

0
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Preg = 3.7�3.7 − V2�/�Rregwmodule� �6�

where Rdis and Rreg are the discharge �Rdis� and regenerative �Rreg�
pulse resistances, which are given by

Rdis = �V1 − V0�/Idis �7�

Rreg = �V3 − V2�/Ireg �8�

As marked in Fig. 3b, V0 and V2 are the cell potentials at the begin-
ning of the discharge and regenerative pulses, respectively, and V1
and V3 are the potentials at the end of these pulses. The 10 s pulse
sequence can be used even to calculate the Pdis, Preg, Rdis, and Rreg
values for a pulse time �	tpulse� of 2 s. This can be done by using in
Eq. 7 and 8 the V1 and V3 values evaluated after 2 s from the
beginning of the pulses.

Rdis and Rreg depend on the �V1 − V0� and �V3 − V2� values,
which in turn include the Ohmic drop/rise and the linear variation in
the cell voltage over time, which is an intrinsic characteristic of the
capacitive charge/discharge process of the supercapacitor �see Fig.
3b�. Hence, unlike batteries, supercapacitors feature Rdis and Rreg,
which increase with 	tpulse, as shown by the pulse resistance values
calculated from 10 and 2 s low HPPC tests at 30°C and at different
DODs of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC reported in Fig. 4. Con-
sequently, the Pdis and Preg evaluated from the 10 s sequence are
systematically lower than those from the 2 s pulses, as evidenced by
the pulse-power capability vs DOD plots reported in Fig. 5, which
were obtained from the low and high HPPC tests at 30°C of the
AEDLC. In Fig. 5 the Preg axis has been properly scaled, as sug-
gested in Ref. 11 and 12 to match Pdis with the target value of
Preg = 80% of Pdis.

Given that at DOD = 100% and 0% Pdis and Preg are zero �see
Eq. 5 and 6�, the interpolation of the pulse-power data in Fig. 5a and
b should cross the y-axis origins. However, the HPPC sequence is
cut when V1 � 2.035 V or V3 
 3.7 V; hence the lowest and high-
est values of V and, consequently, the maximum �DOD � and

Figure 3. �a� Cell voltage �solid line� and current density �dotted line� vs
time upon the low HPPC test at 30°C of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC
and �b� magnification of the cell voltage profile during the first discharge/
regenerative pulse.
0 max

ownloaded 29 May 2009 to 137.204.117.121. Redistribution subject to 
minimum �DODmin� DOD, at which complete discharge and regen-
erative pulses take place, depend on Idis, Ireg, Rdis, Rreg, and 	tpulse.
For the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC, full duration pulses are fea-
sible only within the DOD limits reported in Table II, which thus cut
the Pdis and Preg vs DOD plots. At 30°C, 10 s pulses can be per-
formed in the DOD ranges of 5–85% by low HPPC and of 18–63%
by high HPPC, as marked in Fig. 5. Within such DOD limits, the
Pdis and Preg values evaluated by the two tests at low and high
currents are very similar. In both cases the discharge and regenera-
tive curves cross at Pdis = 1250 and 2400 W kg−1 for 10 and 2 s
pulses, respectively, and at DOD of 24%. The power at this cross
point, which represents the maximum value simultaneously satisfied

Figure 4. Rdis and Rreg values at different DODs of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based
AEDLC evaluated from low HPPC test at 30°C with 	tpulse = 10 and 2 s.

Figure 5. Discharge �Pdis� and regenerative �Preg� pulse-power capability
referred to module weight vs DOD of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC at
30°C from �a� low HPPC and �b� high HPPC tests with 	tpulse = 10 and 2 s.
The horizontal dashed line indicates the DOE 10 s P goal.
dis
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in the discharge and the generative pulses, is significantly higher
than the DOE target, which is evidenced by a horizontal line in the
two figures.

Starting from the cross point of the discharge and regenerative
pulse-power curves, as the demand for power lowers, the usable
DOD range �	DOD�, within which the condition Preg = 80% Pdis
is satisfied, widens. Consequently, the specific available energy
�Eavailable�, which is the energy that can be removed during a 5C
discharge over the 	DOD range and that corresponds to the differ-
ence between the EDOD values at the two 	DOD limits, increases.
As an example, for a 10 s low HPPC at 30°C, Pdis = 625 W kg−1

and Preg = 500 W kg−1 at DOD = 61% and 11% �Fig. 5a�, where
the EDOD are 10.40 and 2.14 Wh kg−1 �Fig. 2b�, respectively.
Hence, the energy available in 	DOD = 11–61% is 8.26 Wh kg−1.
For the 10 s high HPPC test, a Pdis of 625 W kg−1 is feasible
within a 	DOD, which is limited by the 18% DODmin value for the
regenerative pulse and 62% for the discharge pulse.

The trend of the energy available in a 	DOD range where given
discharge and regenerative pulse powers are met vs Pdis is described
by “HPPC–Ragone plots” such as those shown in Fig. 6-8.
Figure 6a reports the HPPC–Ragone plots at 30°C of the
PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC from the 10 s low and high HPPC
tests of the IL-based supercapacitor and the DOE goal for 10 s pulse
applications in power-assist HEVs; the figure also reports the ex-
pected performance of a commercial EDLC operating with V

Figure 6. Available energy �Eavailable� vs discharge pulse-power capability
�Pdis� at 30°C of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC referred to module
weight from low and high HPPC tests with �a� 	tpulse = 10 s and �b� 2 s.
�� = DOE targets; dotted line: commercial EDLCs operating with Vmax
= 2.7 from Ref. 4�.
max
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= 2.7.4 Figure 6b shows the HPPC–Ragone plots at 30°C obtained
from 2 s low and high HPPC tests with the indication of the DOE
goal for 2 s pulse applications in HEV.

The most striking result is that, as evidenced in Fig. 6a, the
PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC meets the requirement for power-
assist HEV application, and because of the high Vmax of 3.7 V it can
deliver an Eavailable energy sufficiently high to compete with batteries
for 10 s, 625 W/kg pulses. Figure 6b shows that the HPPC–Ragone
plots shift to higher Pdis values when pulses are shortened to 2 s, so
that at 30°C the IL-based supercapacitor significantly overcomes the
performance required for the 12 V TSS and 42 V FSS and TPA
applications in HEVs, which represent a quite “conventional” use of
supercapacitors in transportation.

The HPPC tests of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC were also
run in the temperature range of −30/+60°C, and Fig. 7 and 8 report
the corresponding HPPC–Ragone plots. At �30 and −20°C, only
the high HPPC tests were performed because the Idis current for the
low HPPC characterization is lower than that corresponding to a 5C
rate �at the same temperature�. Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate that the
PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC can cycle between �30 and +60°C,
which is the envisioned temperature range for HEVs. At T 
 30°
the IL-based supercapacitor meets the power-assist HEV targets, and

Figure 7. Available energy �Eavailable� vs discharge pulse-power capability
�Pdis� with 	tpulse = 10 s of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC referred to
module weight from �a� low HPPC and �b� high HPPC tests at different
temperatures �� = 10 s pulse DOE target; dotted line: commercial EDLCs
operating at 30°C with Vmax = 2.7 from Ref. 4�.
ECS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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at 0°C it features a performance similar to that exhibited at 30°C by
the commercial EDLC. At 0°C the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC
also satisfies the 2 s pulse DOE requirements.

Conclusions

This paper reports on the results of an experimental study carried
out to evaluate the dynamic pulse power and energy features of

Figure 8. Available energy �Eavailable� vs discharge pulse-power capability
�Pdis� with 	tpulse = 2 s of the PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC referred to
module weight from �a� low-HPPC and �b� high-HPPC tests at different
temperatures �� = 2 s pulse DOE targets�.
IL-based supercapacitors by the USABC and DOE FreedomCAR

ownloaded 29 May 2009 to 137.204.117.121. Redistribution subject to 
reference protocols for HEV. The PYR1�2O1�TFSI-based AEDLC can
operate between �30 and +60°C with a high Vmax of 3.7 that makes
it possible to meet at T 
 30°C the challenging energy and power
targets stated by DOE for power-assist HEVs and at T 
 0°C the
standards for the 12 V TSS and 42 V FSS and TPA 2 s pulse appli-
cations if the ratio wmodule/wcm = 2 is accomplished. This is a very
demanding condition because the wmodule is affected by the electro-
lyte mass, which fills the carbon pores and separator and in turn
depends on the carbon pore volume and the electrolyte density. In
the supercapacitors based on solvent-free IL, the carbon electrode
pores are filled with the electrolyte at the maximum ion concentra-
tion, and the IL amount in the pores could be in excess with respect
to that required for the double-layer charge/discharge. Hence, reduc-
tion in carbon pore volume to �1 cm3 g−1 without sacrificing spe-
cific capacitance would be beneficial to the component weight dis-
tribution in the module.

This work demonstrates that the use of PYR1�2O1�TFSI IL in
AEDLC is a powerful strategy to develop high voltage supercapaci-
tors that might compete with lithium-ion batteries in power-assist
HEVs with the added advantage of inherently higher safety.
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